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Abstract 

A new method is presented for solving pairs of simultaneous Diophantine equations, such as those 

which result from the 2-descent process on elliptic curves. The method works by determining a set 

of solutions modulo a prime P, raising each of these solutions to a set of P solutions modulo p2, 

and then determining a solution modulo p6 for each of the solutions modulo p2. These solutions 

modulo p6 lie on a lattice which is then reduced using a suitable lattice reduction algorithm. The 

required solution can then be written as a linear combination of the basis vectors for the lattice, 

and the coefficients in this combination are determined. The running time of this algorithm is 

O(N213) where N is a bound on the size of the solution required. Variations on the method are also 

presented. 

Following a 2-descent on elliptic curves of the form y2 = X3 +pX, where p =- 5 (mod 8) originally 

described by Bremner and Cassels [8], the methods are applied to various pairs of equations. 

Generators for the free abelian part of the group of rational points on each of these curves are 

presented, including the case p= 16421 which has a canonical height of 137.2290. 

By combining the method with existing techniques, we also find a generator for the set of points 

of infinite order on the curve y2 = X3 + 17477X. This point has canonical height h(P) = 406.4797. 

We also find a generator on the Mordell curve y2 = X3 + 7823, which is the only case missing from 

the tables of Gebel, Peth6 and Zimmer for the curves y2=x3+k with IkI :! ý 10000 [20]. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Diophantine equations are polynomial equations with integer coefficients in two 

or more variables, for which we seek solutions in integers, natural numbers or 

rational numbers. Since a set of m equations fi in n ý: 2 variables describes an 

affine variety V in n-dimensional affine space An, determining the integer or ratio- 

nal solutions (XI 
9 X2ý .... Xn) to these equations is equivalent to finding the integer 

or rational points V(Z) or V(Q) on the corresponding variety. 

The general equations representing affine varieties are inhomogeneous - the sums 

of the powers of the variables may differ from term to term. By making the sub- 

stitutions 
X, X2 Xn 

XI =- '' " Xn - Xn+l' Xn+l' Xn+l 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

and clearing denominators, we obtain a set of m homogeneous equations in n+I 

variables, Fi(X,,..., X,,, ) = 0. These equations define a projective variety in 

P". Since the equations are homogeneous, we may search for coprime integer 

solutions (XI : X2 :: X,, j). 

We will concentrate on curves defined over Q. A curve C can be expressed 

affinely as a Diophantine equation in two variables, f(x, y) = 0, or projectively 

as F(X, Y, Z) = 0. Given a curve C over Q, we wish to know whether any rational 

points lie on C and, if so, whether we can in some way describe these points. The 

existence, and finiteness, of a set of rational points on C depends on the genus of 

the curve. The genus of C is defined to be the number of holes in the compact 

Riernann surface C(C). 

Affine curves with genus greater than I have degree at least 4, and are not al- 

ways smooth. Faltings' theorem [19] states that for a curve C of genus g ý: 2 

defined over Q, QQ) is finite (and possibly empty). However, Faltings' proof 

and subsequent proofs by others [5,50,29] do not provide an effective algorithm 

for finding solutions. The proofs allow a bound on the number of rational points 

on C to be calculated, but do not provide an upper bound on the numerators and 

denominators of the coordinates. 

Using the Riemann-Roch theorem, it can be shown that a curve C of genus 0 is 

isomorphic to a conic in P2. Then, by a linear substitution, we find that C can be 

represented by the equation F(X, Y, Z) = aX' + bY2 + cZl =0 for some non-zero 

integers a, b, c. It is known that C(Q) is non-empty if and only if C(R) and C(Qp) 

for all primes p are non-empty. This is known as the Hasse principle. Criteria 

2 
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for deciding whether Qp-points exist are given in [35]. If C(Q) is non-empty then 

C ý-- P1 over Q, so that C can be parameterised by rational functions. In this case, 

there will be infinitely many rational points [24]. 

A genus I curve C over Q need not have a rational point, and Lind [26] and 

Reichardt [38] have given examples of curves C which fail the Hasse principle. 

If C does have a rational point, then C is an elliptic curve, isomorphic to the 

projective closure of the affine curve y' = X3 + Ax +B for some integers A and 

B with 4A 3+ 27B 2#0. The set of rational points C(Q) is a finitely generated 

abelian group. If the curve has rank 0, then C(Q) is finite. Otherwise, there 

will be infinitely many points in C(Q). While it is relatively easy to find the 

(finite) set of rational points of finite order on C, cletennining the rank and a set of 

generators for the points of infinite order is more difficult. The most commonly 

used approach is to use the method of descent to produce a covering curve, and 

then to find points on the covering curve. If higher descents are used we obtain a 

pair of simultaneous homogeneous quaternary quadratic equations, representing 

the intersection of two quadrics, and we attempt to find integer solutions to these 

equations. Given a bound N on the absolute value of the integers, the most nalve 

search for these solutions would take time O(N). A new method of searching for 

solutions to these equations, with running time O(N'I') is presented in this thesis. 

3 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.2 Summary of Contents 

Chapter 2 contains a summary of some of the existing techniques for solving Dio- 

phantine equations. Such techniques can be found in many textbooks, including 

[34], [39] and [23]. 

Chapter 3 introduces elliptic curves defined over Q, and describes the group of 

rational points on such curves. This group of points consists of a torsion subgroup 

of points of finite order, and a free abelian part. Methods for determining the 

torsion subgroup, finding generators of the free abelian part, and calculating a 

bound on the rank of the curve are given. 

In order to calculate the rank of an elliptic curve, a process known as 2-descent is 

used. In 1984, Bremner and Cassels [8] gave details of an algorithm for perform- 

ing the descent on curves of the form Y' = X' + pX, where p is a prime congruent 

to 5 modulo 8. This descent is described in detail in chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 provides a brief summary of lattices and lattice reduction, and includes 

the LLL algorithm devised by Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovasz in 1982 [25]. 

In chapter 6, a new method is presented for solving pairs of simultaneous equa- 

tions, such as those which result from the 2-descent process on elliptic curves. 

This is an improvement on the so-called 'p-adic Elkies method'. The algorithm 

works by determining a set of solutions modulo a prime P, raising each of these 

solutions to a set of P solutions modulo p2, and then determining a solution mod- 

ulo P6 for each of the solutions modulo p2. These solutions modulo P6 lie on 

4 
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a lattice which is then reduced using the techniques of chapter 5. The required 

solution can then be written as a linear combination of the basis vectors for the 

lattice,, and the coefficients in this combination are determined. For the pairs of 

quaternary equations resulting from the descent process, the running time of this 

algoritlun is O(N'13) where N is a bound on the size of the solution required. ' 

Two variations on the algorithm are also given. For comparison, a naive search 

testing every possible vector (X Iý X2 ý X3 ý X4) with xi :5N would take time O(N4), 

while eliminating one variable from the pair of simultaneous equations and then 

performing a naive search on the remaining three would take time O(N'). 

The results of running these new algorithms for a variety of elliptic curves are 

given in chapter 7. 

'Note that in all run time estimates, lower order terms have been ignored. 

5 



Chapter 2 

Solving Diophantine Equations 

2.1 Overview 

Various techniques from elementary and algebraic number theory can be used 

in order to determine whether an equation has any solutions, and to solve the 

equation if it does. 

A summary of existing techniques follows. 

6 
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2.2 Congruence Considerations 

Congruence considerations are often very revealing, especially when consider- 

ing equations modulo powers of a prime. The congruence f(XI 
5 X2 9 ... 9 Xn) -= 

0 

(mod M) is equivalent to the Diophantine equation f(XI 
i X2 9---, Xn) -::::: 

MXn+ I- SO 

for the equation f(Xl9X21---, Xn) =0 to have solutions, we require Mx, I=0 for 

any M, or in other words we require x, I=0. If we can find some M for which the 

congruence f(X Ii X2 9 ... 9 Xn) -= 
0 (mod M) has no solutions, then the Diophantine 

equationf(XI . 
X29 ... ý Xn)= 0 can have no integer solutions. 

Example: Suppose that a, b, cEZ, and p is a prime such that pý abc. Then the 

equation 

ax 
3+b 

py 
3+ cp 2Z3 

= 

has no solutions in integers or rational numbers. 

Proof Suppose that a solution to (2.1) is given by (xO, yo, zo). Since the equation 

(2.1) is homogeneous, we can assume without loss of generality that gcd(xo, yo, zo) 

1. Since pI bpy' and pI Cp2Z3' we must have pI ax' . But pýa so pI X3. Since 0000 

p is prime (so that in particular p is not a cube), we must have pI xO. Now we 

divide through by p to give 

Xj )+ by0 + cpz, 
p 

7 
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which can be rewritten as 

ap 
2 

(XO )3 
+ bY3 + CPZ3 =0 

p00 

or 

33 P2 
X0 )3 

= 0. byO + cpzO +ap 

The argument can be repeated, so that pI yo. Then 

bP2 YO + cz 3+ 
ap 

X0 )3 

p0p 

or 

3 X0 )3 
+b 2 

(YO )3 

czO + ap -P pp 

Repeating the argument a further time gives pI zo, contradicting the assumption 

that gcd(xo, yo, zo) = 1. 0 

8 
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2.3 Local-Global Principle 

We have seen that if there is some modulus M for which the congruence f(xj, X2 9 Xn) 

0 (mod M) has no solutions, then integer solutions cannot exist. In this case, the 

integer solutions are called 'global' solutions, while the solutions modulo M are 

called 'local' solutions. For the existence of global solutions in Q we require local 

solutions in all local completions of Q, namely solutions modulo M for all M and 

solutions in R. 

An equation for which the existence of all local solutions guarantees the existence 

of global solutions is said to satisfy the Hasse principle (also known as the local- 

global principle). However, the Hasse principle does not hold for all equations. 

For example, Selmer [41] has shown that the equation 3X3 + 4Y3 + 5Z3 =0 has 

solutions modulo M for all A but no non-trivial integer solutions. 

9 
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2.4 Quadratic Residues and Quadratic Reciprocity 

If p is an odd prime and pýa, then we say that a is a quadratic residue modulo 

if the equation x2=a (mod p) is solvable; if the equation is not solvable, then we 

say that a is a quadratic non-residue modulo p. This is denoted by the Legendre 

symbol 

+ if a is a quadratic residue mod p 
(a) 

p 
if a is a quadratic non-residue mod 

0 if pIa. 

Useful properties of the Legendre symbol are given by the following three theo- 

rems. 

Theorem 2.4.1. For p an oddprime, we have thefollowing results. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

/ 11 

(a) 

If a =- b (mod p), then 
(1) 

= 
(b) 

pp 

For any integers a and b, (! ab) = 
(1) (b 

ppp 

+I ifp 1 (mod 4) 

-I ifp 3 (mod 4). 

+1 ifp 1,7 (mod 8) 

-I ifp 3,5 (mod 8). 

Theorem 2.4.2 (Euler's Criterion). Ifp ý a, then 

(mod 

Theorem 2.4.3 (Gauss's Law of Quadratic Reciprocity). Ifp and q are distinct 

10 
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oddprimes, then 
(E) (1) 

= (_I)(p-1)(q-1) 

q 

or equivalently 

/ 
( q 

IP\ ' P 

q) 
'P 

(mod 4) 

otherwise. 

These properties can be used in the solution of quadratic Diophantine equations. 

Example: The equation 
2 

=41x+3 

has no solution in integers. 

(2.2) 

Proof Suppose the equation has an integer solution. Reduction modulo 41 gives 

that y' -= 3 (mod 4 1), so (41 1. But the properties of the Legendre symbol and 0= 

the law of quadratic reciprocity gives I by theorem 2.4.1 (d). 41 33 

Therefore there are no solutions to the equation (2.2) in integers. 0 

II 
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2.5 Factorisation over the Integers 

It may be possible to factorise one side of an equation over the integers. Then we 

can use other techniques to show that no solution can exist. We demonstrate this 

method by looking at a specific example of the Mordell equation 

x2 

where kEZ. 

Example: The equation 
3= X2 

has no solutions in Z. 

(2.3) 

Proof By taking residues modulo 4, we see that ify is even theny 3=0 (mod 4), 

so that x' -7 =- x' -3 -= 0 (mod 4) so x' =- 3 (mod 4). But the squares modulo 

4 are 0 (for an even number) and I (for an odd number), so there are no solutions 

if y is even. Therefore, y must be odd. 

We can add 8 to each side of the equation (2.3) to give x2+I =Y 3+8, which we 

can factorise as x2+I= (y + 2)(y2- 2y + 4). Since y is odd, we have Y2 =I and 

-2y =- 2 (mod 4), so that (y2- 2y + 4) -= 3 (mod 4). Any number congruent to 3 

(mod 4) has a prime factor p=3 (mod 4). So we must have pI (y2 - 2y + 4) => 

pI (y + 2)(y2- 2y + 4) => pI X2 + 1. So X2 = _I (mod p). But this is impossible 

for any prime p such that p =- 3 (mod 4) by theorem 2.4.1 (c). Therefore, there 

12 
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are no integer solutions. El 

13 
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2.6 Factorisation over Algebraic Number Fields 

We have seen in the previous subsection that the Mordell equation has no integer 

solutions when k= -7, and many other values of k can be treated similarly. 

However, if yl -k+I cannot be factorised over the integers, we must consider 

other number fields. The following example illustrates this technique for k=2. 

Example: The equation 

X2 +2 (2.4) 

has only the integer solutions x= ±5, y = 3. 

Proof. If x is even, then x2 +2 is even, so that y' is even. This would imply that y is 

even, so that the left-hand side of (2.4) is divisible by 8. This would be impossible 

since the right-hand side of (2.4) is only divisible by 2. Hence x must be odd. 

We work in the unique factorisation domain Z[ -ý'-_2]. The integers Z[ -N/--21 con- 

sist of numbers of the form a+b -\/---2 with a, bEZ. This gives 

(x + N/-- 2)(x - N/-2). (2.5) 

Suppose that these two factors had a common factor c+dV---2. Then this common 

factor must also divide their sum and difference, so that c+d -V--2 I 2x and c 

d'ýr--2 12 Ný---2-. Taking norms, we have 

c 
2+ 2d 2 14X2, C2 + 2d 2 18, 

14 
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and hence c2+ 2a' 14. The only possibilities are c=±1, d=0, or c= ±2, d=0. 

Since none of these are proper factors of x+ V_-2, the two factors in the right-hand 

side of (2.5) must be coprime. 

Since the units in Z [, \/--2] are ±1, both of which are cubes, we have 

- )3 
x+ (a + bV 2 

(2.6) 
3 2) +23 =(a - 6ab (3a b- 2b 2, 

for some a, bEZ. 

Comparing coefficients of -\/---2 in (2.6), we have 

I= (3a 2b- 2b 3) 
, 

for which the only integer solutions are a=±1, b=1. 

Then 

a3- 6ab 2 

if a 

if a 

This gives y3= 27, so that y=3.13 

15 
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2.7 Fermat's Method of Descent 

Assume that a solution to our equation can be found, and that in some way we can 

take a "smallest" solution. Fermat's method of descent then uses this solution to 

derive a smaller one, contradicting the assumption that the original solution was 

the smallest possible. 

Example: The equation 

x4+ Y4 = Z2 (2.7) 

has no integer solutions with xyz # 0. 

Proof Suppose that such a solution (x, y, z) exists. Since the powers in equation 

(2.7 are all even, we may assume that x, y, z>0. If gcd(x, y, z) = d, then we have 

d41 X4 + y4 = Z2, so that d2 I z. We can then replace x, y, z by : 1, : ý, -mý- respectively dd d2 

to obtain a solution in coprime integers. So we may assume gcd(x, y, z) = 1, and 

that z is the smallest possible. 

Congruence modulo 4 shows that z must be odd, and that x and y are of opposite 

parity. So without loss of generality, we may assume that x is odd and y is even. 

Rearranging (2.7), we have 

4= 
Z2 _ X4 = (Z _ X2)(z + X2). 

Suppose p is a prime with pI (z - x') and pI (z + x'). Then pI 2z and pI 2X2 , and 

16 
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since gcd(x, z) =I we have p 12. Since x and z are both odd, (z -x2) and (Z + X2) 

are both even. Therefore gcd(z -x21z+x 
2) 

= 2. 

Now, y is even, so 2' 1 y4 = (Z _ X2)(Z + X2) . But gcd(z _ X2'Z + X2) = 2, so 2 must 

divide one factor exactly and 2' must divide the other. 

There are two cases to consider. Either 

z-x2= 2a 4 

z+x2= 8b 4 

or 

where a>0, a odd 

where b>0, gcd(a, b) = 1, 

z-x2= 8b' where b>0 

z+x2= 2a 4 
where a>0, a odd, gcd(a, b) = 1. 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

In the first case, we can eliminate z from (2.8) to obtainX2 = 4b 4-a4=0_I=3 

(mod 4). But x is odd, so x2=I (mod 4). Hence there are no solutions in this 

case, and the second case must hold. 

Eliminating x from (2.9) in the second case, we obtain z=a4+ 4b 4. Rearranging 

this, we have a 
4= 

z- 4b 4. Since 4b 4>0, 
we have a4<z => a<z. 

Eliminating z from (2.9) gives x2=a4 -4b 
4, 

so that 4b 4=a 4_X2 
= (a 2 

-x)(a 
2+ X). 

Again, gcd(a 2-x, a2+ x) = 2. Hence 

a2-x= 2C4 

(2.10) 

a +x= 2d , 

17 
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for some c, dEZ. Eliminating x from (2.10), we obtain 

a2=c4+d4, (2.11) 

so that (c, d, a) is a solution to (2.7). But a<z, contradicting the assumption that 

(x, y, z) is the solution with smallest possible z. Hence there can be no non-trivial 

integer solutions. 0 

18 



Chapter 3 

Elliptic Curves over Q 

3.1 Overview 

Definition 3.1.1. An elliptic curve defined over Q is a projective plane curve de- 

fined affinely by the equation 

y2+ aixy + a3Y -"ý X3+ a2X 2+ a4X + a6, 

with ai E Q, together with a single point at infinity, OE- 

The form of equation (3.1) is known as long Weierstrass form, but a more simple 

equation can be used. 

19 
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Theorem 3.1.2. The curve (3.1) is equivalent to a curve of theform 

2= X3 + Ax + B, 

with A, BEZ. 

Proof Multiplying each side of (3.1) by 4 gives 

4y2+ 4a, xy + 4a3Y = 4X3 + 4a2X2 + 4a4X + 4a6- 

We then complete the square on the left hand side 

(2y + alx + a3 )2 
-a 

2X2 
- 2ala3X -a2= 

4X3 + 4a2X2 + 4a4X + 4a6, 13 

so that 

(2y + alx + a3 )2 = 4X3 + (a 2+ 4a2)X2 + (2ala3 + 4a4)X + (a 2+ 4a6)- 
13 

Let Y' = 2y + alx + a3. Then 

(y, )2 = 4X3 + b2X2 + 2b4X + b61 

(3.2) 

20 
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where 
b2 =a2+ 4a2 I 

b4= ala3 + 2a4 (3.3) 

b6= a2+ 4a6. 3 

Now let 
x' - 3b2 

x 36 

yl y 
108 

Then (on multiplying through by 11664) we obtain 

(yf)2 = (X, )3 + (648b4 - 27b 2)Xi + (54b3 - 1944b2b4 + 11664b6) 22 

= (X, )3 
- 27(b 2- 24b4)X'- 54(-b 3+ 36b2b4- 216b 2 

= (Xi)3 - 27C4X' - 54C6i 

where 
C4 --,,: b2- 24b4 2 

(3.4) 
C6 -b 

3+ 36b2b4- 216b6- 2 

The coefficients -27C4 and -54b6 are rational. However, we can restrict the coef- 

ficients to be integers, as follows. 

Suppose that 
m 

-27C4 -9 
n 

-54C6 
p 

q 
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This gives 

(yt)2 = (Xt)3 +Mx+p 
nq 

so that 

n6q 
6(yt)2 

=n6q 
6(XT 

+n5q6 mx f+ pn 
6q5, 

or 
(n 3q 3y, )2 = (n 2q 2X,, )3 +n3q4 m(n 

2q 2Xt) 
+ pn 

6q5. 

Finally, let 

X=n 2q2xI, 

n3q3y,. 

Then 

= +AX+B 

where 
n3q4 

pn 
6q5 

are integers. 

This fonn of equation is known as short Weierstrass form. 

0 

Definition 3.1.3. For a curve of the form (3.1) with the quantities b2, b4, b6ý C4 

andC6defined by (3.3) and (3.4), the discriminant, A, is given by 

c3c2 
A=46 

1728 
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The discriminant of the curve (3.2) is given by 

A= -16(4A 
3+ 27B 2). 

We can also define the quantity 

b8 =a 
2 a6 + 4a2a6 - ala3a4 + a2a 

2_a2 (3.5) 13 4' 

The curve is non-singular if and only if A#0. Figures 3.1,3.2 and 3.3 demon- 

strate how the sign of the discriminant affects the shape of the graph. 

A related property of an elliptic curve is the j-invariant, j C', 
. The j-invariant A 

classifies elliptic curves up to isomorphism over the complex numbers (see, for 

example, [43]). 
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Chapter 3. Elliptic Curves over Q 

We are interested in the rational points on this curve, i. e. pairs (x, y) E Q' satis- 

fying equation (3.2), together with the point at infinity OE. For any such curve E, 

the set of such points is denoted E(Q). 

Theorem 3.1.4. The rationalpoints on the curve (3.2) are of theform 

m 
(x, y) = 

(n2 
, n3 

)9 

with 1, m, nEZ and gcd(l, n) = 1. 

Proof Let (x, y) = iý ý) be a rational point on the curve, with u>0. We may (U 
V 

assume these coordinates to be in lowest terms, so that gcd(1, u) = gcd(m, v) = 1. 

Then 
m2 13 1 

=-+A-+B V2 U3 u (3.6) 13 +A 1U2 + BU3 

U3 

Since gcd(m, v) = 1, we have gcd(m 
2, v 2) =I so that the left hand side of (3.6) is 

in lowest tenns. We now show that the right hand side is also in lowest tenns. 

Suppose k is a prime such that kIu3, so that k is a factor of the denominator 

of the right hand side of (3.6). Since k is prime, we must have kIu, so that 

kIA IU2 + BU3. So for k to divide the numerator of the right hand side of (3.6), we 

must have k 11'. But gcd(l, u) =I and kIu, so ký1 and in particular ký 1'. Hence 

the right hand side of (3.6) is in lowest terms, and we can equate the numerators 

and denominators. 
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Equating denominators, we have v2= U3 , so that v2 is both a square and a cube. 

Similarly, u3 is both a cube and a square. Hence each must be a sixth power. 

Then 
v2=n6 =* v=n3, 

u3=n6=: > u=n2. 

Finally, since gcd(1, n 2) = gcd(1, u) = 1, we have gcd(1, n) =I as required. 

In order to measure the "size" of a rational point, we use the height function. 

Several versions exist. 

Definition 3.1.5. The (nai've) height of a rational number x=ý with gcd(m, n) n 

I is given by 

H(x) = max(Iml, Inl). 

We define the (nai*ve) height of a rational point P= (x, y), with x=I in lowest 
n2 

terms to be 

H(P) = H(x) = max(Ill, n 
2). 

The (logarithmic) height (or Weil height), h(P), is defined to be 

h(P) = log H(P). 

We define H(OE) 
---: 

I and h(OE) 
--ý 

0- 

A modified version of the height of a point on an elliptic curve is given by the 

canonical height (or Neron-Tate height), ý(P) = limn,,, 4-h(2P), which can be 
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taken to be an approximation to the logarithmic height. Faster methods for com- 

puting the canonical height of a point on an elliptic curve exist (see, for example, 

[12]). 

The difference between the logarithmic and canonical height of a rational point on 

an elliptic curve is bounded [55,44]. 

Lemma 3.1.6. There exist constantsCl , C2, depending on the curve E but not on 

the point P, such that 
I 

-cl :5 h(P) - h(P): 5 C2- 

Silverman [44] gives the values of the constants c, andC2as 

I 

ci = -h(j) + y(E) + 1.946, 
12 

C2 p(E) + 2.14, 

where 
p(E) - 

logjAl + log+(j) 
+ log+ 

b2 
+ log(2*), 

6 
(12) 

log'(x) = max( 1, loglxll, 

b2 #0 

otherwise. 
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3.2 The group E(Q) 

We can define an addition operation to add two points on the curve together. The 

graph of an elliptic curve is such that any non-vertical line intersecting the curve 

at two points will intersect it at a third. The point at infinityOE, can be thought of 

as a point so infinitely far up the y-axis that all vertical lines pass through it. We 

now have that a line through any two points (even if vertical) will pass through a 

third on the curve. Intersections with the curve are counted with multiplicity. 

Example: Figure 3.4 shows the curve y2= X3 _ lOx + 1. Here a line has been 

drawn through the points (-3, -2) and (0,1), and the line intersects the curve again 

at (4,5). 

We can find the co-ordinates of this third point algebraically, given the co-ordinates 

of the first two points. 

Lemma 3.2.1. Let E be defined by equation (3.1), with P, = (xl, yl), P2 = 

(X21Y2) E E(Q). Then 

-PI = (x° -yl - alxl - a3)- (3.7) 

IfPl ý-- -P2, then P3 ::::: PI + P2 ::: OE- 

Otherwise P3 `PI+ P2 ý (X3 
9 YA with 

X3 = '12 +a, A-a2 - XI - X2 

(3.8) 
Y3 = -(/I + al)X3 -v- a3, 
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where 
Y2-YI 

,V= 
YIX2-Y2XI XI X2 

X2-XI X2-XI 
(3.9) 

3x2, +2a2XI +a4-aly, -X3 +a4XI+2a6-a3YI 

2yj +al xj +a3 IvI 2yj +alxl +a3 
XI X2- 

We can now find a duplication fon-nula for the point 2P = P+P where P= (x, y) # 

(0,0). The fonnula presented here is for the x-component only. 

x(2P) = 
(3X2 + 2a2X+ a4- aly)2 

(2y + alx + a3 )2 
al(3x 2+ 2a2X + a4 - aly) a2 - 2x. 

2y + aix + a3 

Using the quantities b2, b4, b6and b8 as defined in (3.3) and (3.5), we have 

x(2P) -x4- 
b4X2 

- 2b6X- b8 

4x 3+ b2X2+ 2b4X+ b6 (3.10) 

For a curve in short Weierstrass form, the addition process is the same, except that 

equations (3.9) and (3.8) become 

Y2-Yl v YIX2-Y2XI XI # X2 
X2-XI X2-XI 

3x 2 +A -x 3 +Ax, +2B 
IVI 2yi X2 

with 
X3 = '12 _ XI - X2 

(3.12) 
Y3 ---: -IIX3 -V- 
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The point (xl, yl) + (X2, Y2) is not the third point of intersection of the straight line 

with the curve, but its reflection in the x-axis. 

Example: Figure 3.5 shows the addition of the points (-3, -2) and (0,1) to obtain 

the point (4, -5). The straight line drawn through the points (-3, -2) and (0,1) 

intersects the curve again at (4,5). The reflection in the x-axis of this point is 

(4, -5). 

Clearly, if the points (xl, yl) and (X2, Y2) are rational, then the point (X3, Y3) Will 

also be rational. 

The Mordell-Weil theorem states that the group of rational points E(Q) on the el- 

liptic curve E is finitely generated. The proof relies on the following four lemmas, 

as shown in [43]. 

Lemma 3.2.2. For everyfinite rational number M, the set IP (=- E(Q) : h(P) < M) 

isfinite. 

Proof By definition 3.1.5, we have 

(-M) 
= max (Iml, Inl). 

n 

Since Iml and Inj are bounded, the result follows. 0 

Lemma 3.2.3. Let PO (=- E(Q) be a fixed point on the curve E. Then there is a 

constant co, depending on Po such that 

h(P + Po):! ý 2h(P) + co, 
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for all PE E(Q). 

Lemma 3.2.4. There is a constant c such that 

h(2P) ý! 4h(P) - 

for all Pc E(Q). 

The proofs of lemmas 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 follow from the algebraic formulae for the 

addition of two points on an elliptic curve. 

Lemma 3.2.5 (weak Mordell-Weil). The group E(Q)/2E(Q) isfinite. 

To prove that E(Q)/2E(Q) is finite, we show that the index [E(Q) : 2E(Q)] is 

finite, using the method of 2-descent. This will be outlined in section 3.2.2. 

We can now state the Mordell-Weil theorem, which was proved in 1922 by L. J. 

Mordell for elliptic curves over Q, and later generalised by A. Weil for elliptic 

curves over any algebraic number field [46]. 

Theorem 3.2.6 (Mordell-Weil). Under the addition operation, the set ofpoints 

E(Q) is afinitely generated abelian group, with identity OE- 

Proof By lemma 3.2-5, the quotient group E(Q)/2E(Q) is finite, say of order r. 

We can therefore choose elements Q1 9 Q29 ---ý Qr c= E(Q) to be the representatives 

of the cosets in E(Q)/2E(Q). Suppose PE E(Q) is an arbitrary point on the curve. 
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Let 
P=2P, +Qi,, 1:! ýij<r 

P, 2P2 + Qi27 1 '5 i2 <r 
(3.13) 

Hence 

P, -, = 2P, + Qi,,, I :! ý i, < r. 

n 

P=2 np 
n+ 

Yj 
2j- 1 Qij. (3.14) 

i=l 
For any j, we have 

h (Pj) 1 [h (2Pj) + cl 4 
I [h (Pj-l 

- Qij) + c] 4 

By lemma 3.2.3, we have 

from lemma 3.2.4 

by (3.13). 

h (Pj-l 
- Qij) < 2h (Pj-, ) + cij 

where the constant cij depends on the point Qi,. Since Qjj CI Qli Q27 ... 1 Qrl5 we 

can take co to be the maximum of these constants. 

Then 

So 

h (Pj) 
:! ý 

I [2h (Pj-, ) + co + c]. 4 

n+l 

h (P, ) :! ý 2 -n h (P) + (co + c) Yj 
k=2 

CO +C 
<2 h(P)+- 

2* 
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On taking n to be sufficiently large, we have 

h (P, ) + C' +c 
2 

From equation (3.14), every point PE E(Q) is a linear combination of points in 

the Set IQ] ý (hi ... 5 Qr) UjQE E(Q) :h (Q) :! ý I+'1. By lemma 3.2.2, this must 2 

be a finite set, and it follows that E(Q) is finitely generated. 11 

Definition 3.2.7. The order of a point P in E(Q) is the smallest number m such 

that mP = OE- 

Definition 3.2.8. A torsion point is a point of finite order. 

Definition 3.2.9. The rank of the curve is the size of the basis for the subgroup 

of points of infinite order. If this is non-zero, then there are an infinite number of 

rational points on the curve. 

We can now state the structure of the group of rational points E(Q). 

Theorem 3.2.10 (Mordell). IfE is an elliptic curve over Q, then E(Q) is afinitely 

generated abelian group, with 

E(Q) ý-- E((Q)tors 63 Zr 

where r is the rank of the curve and E(Q)tors is the torsion subgroup. 

So to compute E(Q), we need to find the torsion subgroup E(Q)to, s, calculate the 

rank r, and find a set of r generators of the free abelian part Zr. 
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3.2.1 Computing the Torsion Subgroup 

Finding the torsion subgroup is a relatively simple task, due to the following the- 

orem of Nagell [36] and Lutz [27]. 

Theorem 3.2.11 (Nagell-Lutz). Let (x, y) be a rationalpoint offinite order on an 

elliptic curve E in short Weierstrassform (3.2) with discriminant A. Then x, y c: Z 

and either y=0, in which case the point (x, y) has order 2, or y2 I A. 

So to find the torsion points, we calculate the discriminant A, and find all possible 

divisors y'. We then solve the resulting cubic equations in x, and check that there is 

an integral solution. Having found the integral points P, we successively compute 

multiples mP until either mP =OE (in which case P has order m), or mP is not 

integral (in which case P has infinite order). Pseudocode for this algorithm is 

given by Cremona [ 12]. 

Example: Consider the curve y' = x' - 36x. The curve has discriminant A= 

2985984, so possible values ofy are givenbyy = 2'. 3,, where aE (0,1,2,3,4,5,6) 

and, 8 E 10,1,2,3). Solving y2 = X3 - 36x leads to the integral solutions (x, y) = 

(-3,9), (12,36), (-2,8), (18,72), (0,0), (6,0), (-6,0). The first four points P all 

have a non-integral 2P and so are not of finite order. The other three points all 

have a zero y-coordinate, and so are of order 2. 

The number of possible torsion points is therefore finite, and Mazur [30,31] 

proved that the torsion subgroup is isomorphic to one of only 15 finite abelian 

groups. 
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Theorem 3.2.12 (Mazur). The torsion subgroup E(Q), O,, is one of thefollowing 

15 groups: 

Z/NZ, I :! ý N:! ý 10 or N= 12 

Z/2Z x Z/2NZ, I :! ý N<4. 

3.2.2 Calculating the Rank 

Bounds on the rank of an elliptic curve and a set of coset representatives for 2E(Q) 

in E(Q), can be found using a 2-descent process. The process also gives a proof 

of the weak Mordell-Weil theorem (lemma 3.2.5). 

The aim is to show that the image of the multiplication-by-two map [2] : E(Q) --* 

E(Q) has finite index. This can be achieved by demonstrating a one-to-one map 

from E(Q)/2E(Q) into some finite group. To do this, we show that 2E(Q) is the 

kernel of a map from E(Q) into some finite group. 

Computationally, we first find a finite set of auxiliary curves, H, called homo- 

geneous spaces, each isomorphic to the elliptic curve over some extension field 

(although not necessarily over Q itself). We then determine whether each space 

contains a rational point. The points on these homogeneous spaces correspond to 

rational points on the elliptic curve by a polynomial mapping H ---> E, and the set 

of points obtained cover the cosets of 2E(Q) in E(Q). 

Since the maps H --> E have degree 2 or 4, the points on the homogeneous spaces 

have smaller height, and thus should be easier to find. The points found can then 

be mapped back onto E(Q). 
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2-descent via 2-isogeny 

If E(Q) contains a rational torsion point of order 2, we can use the method of 
2-descent via 2-isogeny. 

We use the isogeny 

0: E(Q) ---) E'(Q), 

and the dual isogeny 

0': E'(Q) -ý E(Q). 

These maps split the multiplication-by-two map [2] : E(Q) -> E(Q) into two 

pieces, as shown in figure 3.6. 

0 0, 

00 Ey E 
m 

ý[ 2] 

Figure 3.6: The multiplication-by-2 map 

We then need to show that the image of each map has finite index. E(Q) /0' (E'(Q)) 

and E(Q)/o (E(Q)) are each isomorphic to a subgroup of Q* /(Q*)', the size of 

which can be found computationally. The method, as described in [ 12], is as 

follows. 

Suppose E is an elliptic curve in long Weierstrass form (3.1), and the quantities 

b2, b4and b6are given by (3.3). 
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Let xO be a root of the cubic x3+ b2X2 + 8b4X + 16b6. Then E is equivalent to 

2= 
X(X2 + cx 

where 
c= 3xo +b2 

d= (c + b2)XO + 8b4- 

Note that if a, = a3 = 0, we can take xO to be a root of x3+ a2X 2+ a4X + a6, and 

we can set c= 3xo + a2, d= (c + a2)XO+ a4- 

Let 

y2= X(X2 + c'x 

where 
-2c 

d' = C2 - 4d. 

Let the point at infinity on the curve E' beOE' . Then the mappings 0 and 0' are 

given by 

O: E(Q) ---> E'(Q) 

Y(X2 -d» p= (X, y X2 X2 
)# (0,0), OE 

OE' P 
--:: 

(09 0)9 OE 

(3.15) 
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and 
0': E'(Q) --> E(Q) 

( ), 2 y(x2 -d') 
4X2 8X2 

OE 

(X9Y) 94 «)1 0)e OE' 

(01 0)1 OE' 

(3.16) 

These maps are homomorphisms, with ker(o) = IOEq (0,0)) and ker(o') =IOE', (09 0))- 

Let P= (XqY) # (09 O)q OE be a rational point on the curve E. Then 

01 
y2 y(x' - 0, Wx, A= 

(X2' 

X2 

2_a 
_ aý2 X2(X2 (2ý 

- d) (X 
X2 

4y28y3 

X2 + d2 y4 - 
dX4 

- d21 +d 2X2 (x4 
- 2d X2 

1 

4y2 8y3 

= [2](x, y). 

Similarly, the composition 0(0'(x, y)) takes the point (x, y) to its double on the 

curve 

We now construct the homogeneous spaces H such that the diagram in figure 3.7 

commutes. 

For each square-free divisor d, of d, the homogeneous space 

H(dj, c) : V2 = dju 4+ 
cu 

2+d (3.17) 
di 
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B, 
0, 

Figure IT 2-descent via 2-isogeny 

is examined for solutions. Methods for determining whether a given quartic has 

local and global solutions are given in [12]. 

Let nI (d, c) be the number of factors d, of d for which H(dj, c) has a rational 

point, and n2(d, c) be the number of factors d, of d for which H(dj, c) has a point 

everywhere locally We also define n, =nI (d', c') and n2 = n2(d, c'). 

Each rational point P= (u, v) on H(dj, c) maps to a point ý(P) = (d, u2, di uv) on 

E, and each point P= (u, v) on H(dj, c') maps to a point 

2v 
(d' 

U4 _ 
d')ý 

0 O(P) 
v23 

4u 8u 

on 

By adding these points, we obtain a set of n1n, points on E which gives either 

a complete set of coset representatives for E(Q)/2E(Q), or a set of points which 

covers each coset exactly twice. 
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E(Q)/O'(E'(Q)) is isomorphic to a subgroupof Q*/(O*)2 generated by factors d, 

for which H(dj, c) has a rational point. So 

JE(Q)/0'(E'(Q»l = ni =2 ei 

I e' 

and it can be shown that 

rank (E(Q)) = rank (E'(Q)) =eI+e, - 

This method will not always give the rank exactly, as some of the homogeneous 

spaces H may fail the Hasse principle (see section 2.3). If all of the spaces hav- 

ing points everywhere locally have a rational point, then ni = n2. However, if 

the Hasse principle fails, then having determined that the space has a point ev- 

erywhere locally, we might not be able to find a rational point. So the number of 

spaces having a rational point might be underestimated. In this case, all we know 

is that n, :! ý n2, and a bound on the rank is given. The extent to which this failure 

occurs is given by the size of the Tate- Shafarevich groups IH(E/Q) and IH(E'/Q) 

for the elliptic curves E and E' over Q. 

It is also possible that our search for a rational point on a homogeneous space 

H(dj, c) is inconclusive, due to the search bounds being insufficiently large. At 

this stage, we cannot detennine whether failure to find a global rational point is 

due to a non-trivial element of the Tate- Shafarevich group, or whether the rational 

point is too large (in terms of height) to be found by the search. A second descent 
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distinguishes between these two cases. 

General 2-descent 

The method of 2-descent via isogeny outlined above depends on the existence of 

at least one rational 2-torion point. If no such point exists, we must use the general 

2-descent method. 

The general method was described by Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer [3], and has 

since been improved by Cremona [14]. 

This method uses homogeneous spaces H of the form 

y2= g(x) = ax 
4+ bx 3+ 

cx 2+A+e (3.18) 

with a, b, c, d, eEQ, and 

I= 12ae - 3bd +c2, 

J= 72ace + 9bcd - 27ad 2- 27eb 2 
-2C3. 

The quantities I and J are related to the C4 andC6 invariants of E. Each of the 

curves H is a 2-covering of the curve 

EIj : Y2 = F(X) = X3 - 271X - 27J, (3.19) 

as shown in figure 3.8. 
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EZ. 7 EZ. 7 

Figure 3.8: General 2-descent 

Here, the map 0 is a birational map from H to its jacobian (which is Ej, j). 

The process, as described in [ 12], is as follows. 

Step I 

Determine the invariantpair (I, J). 

Let I =C4and J= 2C6, whereC4andC6are as defined in (3.4). If 24 11 and 261j 

we replace (I, J) by (2-'1, s-'J), and use both this pair and the pair (161,64J) in 

the remaining steps, unless 4 11,8 1J and 16 1 (21 + J) in which case we use only 

the pair (I, J). 

Step 2 

Find all quartics g(x) with the given pair (I, J). 

The quartics can be categorised as those with no real roots (type 1), those with 

four real roots (type 2), and those with two real roots (type 3). 
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Bounds on the coefficients a, b and c are first deten-nined. The auxiliary cubic 

equation 

03 
-310+J= 0 (3.20) 

will have one real root (type 3) or three real roots (types I and 2). 

For the quartics with no real roots (type 1), order the roots of equation (3.20) as 

01 ý' 02 ýý' 03 and set K3 ! t. Then 

0<<K+ 
Kl1201 

3K1/2 + 01 + 202' 

-2a <b:! ý 2a, 

4aO2 + 3b 2 4ao, + 3b 2 

. 2: c< 
ou ou 

For the quartics with four real roots (type 2), the bounds depend on the sign of a. 

If a>0, order the roots of equation (3.20) as 01 > 02 > 03. Then 

I- o2 

<a<2 3(02 -'03)' 

-2a < b:! ý 2a, 
4aO2- A(I 

_ 02) + 3b 2 4aO3+ 3b 2 
32 

8a Zý (I 2ý 8a 

If a<0, order the roots of equation (3.20) as 01 < 02 < 03 
. Then 

I- o2 
0 <-a< 

2 
3(03-02) 

-2 1aI<b21a1, 
4aO2- A(I 

_ 02) + 3b 2 4aO3+ 3b 2 

8a =. - C 8a 
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For the quartics with two real roots (type 3), equation (3.20) has a unique real root 

0. Then 

-0 
4 

(02-I): 5a: 5 
lo+ 4- 

1)9 3 27 3 r7 
(02 

< b:! ý 21a1, 

9a 2- 2ao + 1(41 - 
02) + 3b 2 

3 

81a :! ý c. sign(a) 
4aO + 3b 2 

81 

Associated to each of the quartics g are the two covariants, 

94 (xq Y) ": (3b 2- 8ac)X4+ 4(bc - 6ad)X3Y + 2(2C2 - 24ae - 3bd)X2Y2 

+4(cd - 6bc)XY3+ (3d2- 8ce)Y4 

96(xe Y) -'7 (b 3+ 8a 2d- 4abc)X6+ 2(I6a 2e+ 2abd - 
4aC2 +b2 C)XI y 

+5(8abe +b2d- 4acd)X4Y2+ 20(b 2e- ad2)X3 y3 

-5(8ade + bd 2- 4bce)X2Y4- 2(16ae 2+ 2bde - 
4C2 e+ cd 

2)Xy5 

Taking 

-(d3+ 8be 2- 4cde)Y6. 

g(X, Y) = aX4+ bX3Y + cX2Y2 + dXY3 +e 

so that H: y2 = g(x, 1) = ax 4+ bx 3+ cx 2+A+e, we find that the polynomials 

94(x Y)q 96(X Y) and g(X, Y) must satisfy the syzygy 

27g62 = g43 - 48Ig2g4 - 64jg3 (3.21) 
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Next, we define the semivariants, 

p= g4(I, 0) = 3b 2- 8ac 
(3.22) 

r -ý 96(1,0) =b3+ 8a 2d- 4abc. 

On substituting (X, Y) = (1,0) into (3.2 1), we obtain the sernivariant syzygy 

27r 2= P3 - 48ja2p - 64Ja 3. (3.23) 

Therefore, variables a, b and c must satisfy equation (3.23). 

Then d and e are given by 
r- b' + 4abc 

d 
8a2 

I+ 3bd - C2 
e 12a 

Step 3 

Testfor equivalence of quartics. 

Two quartics g, (x) and g2 (x) are equivalent if 

92(X) -': ": Y 2(, YX + j)4gl 

for some a,, 8, y, (5, pEQ with (aJ -, 8y) and y both non-zero. Any quartics found 

which are equivalent to an earlier quartic are discarded. 

Step 4 
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Testfor local and global solubility. 

The number of equivalence classes of quartics g(x) which are everywhere locally 

soluble is finite. Let the number of quartics which are found to have a rational 

point be n, and the number of quartics found to have a point everywhere locally 

be n2. Then we should have ni = 2'i for i=1,2. 

Step 5 

Compute the rank. 

The rank of E(Q) is given by 

eI-I:! ý rank (E(Q)) :! 5 e2 - I- 

If we have found a (global) rational point on all n2 quartics known to be every- 

where locally soluble, then nj = n2and we can calculate the rank exactly. 

If n, is not found to be a power of 2, then we must have failed to find a rational 

point on a quartic where such a point exists. In this case, we may replace nI by the 

next highest power of 2. This failure could be due to a non-trivial element of the 

Tate - Shafarevich group IU(E/Q), or the height of the rational point is too large to 

be found by the search. A second descent would be needed in order to determine 

whether a rational point exists. 

Step 6 
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Recoverpoints on E(Q). 

Each quartic g(x) for which a rational point P is found leads to a point ý(P) on the 

curve Ej, j via the map 

ý: H(Q) ---> EIJQ) 

3g4(x, 1) 2796(X, 1) 

(2y)2 , (2y)3 
(X9 Y) OH 

Lp 
, 

±27r ) (X 
g Y) OH 

4a (4a)3/2 

whereOHis the point at infinity on H. 

This is a degree 4 map, taking rational points on H satisfying y2 = g(x, 1) to 

rational points on Ej, j. These points are then mapped onto the original curve E. 

If this map is applied to the rational points found on each of the n, quartics from 

step 5, we obtain a complete set of coset representatives for 2E(Q) in E(Q). In 

the case where we failed to find some of the rational points (so that n, is not a 

power of 2), we will still have generators for E(Q)/2E(Q), and can use these to 

determine the remaining coset representatives. 

Higher descents 

For some elliptic curves, the first descent is inconclusive. We may obtain homo- 

geneous spaces which are everywhere locally soluble but for which no rational 

point is found. The failure will be due either to a non-trivial element of the Tate- 

Shafarevich group or to the search bounds being insufficiently large. A second 
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descent is used to determine which of these two cases is true, by either providing 

a large rational point on the homogeneous space H as the image of a smaller point 

on a descendant curve D of H, or by proving that no such descendant exists. 

In the case of 2-descent via 2-isogeny, a homogeneous space H is a O'-covering 

of E, as shown in figure 3.7. A second descent extends the o'-covering to a 2- 

covering D so that the diagram in figure 3.9 commutes. The vertical maps 0 and 

02 are isomorphisms defined over 0, while the remaining maps are all of degree 2 

and defined over Q. 

EI e 

02 0 

D 

Figure 3.9: The second descent in the 2-isogeny case 

The homogeneous space D is called a descendant of H. If a rational point P is 

found on one of the descendants of H, then q(P) is a rational point on H, and 

hence eo 77(P) is a rational point on E. Since the curves D are 2-coverings of E, 

the rational points on D should have smaller height than those on E by a factor of 

2. 

If it is found that a homogeneous space H has no everywhere locally soluble de- 

scendants, then H has no rational points and hence represents a non-trivial element 

of the Tate- Shafarevich group IH(E/Q). If H has descendants which are every- 
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where locally soluble but no rational point can be found, then H represents an 

element of III(E'/Q)[2]. 

Second (and higher) descents have been used for various families of curves with 

rational 2-torsion (see, for example, [37,8,33,48,40]). The method of Bremner 

and Cassels [8] is presented in chapter 4. The general method, as described in 

[ 13 ], was first used by Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer [4]. 

Suppose that H(dj, c) is an everywhere locally soluble curve given by 

H(dj, c) V2 = dju 4+ cu 2+d (3.24) 
di' 

for which we wish to find a rational solution (u, v). 

Step 1 

Solve the conic 

Let 

u2x z (3.25) 
y 

v z 

#On substituting (3.25) into (3.24), we obtain the conic 

Ho (dj, c) y2 = dIX + cXZ + 
dZ2. 

(3.26) 
d, 

Rational points on H(dj, c) correspond to rational points on HO(dj, c) with !! a z 
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square. Since H is everywhere locally soluble, HO is also everywhere locally 

soluble, and so HO has a rational point Po = (Xo : YO : ZO) c PI(Q) by the Hasse 

principle (see section 2.3). We first search for a solution (Xo : Yo : Zo). 

Step 2 

Parameterise the conic 

Given a solution PO of the conic (3.26), a parameterisation of all solutions is given 

by 

qI (a,, 8), 

q2(a,, 8). 

q3(a,, 8), 

(3.27) 

where the qj are quadratic polynomials with integer coefficients which determine 

a birational map 

ý: Pl /(Q) -> Ho(Q) 

(a:, B) ---> (qj(a,, 8), q2(a,, 8), q3(a,, 8)). 

The parameterisation can be chosen such that q, and q3 have discriminants 16-ý- di 

and 16d, respectively, with resultant Res,, (q I (u, 1), q3 (U, 0) ` 16d'. 

Step 3 

Parameterise the set of descendants 

If ý! = ! --(-a'IO) is a square, then ý(a,, 8) gives a rational point on H. Therefore, we z q3 (aA 
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require an integer solution (a,, 8, y, 6) to the equations 

d3 y2, 
(3.28) 

q3(a, )6) --.: 
d3 (529 

where d3 is a square-free divisor of 16d'. 

The finite set of d3 for which equations (3.28) are separately soluble are the inte- 

gers which parameterise the first descent curves H(d3, c') :v2= d3 u4+CIU2+_! ýL 
d3 

for the curve E'. These integers d3 form a group G modulo squares. As part of the 

first descent, we have already found a subgroup G, of the d3 for which H(d3, c') is 

everywhere locally soluble, and there will be n' of them. This subgroup is either 2 

empty, or forms a complete coset of G, in G. We do not need to test all values 

of d3, but only one in each G, coset. Each value of d3 to be tested produces a 

descendant curve D. 

The remaining steps are performed for each value of d3. 

Step 4 

Construct the descendants 

We first ensure that equations (3.28 are separately soluble, and discard any value 

of d3 for which either equation has no solution. 

Assuming both equations are soluble, we find a solution to the first equation, and 
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hence parameterise the solutions 

a= 

JO : -:: Q3 GI ý P) 1 
(3.29) 

Q2 GI ý 11) 9 

where the Qj are quadratics with integer coefficients such that 

q, (Q10911), Q3(11,11)) ::: d3Q2(11,1-1)- 

Substituting (3.29) into (3.28) gives the descendant curve 

D: g(A, p) = d3 (52, (3.30) 

where g(A, p) is the quartic q3 (Ql Gt /4 Q3 09 /1))- 

Step 5 

Searchfor rationalpoints on the descendants 

We test for local solubility using the algorithm given in [12]. 

Suppose that D is everywhere locally soluble. A sieve assisted search is used to 

attempt to find a global rational point on D. If a rational point (A, y, (5) is found 

on D, it maps to a rational point (u, v) on H. Equations (3.25), (3.29) and (3.27) 
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provide this map explicitly, since 

(U2, V) = 
X, Y) (Z 

Z 

(ql(a, ß) q2 (ag ß) 

q3 (ag ß) q3 (ai ß) 

(d3y2 q2 (ag ß) 

d3 62 d3 62 

y2 q2 (ae ß) 

62 'd3 62 

so that 
y q2(a,, 8) 

(5 d3 (52 

) 

Q2 (/1 
9 p) q2 (QI GI 

ý /1) 1 Q3 GI 
9 /1)) 

(5 1d3 (52 

If no rational point is found, we test each of the elements of the d3G, coset in turn. 

If no rational point is found with any of the coset elements, we either increase 

the search bound or attempt a 3rd descent. If none of the G, cosets produce an 

everywhere locally soluble descendant, then H represents an element of the Tate- 

Shafarevich group. 

This method has been implemented in both Cremona's mwrank [ 16] and Connell's 

apecs [11]. 

The second descent in the case where there is no rational 2-torsion is more com- 

plicated, and requires algebraic number theory. The method is described in [32], 

which follows from the work of Siksek's thesis [42]. In this case, the descendant 

curve D will be a 4-covering of Ej, j, as shown in figure 3.10. The descent has been 

implemented in Magma version 2.11 (2004) by Womack [53] and subsequently 
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improved by Watkins for version 2.12 (2005). 

EZ. 7 Ezi 
AL 

02 0 

D 

Figure 3.10: The second descent in the general case 

Higher descents on elliptic curves will produce covering curves which are given as 

the intersection of two quadrics (a pair of simultaneous quaternary quadratic equa- 

tions). Methods for solving the simultaneous equations representing the quadric 

intersection are presented in chapter 6. 

3.2.3 Finding Generators 

Having calculated the rank r of the elliptic curve E and a set of coset represen- 

tatives for E(Q)/2E(Q), finding the generators of the free abelian part Z' is a 

two-stage process [ 12]. We first find all points P whose logarithmic height h(P) is 

bounded by some constant N. Each point found is passed to the second stage of 

the algorithm, which determines whether the point is of infinite order, and whether 

it is independent of the points already found. By adjusting the value of N, a basis 

of r points is constructed. 
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This process uses the following definitions. 

Definition 3.2.13. The regulator, R (E(Q)), of E(Q) modulo torsion is defined to 

be 

R (E(Q)) = det (h(Pi, Pj)), 

where the Pi form a basis for E(Q)/E(Q),,,, and h(Pi, Pj) is the Neron-Tate height 

pairing, 

h(P, Q) =2 (h(p + Q) - h(p) - h(Q)) 

We first determine a bound N for the maximum height of a set of generators, using 

the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.2.14. Let m>0 be such that 

(P E E(Q): h(P):! ý m) 

contains a complete set of coset representatives for E(Q)/2E(Q). Then S gener- 

ates E(Q). 

Having obtained a complete set of coset representatives for E(Q)/2E(Q) during 

the descent process of section 3.2.2, we compute the canonical height of these 

points to give a value of m for which lemma 3.2.14 holds, then add the maximum 

difference between the logarithmic and canonical heights as given in lemma 3.1.6. 

This gives a value for the bound N to be used in step I of the algorithm. 
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Step 1 

Let E be an elliptic curve defined by equation (3.2). First find the point (xo, yo) C: 

E(R) with minimal x-value on E. Since an elliptic curve is symmetrical about the 

x-axis, we have yo = 0. This gives a lower bound for the possible x-values in 

E(Q). 

By theorem 3.1.4, a rational point P (=- E(Q) is of the form P= -L, a 
( 

n2 n3 
) with 

gcd(l, n) = 1, so that h(P) = max (logj1j, log n'). Without loss of generality, we 

may take n to be positive. Then for h(P) :! ý N, we require max (111, n 
2) 

:! ý eN. 
ýy This means that n :! ý e2 , and -e' -< 

1 :! ý e'. However, we know that xO is the 

minimum possible x-value, so that -ý- > xo ==> 1 ý! n 
2XO. We therefore have that n2 - 

max (n'xo, 
-e 

N) : ýý 1 :: ý e 
N. 

For each pair of integers (1, n), we attempt to solve the quadratic equation m2= 

+ Aln' + Bn 6 for mEZ. Note that this process can be made more efficient by 

using a quadratic sieve [12]. 

In this manner, all rational points P with h(P) :ýN are determined. As each point 

is found, it is passed to step 2 of the algorithm. 

Step 2 

This step will be perfon-ned whenever a new point P with h(P) :5N is found. 

At a general stage, we will have a basis (PI 9 P2ý ... ý Pk) of independent points 
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which are the generators for a subgroup of rank k, and we will have calculated the 

kxk height pairing matrix Mk= [h(Pi, Pj)] and Rk= det(Mk). 

We first test to see if the new point P is of infinite order, and ignore it if it is found 

to be a torsion point. If the point is found to be of infinite order, we set Pk, l = P, 

and complete the height pairing matrix Mk, I by calculating ý (P, P), 1 :! ý i :5k+1. 

We then find the determinant Rk+ I of this new matrix. 

If Rk+1 is non-zero, the point Pk+1 is independent of the previous k points Pi and 

is added to the basis. Mk and Rkare replaced by Mk, j and Rk+j respectively, and 

the value of k is increased by 1. 

If Rk+1 is zero, then the point Pk+1 is a linear combination of the previous points 

modulo torsion. Thus we can write 

ajPj + a2P2 +---+ akPk + ak+lPk+l =0 (modulo torsion), 

with ai c Z. We must have ak+l 31-- 0, since the first k points are independent. If 

ak+l :::::: ±I, then the point Pk+l is ignored. If ak+l # ±1 but ai = ±I for some 

i :! ý k, then the point Pi is replaced by Pk, I in the basis. This new basis of k points 

generates a larger group by a finite index Jak+1 I- 

We then return to step I and search for the next point P. 

The value of the bound N used in step I can be increased until we have a basis 

containing r points. The subgroup generated by these points has finite index in 

E(Q), and must be enlarged to give the whole of E(Q). 
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3.3 The Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture 

Associated with each elliptic curve E, we can define a function L(E, s) called the 

L-function. The definition relies on the number of points lying on the reduced 

curve E(Fp) for each prime p. 

Let Np be the number of points on E(Fp) including the point at infinity OE, and let 

Ap =I +p -Np. 

Then we can define 

L(E, s) =H(I pJA 
- App-s)- 'H(l 

pýA 
pp-s + PI-2s 

If p is a prime of bad reduction (so that pI A), then 

1 if E (mod p) has a node with tangents whose slopes are rational over Fp 

Ap -1 if E (mod p) has a node with tangents quadratic over Fp 

0if Et (mod p) has a cusp. 

a, n The Taylor series expansion of L(E, s) around s=1 is given by L(E, s) n 

The Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture states that this function has a zero at 

s=I whose order is equal to the rank of E(Q), and that the leading coefficient in 

the Taylor series expansion can be written in terms of various quantities associated 

with E. 
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Following Silverman's book ([43]), let 

be an elliptic curve defined over Q, 

IH(E, Q) be the Tate- Shafarevich group of E over Q, 

R (E(Q)) be the regulator of E(Q)/E(Q)t,,,,, 

W be the invariant differential A 
(2y+a I x+a3) 

Eo(Qp) be the set of non-singular points modulo p, 
Q :_ 

fE(R) 16)" (either the real period, or twice the real period), 

CP = 
JE(Qp)IEO(Qp)l. 

Conjecture 3.3.1 (Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer). (a) L(E, s) has a zero at s=I 

of order equal to the rank of E(Q). 

(b) Let r be the rank of E(Q). Then 

lim(s - I)-'L(E, s) =Q ILU(E/Q)l 2'R (E(Q)) JE(Q),,,, s 
1-2 11 

CP 

p 

This would give an exact formula for L(r)(E, 1) E R, 

L(r)(E, 1) = a. Q. R(E(Q)), (3.31) 

where a is a non-zero rational number [22]. 
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3.4 Heegner points 

In the case of rank I elliptic curves, we can construct Heegner points in order to 

find rational points of infinite order on E. A Heegner point is a quadratic surd Ir on 

the upper half plane 'H. The point can be represented by a positive definite binary 

quadratic form (A, B, C), so that AT 2 +BT+ C --= 0, with A>0 and gcd(A, B, C) =I- 

The discriminant Of T is D= B' - 4AC. A Heegner point is of level N and 

discriminant D if NIA, gcd 1, B, CN) =I and D is a square modulo 4N. (N 

The construction of Heegner points is described in [54]. For a fixed positive inte- 

ger N, let Xo(N) be the modular curve classifying pairs (EI, E2) of elliptic curves 

together with a cyclic isogeny a: E, ---> E2of degree N. 

The set of complex points on Xo(M is a surface admitting the uniformisation 

77: 'H* IlFo(N) -ý XO(N)(C), 

where 'H* = 'H U P, (Q) is the extended upper half plane and FO(N) is the subset 

of elements of SL2(Z)whose reductions modulo N are upper triangular. This map 

sends TE 'H to the pointy of XO(N)(C) associated to the pair of elliptic curves 
c, c together with the related N-isogeny. > <T, -L > N 

By the work of Wiles and others [52,49,9], there is a map Xo(N) --ý E. This map 

can be broken into two pieces. We first map the pointy E XO(N) to the point z of 
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C/A, where A is a certain lattice related to E, using 

00 

Y 
an 

jqnE 
C/A, (3.32) 

n= 

27riX 

where the ai are the coefficients of L(E, s) = Zný, a, n-' and q=e 

The map 77E : C/A --. > E(C) is then given by 

77E(Z) «z: (KOA(Z)g PAW) 9 

whereVAis the Weierstrass parameterisation attached to A. Explicit fonnulae for 

A andVAcan be found in [43]. 

The following practical method for calculating Heegner points on 'HIFO(N) is 

described in [17]. 

Let K be an imaginary quadratic subfield of C, and let 0 be an order in K. Then 

0 is completely determined by its discriminant, D. We find the Heegner points on 

'HIFO(N) attached to the order 0 of discriminant D, where D is coprime to N. 

We first choose an integer s satisfying the congruence s2 =- D (mod 4N). This 

gives a cyclic 0-ideal n= (N, s- 
2 
FD--o ) 

of nonn N. 

The images under 77 of the Heegner points attached to 0 for which ker(El --> E2) -",: 

E, [n] are in bijection with the SL2(Z)-equivalence classes of binary quadratic 
2C22 forms Ax + Bxy +Y satisfying B- 4AC = D, NIA, and B -= s (mod 2N). 

Let the quadratic fonn associated to the Heegner pointTbe (A', B', C'). Under this 
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bijection, any point on 'HIFO(N) which maps via q to (A', B', C) is in the class of 

T. We can takeTto be the unique root of Ax 2+ Bx + C. 

To find the binary quadratic forms, we let c "-D and construct the forms 4N 

(aiN, s, ci) where ci is a divisor of c and ai These are then reduced using Ci 
the theory of binary quadratic forms (see, for example, [10]). The Heegner point 

representatives are then given by -ri -- '"D In this way, we compute a list of 2aiN * 

representatives Tl,..., Th EW (where h is the class number of 0). If this is not 

the case, we choose another value for s. 

We then find ýp(Tj) for each representative, and sum them in C/A to give the com- 

plex number z. Note that we might not need to compute all of the ýp(Tj), since if 

ýp(ri, ) is the complex conjugate of ýo(Ti) then ýp(Ti, ) + ýp(Ti, ) = 21Rýp(Ti, ) in C/A. 

Finally, we map the result z to E(C) via 77E. The point on E(C) will be real and, in 

theory, rational. 

The series (3.32) requires O(N) terms, and converges slowly if the conductor N is 

large. The algorithm is therefore impractical if N> 101 [45]. 

Gross and Zagier's theorem [22] shows that the construction of Heegner points 

will always provide a point of infinite order on a rank I elliptic curve of the height 

predicted by the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture. 

Theorem 3.4.1 (Gross and Zagier). Assume L(E, 1) = 0. Then there exists a 

point P on E such that 

L'(E, 1) = a. Q. ý(P) (3.33) 
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with a c: Q. 
In particular, 

(a) If L'(E, 1) # 0, then E(Q) has rank > 1. 

(b) If L'(E, 1) 31-- 0 and rank(E(Q)) = 1, then equation (3.31) is true for some 

non-zero rational number a. 

Since L'(E, 1) can be estimated using standard convergent series, equation (3.33) 

can be used to compute h(P), via the formula 

L'(E, 1) 

aQ 
(3.34) 

The point P might be a multiple of a generator, but its height gives an upper bound 

on the canonical height of a generator. 

Further infonnation about Heegner points and their construction is given in [22]. 
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The Equation Y2 = X3 + pX, where p 
00 

is prime 

4.1 Overview 

Consider the family of elliptic curves 

= PX, 

where p is prime, defined over the rational field Q. 

(4.1) 
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Silverman [43] has shown that the rank of the curve (4.1) is given by 

0 

rank(E) O'l 

0,1,2 

if p =- 7,11 (mod 16) 

if p =- 3,5,13,15 (mod 16) 

if p =- 1,9 (mod 16). 

For p =- 5 (mod 8), the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture (conjecture 3.3.1) 

implies that the rank is equal to 1, and Bremner and Cassels [8] have verified this 

for p< 1000 by computing L'(E, 1). Explicit generators were found for all p in 

the range. Bremner [6] has extended these results to show that the curves have 

rank I for all p in the range 1000 <p< 20000, and has given explicit generators 

for 1000 <p< 5000, with three exceptions (p=3917,4157,4957). Co-ordinates 

for the generators for these exceptions have since been provided by Bremner and 

Buell [7]. 

In section 3.2.2, we saw that it is possible to produce a 4-covering D (=- ]p3 of 

an elliptic curve E in the form of a pair of simultaneous homogeneous quadratic 

equations (or quadric intersection). The family of curves E: y2 = X3 + pX have 

a rational 2-torsion point, and so we may use the method of descent via 2-isogeny. 

The form of the curves makes it possible to perform a fourth descent to find a 

covering curve D. The map D ---> E will be of degree 16, so it is expected that 

rational points on D will have smaller height than the rational points on E and 

therefore points on D should be easier to find. 

Bremner and Cassel's method, as described in [8], follows. 
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4.2 Algebraic Preliminaries 

Consider the rational points (X, Y) on the curve (4.1). Clearly, (0,0) E E(Q). The 

algebraic structure of the rational points (X, Y) 31- (0,0) on this curve will now be 

determined. Since Y' > 0, we must have X>0. 

By theorem 3.1.4, a rational point (X, Y) # (0,0) on the curve (4.1) is of the form 

X= ,y= (4.2) S2 S3 

for R, S and TEZ, with R ý: 0 and gcd(R, S) = gcd(S, T) = 1. 

Lemma 4.2.1. A rational point (X, Y) # (0,0) on the curve (4.1) has X or pX a 

square. 

R Proof Let X =T2ý y Then equation (4.1) becomes S3 ' 

T2R3+ pR 
S6 S6 S2' 

so that 

T2=R3+ PRS4. 

Suppose that q is an arbitrary prime such that 

qa 11 R, q 

for some integers a, b, c ý! 0. Then the exponent of q in X= TR2- is (a - 2b). 

(4.3) 
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First, consider the case where q#p. 

The left hand side of (4.3) is exactly divisible by q 2c 
. For the right hand side of 

a+4b (4.3), note that R3 is exactly divisible by q 3aand pRS4is exactly divisible by q 

There are then three cases to consider: 

1. If a< 2b, then 3a < (a + 4b) so the right hand side of (4.3) is exactly 

divisible by q 3a 
. Equating exponents of q in the left and right hand sides of 

(4.3) gives 

2c = 3a => 3a is even => a is even => (a - 2b) is even. 

2. If a> 2b, then 3a > (a + 4b) so the right hand side of (4.3) is exactly 

divisible by q'+4b . Equating exponents of q in the left and right hand sides 

of (4.3) gives 

2c = (a + 4b) =* (a + 4b) is even => a is even => (a - 2b) is even. 

3. If a= 2b then (a - 2b) =0 is even. 

So the exponent of q in X is even, for all primes q# 

Now suppose that q=p. The exponent (a - 2b) of p in X= -1 is either even S2 

or odd. In the first of these cases, X is a square. In the second case, pX is a 

square. 0 
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Now consider the addition of points on elliptic curves. For the curve (4.1) if 

PI # -P2, formulae (3.11) and (3.12) become 

A= Y2 -YI 
,v- 

YIX2 -Y2XI if XI : f- X2 
X2 - XI X2 - X1 

3x 2+p 
-x 

3+ PX1 

/I =Iv 2y, 
if XI = X2ý 

2yl 

and then 
X3 = '12 _ XI - X2 

Y3 --, ý -IIX3 - V- 

Note that if P, ---: -P2, then P, + P2 OE- 

Since (0,0) c E(Q), we can consider the pairs of points P and P+ (0,0). Ignoring 

the point (0,0) + (0,0), we have 

p 
-pyl P+ (09 0) ' (X3 

9 Y3) -'-«z 
(XI 

9 YI) + «)9 0) 
--": 

( 
XI X2 1 

If the point (xi, yl) is such that pxl is a square, then this new point has X3 a square. 

So the point (X, Y) can be taken to be (X3 9 YO and therefore X is a square. 

Therefore, it is only necessary to consider points (X, Y) 56 (0,0) where X is a 

square. 

Lemma 4.2.2. A rational point (X, Y) 31-- (0,0) with Xa square on the curve (4.1) 

is of theform 
r 2, 

y= rt (4.4) 
S2 S3 
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for some integers r, s and t with r#0, gcd(r, s) = gcd(s, t) = 1, satisfying 

2=r4+ PS4. 

Proof. By theorem 3.1.4, X= -L and Y=-! ý for integers R, S and T, with R ý! 0 
S2 S3 

and gcd(R, s) = 1. Since X is a square, R can be written as R=r2 for some integer 
2 

r. Then X=L:. Since gcd(R, s) = 1, it follows that gcd(r, s) = 1. S2 

Substituting 

into the equation for the curve (4.1) gives 

r2 

T2r6+pr2 

S6 S6 S2 

r6+ pr 
2s4 

S6 

r2 (r 4+ pS4) 

S6 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Equating numerators in (4.6), 

2=r2 (r 4+ 
PS4) (4.7) 

so that r21T2, and therefore rIT. Let T= rt for some integer t. Then 

r2 rt 

S2 
y 

S3 
(4.8) 
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Equation (4.7) then becomes 

r 2ý 
=r2 (r 4+ 

PS 
4), (4.9) 

so that 
44 

r +ps . (4.10) 

Finally, from theorem 3.1.4 it follows that gcd(T, s) = 1, and since T= rt we have 

gcd(rt, s) = 1. Hence gcd(s, t) = 1.11 

Lemma 4.2.3. In equation (4.4), r ýA 0, t ýt 0 (mod 

Proof Suppose that pIr. Then t' =- 0 (mod p), so that t =- 0 (mod p). Then 

P21 t2 =r4 +PS4 
. Butp Ir ___ý P2 1r4. Therefore p2 I pS4 which implies that pI S4 

and hence pIs, which contradicts gcd(r, s) = 1. So pýr. 

If pIt then t' =- 0 (mod p), and since ps' =- 0 (mod p) it follows that r' =- 0 

(mod p), so that pIr. But then p2 I (t2 -r 4) = PS4 which implies that pI S4 and 

hence pIs, contradicting gcd(r, s) = 1. Hence pýt. 1-: 1 

Lemma 4.2.4. In equation (4.10), gcd(r, s) = gcd(r, t) = gcd(s, t) = 1. 

Proof It has already been shown that gcd(r, s) = gcd(s, t) = 1. So it remains to 

be shown that gcd(r, t) = 1. 

Suppose gcd(r, t) =dý! 1. Then we can write 

dr', t= dt', 
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with gcd(r', t') = 1. 

Then equation (4.10) becomes 

d2 tt2 = d4 r4+ PS4, 

so that 
2 12 2 14 4 d (t -d r) =ps . 

Since d2divides the left hand side of equation (4.11), it follows that d2 I pS4 
. But 

dý s' as this would contradict gcd(r, s) = 1. Therefore d' Ip and since p is prime, 

d=1. 

Hence gcd(r, s) = gcd(r, t) = gcd(s, t) =I as required. 0 
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4.3 The Equation Y' = X3+pX, where p =- 5 (mod 8) 

This descent has been performed by Bremner and Cassels [8], who have found 

rational points via 2-descent for p< 1000, p =- 5 (mod 8), and in all cases were 

n, k 
able to show that the points found were generators for the group of rational points 

on the curve. The following is an explanation of their descent method. 

It has already been shown that a rational point (X, Y) # (0,0) with X square on the 

curve (4.1), where p is prime, is of the form 

r2 rt 
-1 y=- 
S2 S3 

for some pairwise coprime integers r, s and t satisfying 

2=r4+ PS4. 

We now consider the case where p =- 5 (mod 8). 

Lemma 4.3.1. In equation (4.5), we have 

(mod 2), s =- 0 (mod 2). (4.12) 

Furthermore, we can choose t such that t =- I (mod 8). 

Proof A consideration of equation (4.5) modulo 8 leads to a restriction on the 

parities of r, s and t. 
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Note that a4=0,1 (mod 8), according to whether a is even or odd. Since p -= 5 

(mod 8), t' =- r4+5 S4 (mod 8). The possible parities of r, s and t are shown in 

Table 4.1. 

r S t t' (mod 8) r4 +5 S4 (mod 8) conclusion 

even even even - - contradicts gcd(r, s) =I 
even even odd - - contradicts gcd(r, s) =1 
even odd even Oý 4 5 no solutions 
even odd odd 1 5 no solutions 
odd even even 094 1 no solutions 
odd even odd 1 1 1/ 
odd odd even Oý 4 6 no solutions 
odd odd odd 1 6 no solutions 

Table 4.1: Possible parities of r, s and t in equation (4.5) 

So the only possible parities of r, s and t are 

(mod 2), s =- 0 (mod 2). 

Since t is odd, we have t =- ±I (mod 4). On taking -t for t where necessary, we 

can assume that t =- I (mod 4). From (4.12) we deduce that r4=I (mod 16), 

s4 =- 0 (mod 16) and t2 = 1,9 (mod 16). But r4+ PS4 =I+0=I (mod 16) 

so we must have t' -= I (mod 16). Hence t -= 1,7,9,15 (mod 16) so that tE±I 

(mod 8). But t =- 1 (mod 4), so that t =- 1,5 (mod 8). Therefore, we must have 

(mod 8). 0 

Equation (4.5) can be rearranged as 

42_4 PS =tr, (4.13) 
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the right hand side of which can be factorised to give 

ps 
4= (t-r 2)(t +r 2). (4.14) 

Since t and r are both odd, each of these two factors must be even. Any prime 

dividing both (t -r2) and (t +r 2) would also divide 2t and 2r 2. Suppose d is any 

such prime, d#2, so that dIt and dIr2, which implies that dIr. Then d21 t2 

and d' I r' ==> d' I (t' - r') = ps'. Now d2 ýp since p is prime, so we must 

have d2 I s' so that dI S2 and therefore dIs. This contradicts gcd(r, s) =I- Hence 

gcd(t - r', t+ r') = 2. 

As s is even, the left hand side of (4.14) is divisible by 16. Since the two factors 

have greatest common divisor 2, we must have that one factor is divisible by 2 

and the other is divisible by 8. Also, exactly one factor is divisible by p. The 

remaining factor of each must be a fourth power. 

Since t =- 1 (mod 8) and r' =- I (mod 8), we must have t+ r' =- 2 (mod 8) and 

r2= 0 (mod 8). The four possibilities are given in Table 4.2. 

Case t+r2 t-r2 

(A) 2pa 4 8ýý 
(B) 2a 4 8pb 4 

(C) -2pa 
4 

-8b 
4 

(D) -2a 
4 

- 8pb 4 

Table 4.2: The four possibilities for equation (4.14) 

Case (B) gives t=a4+ 4pb 4=I+ 20 = 21 =- 5 (mod 8). 
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Case (C) gives t= -pa' - 4b 4 
-= -5 -4= -9 -= 7 (mod 8). 

Case (D) gives t= -a 4- 4pb 4 =--I -20= -21 -=3 (mod 8). 

So the only possibility is case (A). Then we have 

+r2= 2pa 4, t-r2= 8b 4. 

This gives 

pa 
4+ 4b 4, r2= pa 

4- 4b 4, S = 2ab. (4.15) 

Since p -= 5 (mod 8), we can write p=u2+ 4v2 with u, v odd and gcd(u, v) = 1. 

We can choose the sign of v so that v =- 1 (mod 4). The values of u and v are 

found using the algorithm outlined in subsection 4.3.1. 

From equation (4.15), we have that r2= pa 
4- 4b 4, or 

pa 
4= (u 2+ 4v 2 )a 4=r2+ 4b 4. 

Factoring over Z[i] gives 

(r + 2ib 2 )(r - 2ib 2) 
= (u + 2iv)(u - 2iv)a 4. 

Note that (u + 2iv) is prime. We can choose the sign of r so that (u + 2iv) I (r + 2ib 
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(adjusting the value of s if necessary). Then 

2 D4 r+ 2ib = (u + 2iv). unit. (c + id 

with c2+ d2 = a, and without loss of generality, 

0 (mod 2), d =- I (mod 2). 

The units in Z[i] are ± 1, ±i, so the possibilities are 

(A) r+ 2ib 2= (u + 2iv)(c + id)' 

(B) r+ 2ib 2= 
-(u + 2iv)(c + id)4 

(C) r+ 2ib 2= i(u + 2iv)(c + id)' 

(D) r+ 2ib 2= -i(u + 2iv)(c + id)' 

(4.16) 

We consider the imaginary parts of these equations modulo 8. We have b2=I 

(mod 8) since b is odd, u =- 1,3,5,7 (mod 8) since u is odd, and vE1,5 (mod 8) 

since v -= I (mod 4). Then 2v -= 2 (mod 8). Also, c and d are of opposite parity, 

so that C2 d2 
-= 0,4 (mod 8) and C4 + d4 

-= 
I (mod 8). 

The imaginary part of the left hand side in each possibility is 2b 2 =- 2 (mod 8). 

(A) lm(RHS)-= 2V(C4 + d4-6C2 d 2) 
=- 2 (mod 8) 

(B) lm(RHS)=- -2V(C4 + d4+6C2 d 2) 
=- 6 (mod 8) 

(C) lm(RHS)-= U(C4 +d 
4 

-6C2 d 2) = 1,3,5,7 (mod 8) 

(D) lm(RHS)== _U(C4 +d 4 
-6C2 d 2) = 1,3,5,7 (mod 8) 

So the only possibility is that the unit in (4.16) is 1. 
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Then equating imaginary parts, we have 

2b 2= 4UC3 d- 4ucd 3 +2VC4 _ 12VC2 d2+ 2vd4 

= 2v(c 4 
-6C2d2 + d4) + 2u(2C3 d- 2cd 3), 

so that 

b2= V(12 _ M2) + Ulm , (4.17) 

where 
1=c2 _d2, M= 2cd. 

If there are solutions to (4.1), where p =- 5 (mod 8), then there must be rational 

solutions to (4.17). These rational solutions exist for all primes p =- 5 (mod 8) 

such that p< 5000 [8], and every such solution is given by one of a finite number 

of parameterisations 

1=q, (O, Vf), m=q2(0, Vf), b=q3(0, Vf), (4.19) 

where ql, q2 and q3 are quadratic fonns with integer coefficients and 0 and VI are 

integers to be found. 

Then 

(c + id)2 =1+ iM = qI (0, ýÜ) + iq2(09 ý1)- (4.20) 

Again, all solutions to (4.20) are given by a unique parameterisation in Z[i] 

0 == QI (A, /I), V1 == Q2 (A, /. I), (c + id) = Q3 (11,11), (4.21) 
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where Qj, (band Q3 are quadratic forms with coefficients in Z[i] and A, p (=- Z[fl. 

The parameterisations (4.19) and (4.2 1) are found using the procedure outlined in 

subsection 4.3.2. 

Now 0 and V/ are (rational) integers, so Im(O) = Im(VI) = 0. If we have A=a+i, 8 

and y=y+ id, then this condition leads to a pair of simultaneous quadratic 

equations in the four variables a,, B, y, (5. 

A fully worked example of this descent process will be given in chapter 7. Meth- 

ods for solving the simultaneous equations will be discussed in chapter 6. 
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4.3.1 Finding u and v such that p=u2+ 4v 2 

The existence of such au and v depends on Dirichlet's Approximation Theorem. 

Theorem 4.3.1 (Dirichlet's Approximation Theorem). Let 0 be any real num- 

ber and let L be any natural number Then there exist integers a and b such that 
I :! ý bL and 

0- 
(L + 1)b 

As p -= 5 (mod 8), by theorem 2.4.1 (c) and (d) we have 

(-2 

and by Euler's Criterion (theorem 2.4.2), 

-I =- (-2)ý'- (mod 

But p= 8n +5 for some integer n, so (p - 1)/2 = 4n + 2. Then 

-I =- (-2)4n+2 = ((-2 )2n+ 1 )2 (mod 

Let j =- (-2)2n+l (mod p), so that j2 = _I (mod p). Taking 0j and L=L Nrp-J p 

in Dirichlet's 'Approximation Theorem (theorem 4.3.1), there exist integers v and 
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w such that I -: ý w -: ý L -\Fpj and 

(L 
-ý/Tl + 

Since p is prime, we have I<w< -ýrp- and 

L_< 1" 
pw w/" 

Let u= jw - pv. Then 

jvuI 
==> I pw PWI <w -ýP-- 

Now 
u2+w2= (jw _ PV)2 + W2 

= (iW)2 + W2 (mod 

=2+ I)W2 
-u (mod p). 

But j' =- -I (mod p), so u2+ w2 =- 0 (mod p). Thus U2 + W2 is an integer multiple 

f -_- 2 
of p. Since I :! ý, w< Np and Jul < NIp-, we have 0<u+ w2 < 2p. So the only 

possibility is that u2+w2 =p. 

Now u and w cannot be of the same parity, otherwise p would be even. So we can 

assume that u is odd and w is even. Let w= 2v. Then p=u2+ 4v 2, with u odd 

and gcd(u, v) = 1. If v is even, then v= 2z gives p =U2 + 16z 2=U2 (mod 8). But 

p =- 5 (mod 8) and u2 =- 5 (mod 8) has no solutions. Therefore v must also be 
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odd. 

Hence p=u2+ 4v2, with u, v odd and gcd(u, v) = 1. 

The set 1(u, w) :u =- jw (mod p)) forms a lattice spanned by the lattice basis 

ý(j, 1), (p, 0)). By using a suitable lattice reduction algorithm (for example the 

LLL algorithm), we can take (u, w) to be the shortest vector in this lattice. Due 

to the properties of reduced lattice bases (see section 5.2 for details), the second 

vector in the reduced basis is guaranteed to be short enough. Note that we may 

need to swap the elements of this vector to endure that u is odd. 
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4.3.2 Finding an equivalent quadratic form 

Suppose we are considering the equation 

where 

Q(X 19 X2 9 X3 ) 

Q(XI 
9 X29 X3) = Kjx 2+ K2X2 + K3x 2 

5XIX3 + K6X2X3 
123+ 

K4XIX2 +K 

(4.22) 

is a quadratic fonn in the three variables xi, X2 andX3- Suppose that a solution 

(a,, a2, a3) to equation (4.22) is known, with ai cZ and gcd(a 1, a2, a3) ---: 
I- 

We first find a matrix 
a, bi cl 

a2 b2 C2 

_a3 
b3 C3_ 

with bi, ci c= Z, such that det(M) =I- 

The substitution 
XI x, 

X2 =M x2 

_X3_ _X3 

is then made. Since det(M) = 1, the transfonnation is unimodular. 
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Then 

Q(XI 
i X2 9 X3) = X2, [KI a2+ K2a 2+ K3a 2+ K4ala2 + K5ala3 + K6a2a3l 123 

X2222 + 
2[KI b, + K2b2+ K3b3+ K4bib2+ K5bib3 + K6b2b3l 

X22 C2 C2 + 3[Kic, + K2 
2+ 

K3 
3+ 

K4clC2 + K5clC3 + K6C2C31 

XIX2[2K, albl + 2K2a2b2 + 2K3a3b3 + K4(alb2 + a2bi) 

K5(alb3 + a3bl) + K6(a2b3 + a3b2A (4.23) 

XIX3[2Kalcl + 2K2a2C2 + 2K3a3C3 + K4(aIC2 + a2CO 

K5(aIC3 + a3CO + K6(a2C3 + a3C2)] 

X2X3[2K, blcl + 2K2b2C2 + 2K3b3C3 + K4(bIC2 + b2CO 

K5(bIC3 + b3CI) + K6(b2C3 + b3C2)1- 

The coefficient of X, in (4.23) is Q(al, a2, a3 0 
I 

So let 

H(XI, X2 
9 
X3) : -- 

Q(X 1, X2, X3) 

22 dr2XIX2+ dr3XIX3 + 4r4X + r5X2X3 + r6X3 '4 2 

(4.24) 
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where 

r2 = [2K, a, b, + 2K2a2b2 + 2K3a3b3 + K4(alb2 + a2bl) 

K5(alb3 + a3bl) + K6(a2b3+ a3b2)lld 

r3 [2Kalcl + 2K2a2C2 + 2K3a3C3 + K4(aIC2 + a2CI) 

K5(aIC3 + a3CO + K6(a2C3 + a3C2)lld 

2+22 
r4=Klbl K2b2+K3b3+K4blb2+K5blb3+K6b2b3 

r5 -, 2K, blcl + 2K2b2C2+ 2K3b3C3 + K4(bIC2+ b2CO 

K5(bIC3 + b3CO + K6(b2C3 + b3C2) 

r6 = Kic 2+ K2c 2+K3 C2 123+ 
K4CIC2 + K5CIC3 + K6C2C3ý 

with gcd(r2, r3 )I- 

Then 
H(Xi, X2, X3) = XI(dr2X2+ dr3X3) + r4X22 + r5X2X3 + r6X32 

= X, L (X2, X3) + Ho (X2, X3), 

where L is a linear form and HO is a quadratic form, each in the two variables X2 

and X3. 

We now findS2. S3 c: Z such that r2S3 - r3S2 1, and make the substitution 

Y, 100x, 

y2 =0 r2 r3 X2 ' 

y3 
-() 

S2 S3_ 
_X3_ 

The transformation is unimodular since the matrix has determinant 1. 
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Then 

H(XI, X2, X3) = dYIY2+ HJY2, Y3), 

where H, (Y2, Y3) = aY22+ bY2Y3+ cY32 is a quadratic form in the variables Y2and 

Y3 
- 

So now we have 

dX, (r2X2 + r3X3) + a(r2X2 + r3X3 )2 

b(r2X2 + r3X3)(S2X2 + S3X3) + C(S2X2 + S3X3 )2 

222 dr2XIX2+ dr3XIX3 + X2(ar2 + r2S2 + CS2 

2+ 
CS2) 33+ 

X2X3(2ar2r3 + br2S3 + br3S2 + 2CS2S3)- V(ar + br3S3 
3 

(4.25) 

Equating coefficients of X, 2 X2X3 Y? in equations (4.25) and (4.24) gives 21 "3 

ar 
2+ br2S2 + CS 

2r4 
22 

ar 
2+ br3 S3 + CS 2= r6 33 

2ar2r3 + br2S3 + br3S2 + 2CS2S3 = r5, 

and these equations can be solved for a, b and c. 

Finally, let 

Z, dab Yi 

Z2 010 Y2 

_73 

00 1_ 
_Y3_ 

This transfon-nation will be unimodular if and only if d=1. 
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Then 
Z, Z2 + cZ32 = (dY, + aY2+bY3)Y2+ cY32 

2 dYIY2+aY22+bY2Y3+ cY3' - 

So the equation 
2 ZI Z2 + CZ3 'e 

is equivalent to equation (4.22) as required. 
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4.4 Maple Worksheet 

A Maple worksheet to perform this descent process is included in Appendix A. 

The worksheet creates two text files. The first contains the two quadratic equations 

to be solved, together with the search range to be used. The second file contains 

all the intermediate equations, in order to be able to find the generator of the points 

on the curve given the solution to the pair of simultaneous equations. 
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Chapter 5 

Lattices and Lattice Reduction 

5.1 Overview 

Definition 5.1.1. A (point) lattice L of dimension n is the set of all integral linear 

combinations of a set of n basis vectors in Rm. 

Therefore we can write 

n 

X= (XI, X29 ... i Xin) :X= 
Yj 

Aibi, Ai EZ9 

i=l 

where bi, b2ý 
--., b,, are linearly independent vectors in Rm. 

Definition 5.1.2. The spanning set of vectors bl, b2q .... b,, forms a basis for the 

lattice X. 
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This basis can be written in matrix form as 

[bi, b2q 
-.., 

bnl 
9 

so that B is an mxn matrix. 

A lattice may have several bases. If C is also a basis for the lattice L, then there 

exists an mxm matrix U with determinant ±I such that 

C= UB. 

Definition 5.1.3. The determinant A(f-) of the lattice L is given by 

T det (B B) 1. 

From definition 5.1.3, it can be seen that the determinant of the lattice does not 

depend on the basis, since 

1 

A(-£) = 
Idet (CTC)'ý 2 

I 
I det 

((UB)T(UB))12 

I 
I det (B TUTUB)12 

T (UT 2 
det (B ) det ) det (U) det (B)1' 

T2 Idet(B )det(B)I' 

det (B T B) 
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Also note that if n=m, then A(. L) = Idet B1. 

Although all bases for a lattice have the same determinant, one basis might be 

considered better than another if its vectors are orthogonal with respect to the 

inner product, or if it contains shorter vectors than the other. An orthogonal basis 

for a vector space can be found using the Gram-Schmidt process. 

Theorem 5.1.4 (Gram-Schmidt). A vector space with a basis bl,..., b,, and in- 

ner product(, ) has an orthogonal basis given by b*,..., b* where 1n 

bi- 

and the pi, j are defined by 

lii, jb*, 

(bi, b*) 
i 

'(b*, b*)' 
ii 

However, since the pij may not be integers, the new basis b*, b*,, might not be 
1 

a basis for the lattice spanned by bi, ..., b,,. 

It might be that no orthogonal basis exists for a particular lattice, and so it is 

desirable to find a lattice basis which is almost orthogonal. 
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5.2 LLL-reduced Lattice Bases 

Suppose that bl,... , b,, is a basis for the lattice f-, and that b*,..., b* is the basis 
1n 

produced by the Gram-Schmidt process (Theorem 5.1.4). 

Definition 5.2.1. The basis b 1, ..., b,, is called LLL-reduced if 

lyi, 
jl 21 : 5j< i< n 

and 

b, * + pij- I bl*_ý 112 >3 Ilb* 
1112 < 4 i- 

The first part of the definition ensures that the vectors bi are almost orthogonal, 

while the second part restricts the relative sizes of the basis vectors. This is equiv- 

alent to 

b* 112 
: ý:. 

(3_ 
M2i_ I) 

Ilb* 
111 

2 

i-4i, i- 

since the b* are orthogonal. i 

LLL-reduced bases have several desirable properties, including the following. 

Theorem 5.2.2. If bl,..., b, is an LLL-reduced basisfor the latticeL, then 

(a) llbjl 12 
-< 

2'-' jjb* 112 for I :! ý j: 5 i<n 

(b) A(. L) :! ý fl nI Ijbill :ý2 n(n- ])/4A(_L) i= 

222>I jjbý. 

1112 Pro of (a) b* > fori = 2,..., n. Then 11 
i 

11 (4 
2 i- 
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b* < 2'-j b* 2 for Ij 
-< i -< n, by induction, so that ill - 

11 
i 
11 

, 2j Jbil 12 Ilb* 112 + Ilb 
j* 

11 2 

1+2 i-j-2 llbl* 112 

1+ 
1 

(2'- 2)) llb*ll 2 
4 

:5 2'-' Ilb, * 112 

222 
Hence llbjll < 2j-l llb*l <- 2j-"'-j b; 2'-' b; 

(b) Writing bl,..., b,, in terms of b*,..., b*, we have 
1n 

B*J, 

where 
B [bi, b2q 

-.., 
b, ] 

9 

B [bl*gb2*,..., b* 
n] 

1 /12,1 P3,1 

1 P3,2 

0..... 

I-In, I 

P n, 2 

Pn, n- 

1 

(5.1) 
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Then 
A(f)2 T 

_= 
det(B B) 

= det (jT (B* )T B*J) 

det ((B* )T B*) 
n 

(b; )T b 

n 
f] 11b* 112 

From the first equality of (5.1), we have b. 11 11 
:ý Ijbill, so that 

n 

Fj Ijbill 
i=l 
n 

fl 2(1- 1)12 Ilb, *Il 

n 

2 n(n- 1)/4 Ilb* 

=2 n(n- 1)/4 A(ýL). 

0 
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5.3 The LLL Algorithm 

The following algorithm was devised by Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovasz in 1982 

[25]. 

Given a basis bl,..., b,, for the lattice f-, we wish to find a basis which satisfies 

definition 5.2.1. 

We first find the associated Gram-Schmidt basis b*,..., b* and the constants fiij 1n 
using theorem 5.1.4. 

Let k=2. If n=1 do nothing, else perfonn the following steps. 

Step I 

Reduce IYk, 
k- I 

Ito 
at most 1 by adding a suitable multiple of bk-1 to bk- 

2 

Step 2 

If the second part of definition 5.2.1 holds with i=k, then go to Step 3. Otherwise, 

swap vectors bk-I and bk, making the necessary changes to the Gram-Schmidt 

basis and the yjj- If k>2, subtract I from k. Go to step 1. 
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Step 3 

For j=k-2, k-3,. .., 1, reduce 
lYk, 

jl toatmosti. Add 1 tok. lfk= n+ I the 2 

algorithm terminates, otherwise go to step 1. 

The algorithm terminates when the value of k reaches n+1. However, as well 

as being increased in step 3, the value of k is reduced in step 2. To show that the 

algorithm must eventually terminate requires the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.3.1 (Hermite). There existpositive real constantsYn (for n=1,2 ), 

depending only on n, such thatfor any lattice f- of dimension n, 

< pA( )2, 

where M, is the square of the minimum length of a non-zero vector in the lattice 

-C. 

An important corollary of Hermite's theorem is the following. 

Corollary 5.3.2. If. L is a lattice ofdimension n, then there exists a constant c>0, 

depending only on Z such thatfor any sublattice. Li of -L, A(Lj) ý! c. 

Now, define Li to be the sublattice spanned by the vectors bl,. .., bi where I :! ý 

i<n. Steps I and 3 do not change any of the Li. So we need only consider step 

2. 

If a swap is performed, the sublattice -Lk- I will be changed, while the other sub- 
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lattices remain unchanged. The new vector b* is given by k k-I 

b*_ ( b*k + 1-1k, k-I b* kI k-1 

The swap is performed only if the second part of definition 5.2.1 is not satisfied, 

and the swap multiples b* by a factor of less than 3 11 

k 111 4' 

But the determinant of the sublattice -Lk- I is given by 

, 
6ý(-Lk- 1 )2 = det ([bl,... 

, 
bk-1 ]T [bl,..., bk-11) 

det (Ibl*, b*k_l IT [bl*,..., b*k_ll) 

k- I 
fl llb* 112. 

So we see that perfon-ning a swap in step 2 will have the effect of multiplying 

, 
6ý(f-k-& by a factor of less then 2, while the other A(. Li) remain unchanged. 4 

By corollary 5.3.2, the A(. Li) are bounded below by a constant depending only 

on L. The swap can therefore be performed only finitely many times, so the 

algorithm must terminate. 

Note that the constant 1 in step 2 can be replaced by any constant c such that 4 

<c<1. This would affect the second part of definition 5.2.1, and also the 
4 

constants in theorem 5.2.2. Rather than 2, the constants in the theorem would 

become a= CC II). Taking c=I would guarantee that the first vector in the basis 

is the minimal vector in the lattice. However, the algorithm is faster with a smaller 
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value of c. 

Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovasz showed that for a lattice containing n basis vectors in 

Rn, in which the maximum length of a basis vector is M, an upper bound for the 

number of iterations needed for all values of c except 1 is given by n' log, M+ 

n, where c=I. However, Akhavi has since shown that for a lattice of fixed 
(52 

dimension, the number of iterations for the optimal algorithm (when c= 1) is 

linear with respect to the size of the input vectors [I]. 

Since we will use the LLL algorithm for lattices in Z", the I-Iij and the vector com- 

ponents throughout the algorithm will be rational. However, the numerators and 

denominators may become too large to be practical. de Weger's variant of the 

LLL algorithm uses only integer arithmetic [51]. The algorithm runs in polyno- 

mial time and the coefficients do not grow prohibitively large. Pseudocode for the 

algorithm is given in [46] and [10]. 
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Chapter 6 

The Solution of Pairs of 

Simultaneous Quadratic Equations 

6.1 Overview 

The method of descent outlined in chapter 4 produces a pair of simultaneous ho- 

mogeneous quadratic equations in four variables. Methods for solving these si- 

multaneous equations are presented in this chapter. For a given search bound N, 

the most nalve search would take time O(N4). A new method, with running time 

O(NIII) will be presented in section 6.3. Variations on the method, including 

a method for searching for solutions to a homogeneous ternary quartic equation 

with running time O(N), will also be given. 
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Suppose we wish to search for solutions of the simultaneous quadratic equations 

Q1 (W) :::::: Q2 (W) -::: 09 (6.1) 

with wE Z' in the region I wi 1:! ý N. Since the equations are homogeneous, we 

may restrict ourselves to looking for coprime solutions. 

An upper bound on the height of a generator can be found using equation (3.34), 

h(p) = 
L'(E, 1) 

aK2 

For the equation Y2 = X' + pX, Bremner [6] has shown that a=2 and 

f IU)i I(R) 

1 f' 
-A 40 -P + PX 

f 00 dt 

_6F-T, 

p 1/4 (0.92703733848). 

Therefore, 
I h(P) -- 0.5393526013p 1/4 L'(E, I 

Since the descent process outlined in chapter 4 is a degree 16 map, an approximate 

bound on the size of the coordinates of the solutions to the simultaneous equations 

can be calculated as N=e 
h(P)l 16 

. 
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Having calculated this bound, we can simply try each possible combination of 

integers within this range. If the range is (2N + 1) (i. e.: each variable lies between 

-N and M then this method will need (2N + 1)4 trials. 

A second method involves eliminating one of the variables and searching on the 

other three. Suppose Q, (x, y, w, z) has no x2 term. This can be achieved by multi- 

plying each of the two simultaneous equations by the coefficientof X2 in the other. 

One equation is then subtracted from the other to leave an equation with no x2 

term. 

Then we can write 

x. L(y, w, z) + Q(y, w, z) = 

where L(y, w, z) is a linear expression and Q(v, w, z) is a quadratic expression. 

Then 

x. L(y, w, z) =- Q(v, w, z) 
Q(YI W, Z) 
L(y, w, z) 

and 
Q2 (Xg Yg Wi X) -z Q2 Q(y, W, Z)' y, W, Z 

( 
L(v, w, z) 

= g(y, W, Z) - 

We can then use an exhaustive search on the three variables y, w and z. This 

requires (2N + 1)3 trials. 

The standard, resultant-based method is to let (x, y) run through pairs of coprime 

integers, substituting the values into Q, and(? 2- We then calculate the resultants 
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Res,, and Res, and solve the polynomial equations to find possible integer roots 
for w and z. This will require (2N + 1)2 trials. 

These three naYve searches have been implemented in Maple, and results are pre- 

sented in chapter 7. 

More efficient searches can be developed using a version of the method due to 

Elkies described below. 
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6.2 The Elkies method 

Elkies [18] gives an algorithm for finding rational points of small height near 

a plane curve C. The algorithm uses linear approximations and lattice reduction, 

and can be adapted to finding points on C by embedding the curve into a projective 

space of higher dimension. The algorithm, and the adaptation for finding points 

on the curve, are described below. 

We assume that the algebraic plane curve C is the image of a differentiable map 

0: [0,1] -ý Rp2 and fix a positive (5 :! ý I such that (5 >> N -2. We will find all 

rational points of height at most N in P' which are at a distance at most (5 from C 

The interval [0,1] is partitioned into 0((5-'1') intervals I, each of length II,, I= 

0((5'1'). On each interval I, we use a linear approximation 0 to approximate the 

map 0 to within 0 (11,, 1) = 0((5). Then any point at a distance at most 6 from 0(1,, ) 

will be at a distance << (5 from 0(1,, ). 

Around each 0(1,, ), we construct a parallelepiped with height, length and width 

proportional to N, (5'1'N and (5N. The points (x :y: Z) E p2 of height at most N 

and within a distance 0((5) of 0(1,, ) will be non-zero integer points in this paral- 

lelepiped. So we wish to find all points in P, n Z3. Since (5 >> N -2, the volume of 

the parallelepiped is >> 1. Therefore, we expect IP, n Z31 to be approximately the 

volume of P, We use lattice reduction techniques to list the points. 

To do this, we let M, be an invertible 3x3 matrix, where M,, P,, is the cube 

K=[-1,1]'. To find the points in P, n Z3, we need to find all of the vectors in 
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Kn M-IZ3, so we reduce the lattice M- I Z3 to obtain a matrix Lm c= GLAZ). The M Mn 

vector v is in Kn M- I Z3 if and only if w EE Z3 n (MmLm)-'K where v= Lmw. To M 

find these vectors w, we note that (MnLrn)-'K is contained in the box whose ith 

side is twice the 11 norm of the i' row of (MnL,, )-', where i=1,2,3. For each 

non-zero integral w in this box, we calculate (x, y, z) = L,, w and test whether the 

point (x :y: z) is of the correct height and distance from C. 

To find rational points which lie on the curve C, we first embed C in P', where 

M>2. A segment of the curve in Pm of length << N -21M Will then be contained 

in a box whose it' side is << N -2ilM 
, where i=1,2.... 9 M. The rational points of 

height at most N in this box are the points of Zm" contained in the box B whose 
ith side is << N1 -2ilM for i=0,1,2,. .., M. The volume of the box B is 0(l). To 

find the points, we use lattice reduction as before. The result of the reduction will 

either give a list of points in Zm+1 n B, or a hyperplane containing Zm+1 n B. If the 

latter is the case, we map the hyperplane to Pm and intersect it with C. The points 

thus found are then tested to determine whether they lie on the curve. 

Higher descents on an elliptic curve E embed the curve as an intersection of two 

quadrics in p3, so this method could be used to find points in E(Q). Due to the 

difficulty in optimising the number and volume of the parallelepipeds to be used, 

Womack [53] devised a version of the method using p-adic approximations to E 

rather than the real approximations suggested by Elkies. Womack's method is as 

follows. 

For a search bound N, we first choose a prime P slightly larger than N. For 

eachX2 such that I :! ý X2 < P, we list the solutions xE ZI to QIGýX29X3iX4) 
p 
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Q20 
ý X2 5 X3 i, X4) 0 (mod P) by finding the roots of the quartics obtained by 

substituting w, Ii W2 ` X2 into the resultants ReS113(QI . Q2) and 
ReSW4 (QI 

I Q2) - 
The quartics are solved modulo P. A set of O(P) solutions modulo P is thus 

determined in time O(P). 

Each solution is then lifted to a point x' with Ql(. -e) -= 
p2) (? 2(X') 0 (mod 

by solving the congruence equations di. [u, v, w] =- -P-'Qi(x) (mod P), where 

di = [ý2, ýx ý2, ýx !! ý, x 1. Solutions to this pair of congruence equations are of the 19X2 9 DX3 9 (9X4 

form LVI, Y2, Y31 + I[ZI, Z2, Z31, andcanbe scaled so thatz, is 0 or 1. 

Let X=X+ P[OYl, Y2, Y3] and D= P[O, Zl, Z2, Z3]- If z, I we consider the 

lattice with basis (X, D5 [0,0, p2,0], [0,0,0, p2]), while if z, 0 the lattice to be 

used has basis (X, D5 [0, p2,0,0], [05 0,0, P2]). These lattices have determinant 

P5. 

Lattice reduction is then used to find short vectors in the lattice, and each vec- 

tor found is then tested to see whether it is a solution to the equations QI(w) = 

Q2(W) --ý 0- 

Since P -- N, the running time of this method is O(P) = O(N). 

Womack implemented his method as a Magma function, and this was incorporated 

into the V2.11 (2004) release of Magma. The efficiency of the code has since been 

improved, and it is now included in the internal distribution code of the Magma 

V2.12 (2005) release [28]. The function is called using the PointsQI command. 

A similar method, developed independently by myself, takes a complete set of 
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solutions x modulo P with x, =I and lifts them to a complete set of solutions y= 

x+ Pz modulo PI by taking the first two terms of the Taylor expansion of Qi(y) = 
Qi(x + Pz). Each solution y modulo P' is then raised to an arbitrary solution y' = 

y+ P2 t modulo P. The required solution w can be written as w= Ayf + p2 t, So So_ 
lutions lie on a lattice with basis ([I, yf / 3 P2109 U2ý U39 119 [07 P4i 0,4 105 09 P49 01) 

21 Y3 1 Y4 

where u [09 U29 U39 11 is a basis for the solution to the congruence equations 

t. VQi(y') 0 (mod P2). This lattice has determinant P10. 

After lattice reduction, we obtain a new basis (bi, b2, b3, b4) for the solution w, 
Z4 and can write w= j= I ri bi, with r4 EZ. By the properties of LLL-reduced lattice 

bases, we have Jr4j 
:5 11wIIA(L)- 1/4 2'/2 

. Since Jjwjj :5 2N and A(L) = P" we find 
15 that by taking P> 2N2 , we have r4 =0 and the remaining coefficients in the 

linear combination can be determined. Since Q, andQ2 are homogeneous, we 

may scale the remaining ri to be integers. 

The running time of this method is O(p2) = O(N415 ). The method has been im- 

plemented using Maple (see p4sim. mws, appendix D), and results are given in 

chapter 7. 

The p4sim method described above can be seen to be the same method as Wom- 

ack's, but using the modulus p2 in place of P. In fact, any prime power could 

be used as the modulus in Womack's method, but there is no benefit in doing so. 

To determine a complete set of solutions modulo Pk (where k is a power of 2) 

by repeatedly lifting a solution modulo P takes time O(Pk). Each of these solu- 

tions would then be lifted to an arbitrary solution modulop2k . The resulting lattice 

has basis ([ I, y 
(2k), 

Y 
(2k), 

Y 
(2k)], pk[0, U2ý U3ý I ], [0, p2k, 0,0], [0,0, p2k, 0]), and so has 234 
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determinant p5k 
. The size of P is then chosen so that Ir4l :! ý llwllA(L)- 1/423/2 < 1, 

giving P>2 21kN415k 
. The running time will then be O(Pý) = O(N415) as before. 

However, one improvement which is possible is to lift the complete set of solutions 

mod p2 to a set of solutions mod p6 by taking three terms in the Taylor expansion, 

rather than just two. This method is described in detail below. 
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6.3 The p6sim method 

We first choose a prime P> 2'16 N' 13 of good reduction. The prime P should 

therefore not be a divisor of the discriminants of the two equations. Note that this 

prime P is not related to the coefficient P of X in the equation y2 = X3 + pX of 

chapter 4. In the case where the equations are derived via the 2-descent process 

on an elliptic curve of the form Y2 = X3 + pX, we may not choose P=2 or P=p. 

This method uses a complete set of solutions modulo p2 to find all solutions with 

Pýw1. Note that since we require W 19 W2) W3 9 W4 to be coprime, we may permute 

the variables so that Pýw, and then run the algorithm again. It is therefore 

possible that the algorithm may need to be run four times before all solutions are 

found. However, if P -- 2 516 N' 139 there are --LN21' multiples of P up to N, so the 25/6 

probability that w, is one of these multiples is just 

1N 2/3 1 25/6 N-1 /3 

N 25/6 

Step 1 

Find all solutions x (mod P) with x, = 1. 

To do this, we first eliminate one variable, SaY X4. so that we solve the quartic 

F(xl, X2 . 
X3) 0 (mod P). 

Since we require x, = 1, the quartic involves only the variablesX2 andX3, so we 

can find a solution in ten-ns of one of these two variables. Then on substituting 
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each of the possible P values for this variable, we expect to find O(P) solutions 
0ý X2ý X3)- We then solve the resulting equations to findX4 in time 0(l). 

We will therefore find a complete set of O(P) solutions in time O(P) = O(N1 13). 

Step 2 

Lift each solution x to a set ofP solutions y (mod P') where y=x+ Pzfor some 

and QI(y) -= Q2(Y) - P') with yj =0 (mod 

By the Taylor series expansion for vector functions, we have 

Qi(y) = Qi(x + Pz) 

= Qi(x) + pZ., VQi(x) + p2( ) 

= Qi(x) + Pz. VQi(x) (mod p2), 

where VQi(x) is the gradient vector of partial derivatives for Qj evaluated at the 

point x. 

So we have P-'Ql(x) + z. VQI(x) =- 0 (mod P). 

The same is true for Q2(X) so we solve the simultaneous congruences 

P-I(? I(X)+Z. V(? I(X)- -IQ2(X)+Z-V(? 2(X)"-: O (modP). (6.2) ýP 

Note that since we require yj = 1, we must have z, = 0. These equations are 
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solved in time 0(l). 

Since P is a prime of good reduction, P does not divide the discriminants of the 

two equations (6.1) and so all points modulo P are smooth. This guarantees the 

existence of a solution to equation (6.2). 

Since we have two congruence equations in the three variablesZ2, Z3, Z4, we can 

find a solution in tenns of one of these variables, sayZ4. Substituting each of the 

P possible values forZ4, we therefore obtain P solutions z in time O(P) for each 

x. In this way, we have determined a complete set of O(P') solutions y modulo 

p2 in time O(P2) = O(N213). 

Step 3 

Adjust each solution y to give a solution y' (mod P) where y' =y+ P2zfor 

some z', with Qi(y') =- 0 (mod P) andy, = 1. 

Using the same method as before, we solve 

p-2(? i(y) + Zi. VQ, (y) =0 (mod p2) (6.3) 

in time 0(l). The existence of a solution to equation (6.3) again follows from the 

condition that P is a prime of good reduction. 

Again, we require y, =I so that z, = 0. However, this time we require only one 

solution z' giving just one solution y' for each y and therefore O(p2) such 
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Step 4 

Adjust again to give an arbitrary solution y" (mod p8) where y" = y' + Pz" for 

some z", with Qi(y") =- 0 (mod P') andyl' = 1. 

By the Taylor. series expansion, we have 

Qi(y,, p4Zff) 

= Qi(y') + P4z". VQi(y') (mod p8). 

So we solve the congruences 

p-4Qi(yi) + Zff., VQi(y,, ) =0 (mod P4) (6.4) 

in time 0(l), and the existence of a solution is guaranteed as before. 

Step 5 

Write the required solution w as w= 11y" + P'tfor some t with tj = 0. 

Since we have found a complete set of solutions y modulo P2, any solution wE Z4 

will be projectively equivalent to one of these vectors y modulo P. So w =- Ay 

(mod p2). 

Now y' =y+ p2 z' and y" = y' + Pz" so that y= y" - P4z" - P2z'. Then y= yl' 

(mod P') and w= Ily" (mod p2). Hence w= Ayr, + p2 t for some vector 
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Since we require solutions w with Pý wl, we have that PýA and t, = 0. 

Step 6 

Find a lattice basisfor t. 

By the Taylor series expansion 

Qi(Aytt + p2t) 

Qi(, l y ti) + (p2 t). V(? i(, Iytt) +1 (P2 t)T[Gi](p2t) (6.5) 
2 

A2(? i(yt) + p2, jt. VQi(yi) +1 p4tT[Gi]t (mod p6), 
2 

where [Gj] is the Hessian matrix of second partial derivatives for Qj. Since Qj is 

quadratic, the entries in [Gj] will be constants and will not depend on y". 

But Qi(y") =- 0 (mod p8), So Q, (y,, ) =0 (mod p6). Hence 

p2, jt., VQi(yti) +I p4tT p6) - [Gi]t 0 (mod 
2 (6.6) 
1 

+2 p2tT [Gi]t 0 (mod P4). 

Congruence mod P' gives At. VQi(y") =- 0 (mod P'). But we are searching for 

solutions with Pý wl, so we cannot have PIA. Hence A%0 (mod P2). Therefore 

we solve the simultaneous congruences 

t. VQi(y") -= 0 (mod P2) (6.7) 
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in time 

Since tj = 0, we have two equations in three variables, so the resulting solution 

space has dimension 1. By solving these equations, we therefore obtain a basis for 

the solution modulo P' consisting of one vector(V2 . 
V3 ý V4). This can be "standard- 

ised" by, for example, multiplying this vector by v4' (mod p2), to obtain a vector 
(U2 

ý U3 ý 
I). Note that if V4 is a multiple of P, we could multiply by the inverse of 

one of the other elements. 

Then since this vector forms a basis for the solution space modulo P', we have 

(t2, t3, t4) =- k(U2ý U39 1) (mod p2). 

We now find a basis for (t2, t3, t4) in Z3. Suppose that (t2 9 
t3 

, 
t4) (a,, 8, y) 

k(U29 U39 1) (mod p2) 
. Then 

(t2 
ý t3 9 4) - Y(U2 ý U3 91) --"': (a,, 8, Y) - (U2Yq U3Yi Y) ý (a - U2Y5 P- U3Yq 

= k(U29 U39 1) - AU29 U3ý 1) =(k-Y)(U2, U3.1) (mod p2). 

So we have (a - U2Yq J8 - U3Yý 0) =- (k - Y)(U2 ý U3 5 
1) (mod p2). Since the last 

component is zero, we must have k-y =- 0 (mod p2), so that k =- y (mod P2). 

So now we have(t2 , 
t3 

90 : -: 
AU2 

5 U3 i, 
I )(mod P2), so that 

(t2 
5 t3 9 4) - Y(U2 ý U3 90 ý- (a - U2Y9,8 - U3 Y, 0) : -- 0 (mod p2). 
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Therefore, p2 Ia- U2y and p2 1,8 - U3Y. so that a- U2Y -::: p2a and, 8 - U3Y P2b 

where a, bEZ. Then we have 

(t2 
i 

t3 
9 

t4) «::::: 
XU2 

5 U3 91)+ a(p2, (), 0) + b(0, P2,0), 

so that a basis for (t2 
5 

t3 
5 

4) is given by 

ý(U29 U39 1)9 (P29 09 (»q (09 P29 0»- 

We can then write 

(tl 
9 

t29 t3 
9 

t4) -":: 
(09 t29 t39 t4) 

ý 'Y(09 U2 9 U3 >1)+ a(0, P2,0,0) + b(0, (), p2, (» 

-": Y«)i U2 9 U3 9 
1) + p2 (0, a, b, 0) 

= yu +2M. 

Step 7 

Adjust u to give u' such that P' I u'. VQi(y"), with u' =U+ p2vfor some v. 

We have u'. VQi(y") = (U + p2V). V(?, (y,, ) = U. VQi(y,, ) + p2V. VQ, (y,, ). 

So we solve the simultaneous congruences u. VQj(y")+P2v. VQj(yII) =- 0 (mod PI) 

to find v in time 0(l), and then determine u'. Note that u' will be of the form 

f U,, 
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Then 

yu /+ P'm' 

for some vector m' ý (0 
ý M2 9 M3 9 

0) 
- 

Step 8 

Determine m'. 

Equation (6.6) becomes 

(6.8) 

A( Ut + p2M-e)., VQi(yll) +I p2(yUt + p2Mt)T + p2Mi) 0 y2 [Gi](Au' (mod P4) 

AyUi., V(? i(_V,, t) +, lp2Mt., VQi(_Vff) +I p2, Y2 u iT [Gi]u' =- 0 (mod P4). 
2 

But P4 I u'. VQi(y"), so 

Ap2Mi., V(? i(ylf) +1 p2-Y2 u tT [Gi]u' 0 (mod P4) 

2 

Am,. VQi(y") + 
1, 

Y2 uT [Gi]u' 0 (mod p2). 
2 

Let u' 
T [Gl]u' = ri, and u' 

T [G2]U I= r2- 

Then AM'. VQI(y')+j'y2rj -= 0 (mod p2) and IM"- , V(? 2(Y")+ 
172 r2 -= 

0 (mod p2), 
22 

so that 

lir2M'-'VQI(Y"")-, Ir, M'-VQ2(Y")-"': O (modP2), 
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or 

A[r2M"-VQI(Y")-r, M', VQ2(Y")]-=O (mod p2). 

But PýA, so r2m'. VQI (y") - r, M-V(? 2(Y") -= 
0 (mod p2). 

We have m' -::::: 
(09 M2 i M3 ý 

0)ý SO 

r2«), M2, M3 9 
0)-VQI (Y"") - ri (0, M29 M3 9 

0)-VQ2(Y") ---"z 0 
2 

r2 M2 d9Q1 (yil) + r2M3 aQi 
r, M2 

(9Q2 (y") - r, M3 
(9Q2 (Y 0 

(9X2 aX3 ax2 49X3 

= 

for some n (=- 

This gives 

(mod p2) 

(mod p2) 

r2M3 aQ, (Ylf) - rIM3 
(9 Q2 

(Y np2 + rIM2 
ýQ2 

r2M2 OqQl (Y") 
19X3 19X3 19X2 aX2 

M3 r2aQ' (y") - ri 
(9Q2 (y") np2 + M2 ri 

aQ2 
(Y") - r2 (9QI (Y") 

49X3 49X3 49X2 (9X2 

I 

==> AM3 = np2 + BM2 

M3 CIM2 (mod P). 

Then 

Mi = (09M2eM390) = M2(09 19C190) + C2(O9O9P29(»- (6.9) 
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Step 9 

Find a lattice basisfor the solution w. Use lattice reduction techniques in order 

to make this the "bestpossible ". 

=, U,, + p2 M,, (0, Ul, Ui, 1) + p2(0, SO t= (09 t2 
5 

t3 
ý 

t4) 
23 M2 9 M3 ý 

0), withM3 = CIM2 y 

(mod p2). 

Then we have 

W= Ay it + p2t 

Ay it + p2(, YU,, + p2Mi) 

Ay it +, y p2Ut + p4Mi 

=Äy fi +y p2UP + P4(M2«» 19 Cl 9 
0) + C2(Oi (), p2, (») 

_ý ÄY°° + yp2U° + M2«)9 P4, P4C1 
9 

0) + C2«)9 ()q p69 0). 

This has basis 

' p2Ui, p2), (0, p4, p4C1 (b*, b*, b*, b*) = ýY, (01 P2U25 3 0), (0,0, Pl, o» 
1234 

The lattice has determinant P", since 

y 
If 

2 
y if 

3 
y /I 

4 

0 Uip2 2 Utp2 3 
p2 

0 p4 p4C, 0 

00 P6 0 

U, P, U, P, P, 23 

p4 p4C, 0 

0 p6 0 
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We can then use the LLL-reduction algorithm on this basis to produce a new basis 

(bi, b2, b3, b4)- 

Step 10 

Express w in terms of the lattice basis vectors. 

Writing w as a linear combination of the lattice basis vectors, we have 

44 

ri ribi, Y *b* 

with r4 E Z. 

Then 
b1 =b; 

b2 P 2, lb* + b* 
12 

b3 /-13,1 b* + P3,2b"' + b* 
123 

b4 /14,1 b* +/14,2b* +114,3b* + b* 
123 4* 

So 

w= rib, *+ r2 (P 2,1 b* b*) + r3 (P3, lb*+ /-13,2 b* + b*) + r4(ý4,1 b* + /14,2b*+ P4,3b* + b*) 
1+21231234 

= (ri + r2/12,1 + r3P3,1 + r4P4, I)b; + (r2 + r3fl3,2 + r4P4,2)b* + (r3 + r4P4,3)b* + r4b* 23 4* 

Hence rý = r4. 
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Now 
44 

IIWI12 = Ellr*b* 112 Y Jr* 12 jjb* 112 > jr4 12 Ilb4* 112. 

By theorem 5.2.2(a), we have 

Ijbil 12 <23 Ilb* 112. 
4 

Then, using theorem 5.2.2(b), we have 

4 
A )2 < 12 12 (L 

_Hllbil <- 2 llb*ll'. 4 

This implies that 11b*11' > A(L) 1/2 2 -3 
4- 

By (6.11) we find that 

IIWI12 
', 

I r4 12 jjb* 112 1 r4 12 A(L)l /2 2 -3 
4 

r 12 < IIWI12 A(L)- 1/2 23 4_ 

===> lr4j:! ý llwllA(L)-l /4 2 3/2 
. 

(6.12) 

We are searching for solutions w with 1wil :ýN. So we have IIWI12 < 4N2 ==> 

11wil < 2N. We also know that A(L) = p12. 

Then (6.12) becomes 
jr4l: 5 2 512p-3N. 
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However, P>2 5/6 N' /3, so P' >2 5/2 N. Hence p-3 <2 -5/2 N- 1. So we now have 

I r4l <2 
5/2 (2 -5/2 N-')N = 1. 

Since r4 is an integer, we must have r4= 0. Thus we can write 

w= rib, +r2b2 + r3b3 (6.13) 

for some integral rl, r2, r3 - 

Step 11 

Find rl, r2and r3- 

On substituting (6.13) into (6.1), we obtain a pair of simultaneous quadratic equa- 

tions in three variables, ri, r2and r3- 

Eliminating one of the variables, say r3, gives a homogeneous quartic equation in 

the two remaining variables r, and r2- We can then divide through by one of the 

remaining variables, say r2 to obtain a quartic polynomial f in a rational variable 

x for which we require the solution r, 1r2 , 

f(x) = ax 
4+ bx 3+ cx 2+ dx +e=0, 

where a, b, c, d, e (=- Z. 
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If f(x) has a linear factor (r2X- ri), so that x= ri 1r2 is a root, then by the rational 

root theorem we have r2 I a, and r, I e. Then ax = ar, /r2 EZ since r2 I a. 

Using Newton's method (or some other numeric method), we can compute roots 

xO to within an accuracy of Ila. Multiplying these roots by a, we have therefore 

computed axo to within 1. Since ax (=- Z, we take the integer part of the computed 

axo to give an exact value for ax = ar, /r2. Dividing by a gives us ri 1r2, which is 

rational. 

So r, 1r2 [axo] la and we then cancel any common factors in the numerator and 

denominator to give r, 1r2 in lowest terms. 

Having found r, and r2, the remaining variable r3 can be found in time 0(l). 

The running time of this method is O(p2) = O(N2/3). 

Note that the two equations Qj =0 are required to be homogeneous so that we 

can take A as a common factor in the Taylor series expansion (6.5). Since the 

equations are quadratic, we can take a maximum of three terms in the Taylor 

series expansion for Qj(w) = Qj(Ay" + P2t) since all subsequent terms will be 

zero. The method can easily be parallelised if required by breaking the outer loop 

into several pieces. 
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6.4 The p4quart method 

We may also choose to work with the ternary quartic which arises from eliminat- 

ing one of the variables from the pair of simultaneous equations. Womack [53] 

developed a method for finding points on the quadric intersection by searching for 

points on a homogeneous ternary polynomial. This involved a sieving and filtering 

technique, and worked simultaneously on the three polynomials F, = F(x, y, z), 

F2 = F(x, z, y) and F3 = F(z, y, x) in order to ensure that a point on F was found 

in time dependent on the second largest coordinate of the solution. Womack was 

concerned with finding a solution to the quadric intersection, and later abandoned 

this in favour of the p-adic Elkies method for solving the pair of simultaneous 

equations directly. 

However, it is possible to adapt the p-adic Elkies method to solve the quartic, as 

described below. The method will work on a smooth plane curve of any degree, 

but it is presented here to solve the ternary quartic. 

One variable, say X4 is first eliminated from the pair of simultaneous equations 

(6.1) to leave a homogeneous ternary quartic equation F(w) = 0, for which we 

seek solutions WC Z3 in the region I wi I :! ý N. 

We choose a prime P> 12 1/4 N' /2 
, and determine a complete set of O(P) smooth 

solutions x modulo P with x, =I in time O(P). 

Each of these smooth solutions can then be raised to a set of O(P) solutions y 

modulo p2, where y=x+ Pz and yj = 1. Since this step takes time O(P), the set 
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of solutions modulo p2 is found in time O(p2). 

Each solution y modulo P' is then raised to an arbitrary solution y' modulo P, 

where y' =y+ p2 z' and y, = 1, using a Taylor series expansion. 

The required solution w then lies on a lattice with basis V, P2(09 U29 1), p2(0, p2,0)), 

where u=A U2ý I] is a basis for the solution to the congruence equation t. VF(y') -= 
0 (mod P'). This lattice has determinant P' 

We use lattice reduction on this basis to produce a new basis (bl, b2, b3) for the 
Z3 solution w, and can write w= j= I ribi, with r3 E Z. Again, we can eliminate 

the final basis vector, since jr31 
:! ý 2jjwjjA(L)-1 13 

= 2, \F3Np-2 ,ýI so that we must 

have r3 = 0. Then w can be written as a linear combination of the first two basis 

vectors, and integer coefficients r, and r2 can be detennined in time 0(l). 

The running time of this method is O(P) = O(N). 

In the case where we have only one equation, we cannot take more than two terms 

in the Taylor series expansion, since we needed two equations in order to eliminate 

y in step 8 of p6sim. 
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6.5 The composite method 

We have already seen that we can use a prime power as a modulus in Womack's 

p-adic version of the Elkies method (see section 6.2), but in fact we can use any 

composite number M as the modulus. 

Suppose N(M is the number of vectors w E=- Z4 for which Qj(w) =- 0 (mod M). 

We expect N(M) -- M. 

Let p(M) N(ýP. For a fixed prime p, we expect that p(p') is eventually constant M 

as e --> oo. We also expect that p(uv) ý- p(u)p(v). 

Then if M is a product of prime powers, p", with p ej) <I we expect p(M) to be i 
(Pi 

11 

small. This means that there will be a relatively small number of solutions modulo 

M. These solutions can be found by considering each prime power separately. 

We first compute the number qo =2 513 N213 , and build a composite number q= 
al a2 

... 
par where r ý! 2 and ai ý! 1, such that q> qo. PI P2 r5 

It should be noted that it is possible for solutions to exist such that each component 

is divisible by one of the prime factors of q. Such solutions will not be found using 

this method. 

We then attempt to find a complete set of (projectively different) solutions x mod- 

ulo q. To do this, we first find a set of (projectively different) solutions x modulo 

pi' for each i such that 1 :5i :5r. Here, taking the first non-zero component to be 

I ensures the solutions are projectively different. The solutions will therefore be 
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of one of the forms (1, X2, X3, X4), (0,1, X3, X4)ý (0,0,1, X4) or (0,0,0,1). There will 
ai ai using the be 0 (Pi ) solutions for each i, and these can be found in time 0 (pi ) 

method detailed for step I of the p6sim method (section 6.3). Then each solution 

modulo p'i is combined with each combination of the solutions modulo pai with 

using the Chinese remainder theorem. 

Theorem 6.5.1 (Chinese Remainder Theorem). Suppose that 

I (Xl) =- -= 0 (mod = Q2(XI) 

QI (X2) E0 (mod Pa2) Q2(X2) 
2 

QI(Xr) -= Q2(Xr) -= 0 (mod par), r 

where q= pCtIpCt2 ... pClr. Let Mi =q. Then there exist integers ni such that 12r ai Pi 

njMj =- 1 (mod pi'). A solution x modulo q is then given by 

x=n, Mlxl + n2M2X2 +... + nrMrXr- 

The Chinese remainder theorem takes time 0(l) and would need to be performed 
al a2 

... 
ar ) 

O(q) =0 (P 
I P2 r times. 

So a set of O(q) projectively different solutions mod q is found in time O(q). 

Each solution x modulo q is then lifted twice to produce an arbitrary solution y' 

modulo q4 using Taylor series expansions as in p6sim, and then reduced to give a 

solution y" modulo q3- 
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The required solution w can be written as w= Ay" + qt for some vector t, so so- 
lutions lie on a lattice with basis (y", [0, qU2, qU3, q], [0, q2, q 

2CI, 0] 
, [0,0, q 

3,0]). 

The method for determining the vector u= [0ý U2 i U3 91] and the constant cI fol- 

lows steps 6 to 8 of p6sim. The lattice has determinant q6. 

After lattice reduction, we obtain a new basis (bl, b2, b3, b4) for the solution w, 
Z4 and can write w= j=1 ribi, with r4 EZ. By the properties of LLL-reduced lattice 

bases, we have jr4l 
:! ý 11wIIA(L)- 1/4 2 3/2 <2 512Nq -3/2 

. Butq >2 51IN213, 
so we have 

jr4l <1 as before. The remaining constants in the linear combination can then be 

determined in time 0(l). 

The running time of this method is O(q) = O(N'I'), which appears to give no time 

saving over p6sim. However, by choosing the pi" carefully, we can construct a 

for which the number of solutions modulo q is much smaller than before. 
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6.6 Maple Worksheets 

Maple worksheets to perfonn p6sim, p4quart, p4sim and composite have been 

included in Appendices B, C, D and E respectively. The worksheets read in the 

equations file previously created by the descent worksheet (see Appendix A). 

Where possible, standard Maple commands have been used (for example, Maple 

has a built-in LLL reduction algorithm). 
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Results and Conclusions 

7.1 Overview 
f, 

The maple worksheets for the descent and search algorithms have been run using 

Maple 7 on a PC with an Intel Pentium 4,1.8GHz processor, and 512MB memory. 

Timings were taken for a selection of equations of the form Y' = X' + pX where 

5 (mod 8). 

The expected rank and height of a generator on each curve, according to the Birch 

and Swinnerton-Dyer conj ecture, was first computed using the e 11 analyt i crank 

command from Cremona's heegner. gp script [ 15]. In all cases, the expected 

rank was confirmed to be 1. The heights (to 4 decimal places) are presented in 

table 7.1. 
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Prime L'(E, 1) height time (secs) 

317 22.2386 50.6111 2.094 

461 16.7067 41.7531 3.063 

509 9.0854 23.2754 3.375 

1213 7.4786 23.8043 7.859 

1637 19.1955 65.8544 10.375 

2917 25.8298 102.3829 18.719 

3389 8.2425 33.9196 21.687 

4861 18.4057 82.8910 31.032 

5701 11.7432 55.0360 35.984 

6229 18.1358 86.8988 39.141 

6829 12.0335 59.0004 42.828 

6869 10.3954 51.0432 43.125 

7333 5.9365 29.6294 47.250 

7349 14.8152 73.9841 46.609 

7901 19.7661 100.5113 50.609 

8221 22.1941 113.9832 53.891 

8269 7.5221 38-6879 52.516 

8293 10.9213 56.2115 52.718 

8501 17.6933 91.6325 53.657 

8941 17.5949 92.2794 57.156 

12517 8.4282 48.0819 103.047 

16421 22.4762 137.2290 108.672 

17293 3.2505 20.1044 109.484 

17509 5.5336 34.3320 78.984 

17789 13.9961 87.1801 110.860 

Table 7.1: Expected heights of generators 
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A generator was then found on each of the curves. We illustrate with a fully 

worked example. Consider the case p= 2917. 

For p= 2917, we have u=1, v= -27. Then 

b2= 27M2 
- 279 + lm. 

This is equivalent to the equation 

-LM + 2917N2 = 0, 

where 
L= 2b + 531- 55m 

M= 1458b + 372051- 38644m (7.1) 

N=b+ 261- 27m. 

The sign of b can be chosen so that 2917 ý M, so that 

L= ±29176ý 

: j702 

±00 

for some integers 0 and 0. 

(7.2) 
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On solving (7.1) for b, 1, m and using (7.2), we have 

-2126493 02 +291700 _ 02 

±1 = -204773402 + 286200 _ 02 (7.3) 

±m = -205065102 + 286400 _ 02. 

Now b =- I (mod 2), and (4.18) implies 

1 =- (mod 4) 
(7.4) 

0 (mod 4). 

A check on all possibilities modulo 4 reveals that the upper signs in (7.3) are 

incompatible with (7.4). 

The equations can be simplified by letting Vf =0- 143 10, then 

-2702+ 550Vf _ Vf 2 

1= 2702 _ Vf2 (7.5) 

m= -2802 + 20VI _ V12 

Letting I+ im = (C + id)2 = y2' say, and taking the lower sign in (7.5), we obtain 

from equation (4.20) 

2= (27 - 28i)02 + 2iOVl + (-I _ i)Vf 2 
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This is equivalent to the equation 

-RT + (54 _ i)S2 = 0, 

where 
R= (-I - 6i)y + (-3 - 4i)Vf + (27 + 30i)O 

(7.6) 

T= (-39 + 21i)y + (-25 + 35i)qf + (133 - 277i)O (7.7) 

(-2 - i)y - 2Vf + (15 - 2i)O. 

Solving (7.7) for y, VI, 0, we have 

y= 
39 

- 
21 

i)R + 
(-I 

+ 3i T+ (-109 - 52i)S 
(2 

22 

VI = -14iR +3+Ii T+(-56+41i)S (7.8) 
(2 

2 
731 

0=-iR+ -iT + (-17 - lli)S, 
(2 

2)2 

so that 
2Vf = -28iR + (3 + i)T + (- 112 + 82i)S 

(7.9) 
20 = (7 - 3i)R + iT + (-34 - 22i)S. 

Now 
b= 6ý + OV, + V12 =I (mod 2) 

1E 6ý + V12 =I (mod 2) 

qV2 =0 (mod 2), 
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so we must have 

=-I (mod 2) 
(7.10) 

Vf =- (mod 2). 

The sign of y can be chosen so that (54 - i) ý R, so that by (7.6) we must have 

(54 - i) I T. 

Then there are four cases to consider, where A=x+ iy and p=w+ iz are Gaussian 

integers: 

1. R= A2 ,T= 
(54 - i)/12, S= All 

2. R =(I + i)A2 
,T= (I + i)(54 - i)l 12, S= (I + i)AII 

3. R= iA2 
,T= i(54 _ i)/-12, S= iA /, I 

4. R= i(I + i)A2 
,T= i(I + i)(54 - i)1_12, S= i( I+ i)AII 

Substituting each of these four cases into the equations for 20 and 2V/ (7.9), and 

knowing that 0 =- I (mod 2) and VI E0 (mod 2) from equation (7.10), a search of 

all possibilities for (x, y, w, z) modulo 16 reveals that cases 1 and 3 are impossible. 

We know that 0 and VI are (rational) integers, so their imaginary parts must be 
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zero. Taking the imaginary parts from case 2, we therefore have 

5(20) = 20xy + 4X2 _ 4Y2 _ 12xz - 12yw - 56xw + 56yz - 106wz 

55W2 
- 55? =0 

(7.11) 
5 (2VI) =-I 94xz - 194yw -3 Oxw +3 Oyz + 224wz + 214W2 - 214z2 

56x - 28x 2 
+2 8y2=0 y 

and these equations must be solved simultaneously. 

The maple worksheet descent. mws (see appendix A) found these equations in 

3.875 seconds. The worksheet p6sim. mws (see appendix B) was then used to find 

a solution to the simultaneous equations. 

From table 7.1, the canonical height of the generator of this curve is 102.3829, so 

solutions w are expected with lwjj:! ý 602. The prime chosen for the p-adic lifting 

is P= 17. On eliminating the variable z and setting x=1, solutions modulo P are 

sought to the equation 

F =12yw + 16y +I lw +2 Y2 + 2W2 +3y 2W2 +9 YW2 

+2 y3W + 16W3Y +8 Y3 + 12 y4+ 13 W3 + 2W4 +2 

The corresponding value of the variable z is then found. Eight solutions x to the 

simultaneous equations (7.11) are found, including xO = (1,7,16,4). 

On substituting this solution xo into equation (6.2) and solving for z modulo P, we 

obtain a set of seventeen solutions, including zo = (0,10,8,0). A solution modulo 

P' to the simultaneous equations is then given by yo = (1,177,152,4). 
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The vector yo is then raised to an arbitrary solution modulo P4. On substituting 

yo into equation (6.3) and solving for z', we find the solution z0= (0,274,64,1), 

which gives the solution y0= (1,79363,18648,293) to the equations modulo P4 

This is then raised to an arbitrary solution modulo P'. On substituting y0 into 

equation (6.4) and solving for z", we find the solution z0' = (0,94668,66522,1), 

so that y0'= (1,931087950,5556002610,83814) is a solution to the equations 

modulo P8 

When this is substituted into equation (6.7) and solved for t, the stanclardised basis 

vector u =(O, U29 U39 1) = (09 49513,515489 1) is found. 

We then find a basis for the vector m' in equation (6.8). As in equation (6.9), we 

find that m' -«-, 2M2(Oe 1,22,0) + C2(09 (), p2, (». 

A basis for the solution w to the simultaneous equations is therefore given by 

(Y ff, p2(0, U2ý U3 ý 
0ý p4(0,1, C 1,0), p4(0,0, p2,0)) 

= ((1,931087950,5556002610,83814), (0,14309257,14897372,289), 

(0,1837462,83521,0), (0,0,24137569,0)ý. 

After this basis is LLL-reduced, and ignoring the fourth basis vector, we are left 

with 

(bi, b2, b3) :::::: ((469,648,7997,5344), (1538,6346,1131, -1940), 

(-5907,352, -1386,1804)). 
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These vectors are substituted into equation (6.13), and the constants are found to 

be ri = r2 = 0, r3 =I- 

Therefore a solution w is given by 

w= rib, +r2b2 + r3b3 

= 0(469,648,7997,5344) + 0(1538,6346,1131, -1940) 

1(-5907,352, -1386,1804) 

= (-5907,352, -1386,1804). 

Since the simultaneous equations are homogeneous, we may divide through by 

any common divisors to find a coprime solution. Since gcd(-5907,352, -1386,1804) = 

II, we find the coprime solution w= (-537,32, -126,164). 

This solution was found by p6sim. mws in 9.063 seconds, by p4quart. mws (see 

appendix Q in 285.545 seconds, and by p4sim. mws (see appendix D) in 17.752 

seconds. 

So we have 
A= -32 - 537i 

p= -164 - 126i 

and 
(I + i)A2 

T= (I + i)(54 - 
i)/12 

+ i)AP, 
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so that by equations (7.8) and (7.5), 

76374752761 

1= 2107398267 

-14891522644. 

From equation (4.18), we deduce that 

-92594 

80413, 

and a=c2+d2, so that 

15039899405. 

Finally, we have r= (u + 2iv)(c + id)4 - 2ib, s= 2ab and t= pa' + 4b 4, so that 

-3606612172600350805831 

2297938793190572014410 

285493596261203315374167041270080026045845689. 

Substituting these values into equation (4.4), we obtain the generator (x, y) with 
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coordinates 

13007651363549022631920607439925931063600561 
5280522697250142498582105706936285247648100 

-1029664679475105879170229164552506975857917669327607435941027412559 
12134317954334416719822454423209921503234585991909964131809121000 

Results and timings for other equations are given in tables 7.2 and 7.3. 
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p6sim p4quart p4sim descent 
Prime Height N P time p time p time time 

317 50.6111 24 7 1.313 11 1.625 11 1.547 36.548 
461 41.7531 14 5 0.250 7 0.141 7 0.187 2.891 
509 23.2754 5 5 1.985 5 2.594 5 1.126 1.953 

1213 23.8043 5 5 1.984 5 0.984 5 0.328 3.203 
1637 65.8544 62 11 6.984 17 24.593 11 7.843 2.438 
2917 102.3829 602 17 9.063 47 285.545 29 17.752 3.875 
3389 33.9196 9 5 0.188 7 1.109 5 0.218 1.109 
4861 82.8910 178 11 1.063 29 14.609 17 5.218 5.502 
5701 55.0360 32 7 1.311 11 6.281 11 6.171 43.891 
6229 86.8988 229 11 4.781 29 48.438 19 10.765 2.281 
6829 59.0004 40 7 1.813 13 5.641 11 1.782 2.859 
6869 51.0432 25 7 1.735 11 11.844 11 8.954 1.688 
7333 29.6294 7 5 0.875 5 1.516 5 0.734 4.636 
7349 73.9841 102 11 3.583 19 24.952 13 2.097 1.355 
7901 100.5113 535 17 21.891 47 262.829 29 102.503 5.658 
8221 113.9832 1242 23 50.374 67 1275.603 37 137.407 4.313 
8269 38.6879 12 5 0.531 7 0.375 7 0.392 3.953 
8293 56.2115 34 7 0.796 11 8.203 11 1.75 1.875 
8501 91.6325 308 13 3.766 37 136.653 23 33.109 19.784 
8941 92.2795 320 13 0.500 37 164.702 23 26.328 2.610 

12517 48.0819 21 5 0.203 11 2.013 7 0.451 30.383 
16421 137.2290 5308 37 95.748 137 1798.708 67 228.25 8.626 
17293 20.1044 4 3 0.156 5 2.093 5 1.203 4.563 
17509 34.3320 9 5 0.531 7 4.016 5 0.437 3.250 
17789 87.1801 233 11 6.172 29 21.548 19 29.908 2.344 

Table 7.3: Run times (in seconds) for p6sim, p4quart and p4sim 
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7.2 Analysis of results 

7.2.1 The p6sim method 

The expected running time of the p6sim method is O(N'I'), so for solutions w 

with 1wil :5N, we expect the run time to be given by T= aN, ' for some constant 

a and with, 8 = ý. After taking logarithms of the run time and N for 25 different 
3 

runs of the algorithm, the linear correlation coefficient between the two datasets 

was found to be 0.793, indicating a fairly strong positive linear correlation. By 

the method of least squares, the best fit straight line for this data set was found to 

have the equation In(T) = 0.6 85 ln(N) - 2.126. This has been plotted together with 

the actual timings for the 25 runs of the algorithm in figure 7.1. The relationship 

between T and N is therefore given by the equation T=0.1 19NO. 685. 

The slope of the straight line is expected to have gradient, 8 = ý. Since the variance 3 

in the population is unknown, we estimate it by the variance in the sample. 

(Z In(T, )2 _ 
(Z In(Ti»2 

b2 (Y, In (Ni )2 (Z In(Ni»2 

s2n -) 
-n 

n-2 
1.084. 

The confidence interval is given by 

CI = 0.685 ± 0.263. 
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Therefore, we are 95% confident that the true slope lies in the range (0.422,0.949). 

The expected value of ý lies within this confidence interval. 3 

Assuming that the running time of the p6sim method is given by the equation 
13 T=0.1 19N2 it would be possible to search for solutions to the simultaneous 

equations for a curve with a generator of expected height 247 in one hour, or 323 

in one day. 
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7.2.2 The p4quart method 

The expected running time of the p4quart method is O(N), so for solutions w 

with 1wil :5N, we expect the run time to be given by T= aN, ' for some constant a 

and with, 8 = 1. After taking logarithms of the run time and N for 25 different runs 

of the algorithm, the linear correlation coefficient between the two datasets was 

found to be 0.917, indicating a strong positive linear correlation. By the method 

of least squares, the best fit straight line for this data set was found to have the 

equation In(T) = 1.169 In(N) - 2.239. This has been plotted together with the 

actual timings for the 25 runs of the algorithm in figure 7.2. The relationship 

between T and N is therefore given by the equation T=0.107N' . 169 

The slope of the straight line is expected to have gradient, 8 = 1. We can con- 

struct a 95% confidence interval for the slope. Again, we estimate the population 

variance by the sample variance, which is found to be s2=1.001. 

The confidence interval is given by 

CI = 1.169 ± 0.172. 

Therefore, we are 95% confident that the true slope lies in the range (0.997,1.340). 

The expected value of I lies within this confidence interval. 

Assuming that the running time of the p4quart method is given by T=0.107N, 

it would be possible to search for solutions to the simultaneous equations for a 

curve with a generator of expected height 166 in one hour, or 217 in one day. 
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7.2.3 The p4sim method 

The expected running time of the p4sim method is O(N415), so for solutions w 

with 1wil :5N, we expect the run time to be given by T= aNO for some constant 

a and with, 8 = ý. After taking logarithms of the run time and N for 25 different 5 

runs of the algorithm, the linear correlation coefficient between the two datasets 

was found to be 0.903, again indicating a strong positive linear correlation. By 

the method of least squares, the best fit straight line for this data set was found to 

have the equation In(T) = 0.972 In(N) - 2.5 7 8. This has been plotted together with 

the actual timings for the 25 runs of the algorithm in figure 7.3. The relationship 

between T and N is therefore given by the equation T=0.076NO . 972 

The slope of the straight line is expected to have gradient, 8 = 4. A 95% confidence 5 

interval for the slope is constructed. The sample variance is found to be s2= 

0.830. 

The confidence interval is then given by 

CI= b± 
tO. 025, n-2S 

2 
(ln(Ni) - In(N) 

= 0.972 ± 0.185. 

Therefore, we are 95% confident that the true slope lies in the range (0.786,1.157). 

The expected value of 0.8 lies within this confidence interval. 

Assuming that the running time of the p4sim method is given by T=0.076N41', 
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it would be possible to search for solutions to the simultaneous equations for a 

curve wit a generator of expected height 215 in one hour, or 278 in one day. 

The graphs for p6sim, p4quart and p4sim are superimposed in figure 7.4. 
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7.2.4 The composite method 

The composite method has been implemented as a Maple worksheet (appendix 

E), and run for all of the equations in table 7.2. The running times (in seconds) 

are shown in table 7.4, together with details of the composite modulus used. Note 

that each prime pi was raised to the power 1. 

These results are encouraging, with many times being faster than the correspond- 

ing run of p6sim. The searches for eight of the curves took longer than p6sim, but 

in six of these cases the composite modulus constructed was larger than necessary. 

This was due to having to avoid using small primes dividing the elements of the 

solution. However, in some cases a solution was found using a composite mod- 

ulus much smaller than expected. For example, for the curve Y' = X' + 6229X, 

qO = 119 and q= 38 was used. For the curve Y' = X3 + 8501X, a solution was 

found using q= 35 even though qO = 145. 

The result for the curve Y2 = X+ 1642 IX is particularly impressive. The modulus 

used was q= (29)(37) = 1073, and the searches modulo pi found 20 solutions 

modulo 29 and 40 solutions modulo 37, giving a total of 800 solutions modulo 

This is si2nificantly fewer than the q= 1073 solutions expected. The reduction 

in the number of vectors used resulted in the running time being reduced from 

95.748 seconds (for p6sim) to just 12-580 seconds, even though the value of q 

constructed was larger than the value qO needed. 

Direct comparison of the results from composite with the results from p6sim is 

difficult as, in many cases, the composite number used is either much bigger or 
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Prime Height N qo p, P2 P3 q time 

317 50.6111 24 27 7 11 77 1.203 

461 41.7531 14 19 3 11 13 429 0.984 

509 23.2754 5 10 3 5 15 0.484 

1213 23.8043 5 10 3 7 21 0.891 

1637 65.8544 62 50 7 11 77 3.422 

2917 102.3829 602 227 13 19 247 7.657 

3389 33.9196 9 14 3 5 15 0.797 

4861 82.8910 178 101 11 17 187 0.593 

5701 55.0360 32 32 5 7 35 0.906 

6229 86.8988 229 119 2 19 38 1.533 

6829 59.0004 40 38 5 7 35 0.781 

6869 51.0432 25 28 5 11 55 2.390 

7333 29.6294 7 12 5 11 55 1.734 

7349 73.9841 102 70 7 11 77 1.172 

7901 100.5113 535 210 17 19 323 11.156 

8221 113.9832 1242 367 23 29 667 21.577 

8269 38.6879 12 17 3 5 15 0.223 

8293 56.2115 34 34 3 7 13 273 2.978 

8501 91.6325 308 145 5 7 35 1.945 

8941 92.2795 320 149 11 13 143 1.184 

12517 48.0819 21 25 3 7 21 0.715 

16421 137.2290 5308 967 29 37 1073 12.580 

17293 20.1044 4 8 3 5 15 0.293 

17509 34.3320 9 14 5 7 35 0.200 

17789 87.1801 233 121 2 5 19 190 3.493 

Table 7.4: Run times (in seconds) for the composite method 
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much smaller than theoretically necessary. However, logarithms of the timings for 

the runs of composite have been plotted against In(q), together with logarithms 

of the timings from p6sim plotted against ln(P2). This graph is shown in figure 

7.5. 
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7.2.5 Using a smaller auxiliary prime 

Using a smaller auxiliary prime is sometimes possible, and this can speed up the 

search considerably. 

We have already seen that using composite with a smaller modulus than theo- 

retically necessary can sometimes produce a solution. Searches using p6sim with 

smaller auxiliary primes were run for the 25 curves in table 7.2. The searches for 

II of the curves failed to find a solution with any smaller prime. Results for the 

14 successful searches are shown in table 7.5. 

In four of these cases, the search took longer using a smaller prime. However, the 

searches for p= 7901 and p= 16421 were particularly successful, reducing the 

running times from 21.891 and 95.748 seconds respectively to 1.265 and 14.312 

seconds. 
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Original Smaller 
Prime Height N P time P time 

317 50.6111 24 7 1.313 3 0.620 
461 41.7531 14 5 0.250 3 0.849 

2917 102.3829 602 17 9.063 11 4.172 
3389 33.9196 9 5 0.188 3 0.267 
5701 55.0360 32 7 1.311 5 1.152 
7333 29.6294 7 5 0.875 3 0.497 
7901 100.5113 535 17 21.891 7 1.265 
8293 56.2115 34 7 0.796 3 0.764 
8501 91.6325 308 13 3.766 7 3.421 
8941 92.2795 320 13 0.500 5 0.800 

12517 48.0819 21 5 0.203 3 0.679 
16421 137.2290 5308 37 95.748 31 14.312 
17509 34.3320 9 5 0.531 3 0.255 
17789 87.1801 233 11 6.172 5 1.116 

Table 7.5: Run times (in seconds) using smaller auxiliary primes 
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7.2.6 Other quadric intersections 

Although the timings given so far have all been for curves of the form y2 = X3 +pX, 

where p =- 5 (mod 8) is prime, the methods are equally applicable to quadric 

intersections arising elsewhere. 

As part of their investigations into Mordell's equation [2 1 ], Gebel et al. compiled 

tables (available at [20]) listing generators of the Mordell-Weil group E(Q) for 

curves of the form E: y2 = X3 +k for all IkI :! ý 10000, with the exception of 

k= 7823. The generator of this curve has height 77.6178, and was later found by 

Stoll [47]. 

We attempt a 4-descent on this curve. The curve has no torsion points, so we have 

to use general 2-descent. 

Using mwrank [16], we compute I=0 and J= -211221, and attempt to find 2- 

coverings of the curve Ej, j : Y2 = X3 - 271X - 27J = X3 + 5702967. We find four 

quartics for this pair (I, J). These are (30, -12,48,116, -18), (41, -16, -6,112, -11), 

(- 11, -20,408,1784,2072) and (- 18, -28,312,996,838). The final three quar- 

tics are found to be equivalent to the first, so we take the covering curve H: y2= 

_I 8X4 + 116X3 + 48x' - 12x + 30. This is everywhere locally solvable, but no 

rational point is found. 

We then perform a second descent, to produce the 4-covering given by the quadric 
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intersection 

-22181252X2 - 25045686xlX2 + 970984422xlX3 + 4436040816xlX4 I 

+48549221lx 2+ 4436040816X2X3 - 5908775364X2X4 - 2954387682X2 23 

2 
-130297160358X3X4 - 185865980697x 4 

09 

383480x 2+ 121176xlX2 - 18017478xlX3 - 74029302xlX4 I 

-900873 
9X2 

- 74029302X2X3 + 14234130OX2X4+ 711765OX2 23 

+2347020036X3X4 + 2915000865x 2=0. 
4 

This is more clearly written in matrix form as 

-22181252 

-12522843 M, 
485492211 

2218020408 

383480 

60588 
M2 

-9008739 

-37014651 

-12522843 

485492211 

485492211 

2218020408 

2218020408 -2954387682 

-2954387682 -65148580179 

60588 -9008739 

-9008739 -37014651 

-37014651 7117650 

71170650 1173510018 

2218020408 

-2954387682 

-65148580179 

-185865980697) 

-37014651 

71170650 

1173510018 

2915000865) 

The coefficients in these equations are large, so searching for points on the inter- 

section will be computationally difficult. 

Stoll [47] proceeded to minimise the matrices, using a method due to Womack 

[53]. This is a p-adic process which replaces the rows of the matrices by linear 
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combinations of the rows. These substitutions can make the non-diagonal entries 
in the ith row and column have absolute value at most half that of the ith diagonal 

entry. We replace the rows of matrix M, first, repeating the process for i=1,2,3,4 

until no further improvements are made. The same transformations are performed 

on M2. We then reverse the roles of M, and M2 and start again, terminating the 

procedure when no further improvements are made. In this way, we produce two 

new matrices, AF, and M2, such that det(AT, x+ Mýy) = g(x). 

The second stage in Stoll's approach was to reduce the matrices AF, and M2. We 

choose a generator T of SL4(Z) and compute TT Al', T and TT M2T. If one such T 

makes the matrices smaller in some sense, we apply the matrix T and repeat with 

another generator matrix T. 

After minimising and reducing the matrices M, and M2, we obtain the new matri- 

ces 
1 

2 
Mç= 

-1 

-1 

1 

0 
M= 

0 

-3 

2 -1 -1 

-2 0 0 

0 -3 2 

0 2 1 

00 

-3 
220 

231 

011 
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So we need to find a solution to the quadric intersection given by 

22 
X2 + X2 = 0, x+ 4xjX2 

- 
2xlX3- 2xlX4 

- 2x -3+ 
4X3X4 1234 

x2- 6xIX4 + 2X2 + 4X2X3 +3 X2 + 2X3X4 + X2 = 1234 

Using the modulus P=II in the p6sim method, we find a solution [1,6,4,1] 

(mod P). This is raised to the solutions [ 1,94,70,56] (mod P'), [ 1,14493,2248,1771 

(mod P4) and [1,37597940,176411657,14818] (mod p8). This last vector is re- 

duced to give the solution [1,395159,1027118,14818] (mod p6). The solution w 

then lies on a lattice with basis 

([1,395159,1027118,14818], p2[o 9573,10543,1], 

p4 [0,9,1,0], p6 [0,1,0,0]). 

After LLL-reduction, we obtain the basis 

(bi, b2, b3, b4) :::: ([36,601, -142, -525], [681, -116, -125,142]ý 

[56,1513,1137,1200], [791, -303,2009, -1200]). 

Ignoring the fourth basis vector, we can write w= rlbl + r2b2 + r3b3- We find 

that r, = r3 = 0, r2 =I gives the solution w= [681, -116, -125,142]. This takes 

4.504 seconds. 

This maps to the point 

53463613 23963346820191122ý (32109353' 
1031010550078609 ) 
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on H, and from there to the point on E with coordinates 

2263582143321421502100209233517777 
143560497706190989485475151904721 

186398152584623305624837551485596770028144776655756 
1720094998106353355821008525938727950159777043481 
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7.3 Results for other implementations 

7.3.1 Naive searches 

The three methods described in section 6.1 have been implemented as Maple 

worksheets. Each method was run for the elliptic curves listed in table 7.2, and 

the timings (in seconds) are shown in table 7.6. Note that this table gives the time 

at which the first solution in the desired range was found. 

These times are shown in figure 7.6, along with the data for the p6sim method. 

Using the method of least squares, the relationships between these times and the 

search bound N are found to be T=0.00007200"' for the exhaustive search, 

T=0.0020IN2.794 for an exhaustive search after eliminating one variable, and 

T=0.00193N2.084 for the resultant-based method. This would mean that the 

p6sim method is faster than the exhaustive search for curves with h(P) > 35.604, 
I faster than the search after eliminating one variable for curves with h(P) > 30.960 

and faster than the resultant-based method for curves with h(P) > 47.137. 
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Prime N Exhaust Elim Resultant 
317 24 12.703 0.297 0.567 
461 14 0.157 0.328 0.043 
509 5 0.094 0.094 0.114 

1213 5 0.204 0.063 0.198 
1637 62 1896.864 19.062 20.455 
2917 602 6939530.213 8610.613 624.129 
3389 9 1.047 0.109 0.341 
4861 178 132126.130 467.906 148.687 
5701 32 2.188 0.078 0.085 
6229 229 752127.168 2547.855 533.698 
6829 40 126.147 1.672 2.131 
6869 25 18.311 0.468 0.880 
7333 7 0.047 0.078 0.057 
7349 102 11016.686 64.954 52.954 
7901 535 1276794.380 1903.934 161.444 
8221 1242 325221038.474 232576.050 8288.330 
8269 12 5.562 0.297 0.909 
8293 34 16.672 0.313 0.369 

8501 308 1021849.252 2714.709 432.742 

8941 320 1936876.811 4823.342 644.872 

12517 21 55.280 1.376 2.955 

16421 5308 70684331174.896 14420563.157 211051.350 

17293 4 0.047 0.078 0.143 

17509 9 1.626 0.125 0.540 

17789 233 735736.245 2782.486 546.265 

Table 7.6: Run times (in seconds) for the naYve searches 
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7.3.2 Heegner point constructions 

heegner. gp 

The algorithm described in section 3.4 has been coded as a Pari/GP [2] script by 

Cremona [15]. This script failed to find Heegner points for all but the first three 

elliptic curves in table 7.2, due to the number of terms needed in the series (3.32). 

For the curve y2= X3 + 317x, the discriminant D= -31 is chosen, for which 

the class number is h=3. The conductor is N= 64(317)2 = 6431296, and 

s= -63457243 1. Then c= 15653227988, and three binary quadratic fonns are 

used. Two of these binary quadratic forms pair with each other under complex 

conjugation, and the remaining form pairs with itself. The series (3.32) requires 

approximately 14500 terms, and a real approximation to the Heegner point in 

C/A is found to be z= -8.273699709415437211431907644. The map qE(Z) 

gives x(P) = 177.6803331944970800343794280, from which the rational point 

(x, y) 
(r 2, rt) 

S2 S3 

(9110859798270041392441 873994228512638323467064295836011) 
51276692442358684900 367180835274953261650562993000 

is found. 

Results for the first three curves in table 7.2 are shown in table 7.7. 

In all three cases, the running time was longer than the 2-descent and p6sim 

method as given in table 7.3. 
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Prime r s t time (secs) 
317 95450823979 7160774570 9156486995910318703809 1235.844 
461 475038539 240767770 1264941190283659521 2730.453 
509 46435 22814 11938856913 3312.609 

Table 7.7: Points found by a Heegner point construction 

7.3.3 2-descent 

mwrank 

The C++ program mwrank [16] uses 2-descent to determine the rank of an ellip- 

tic curve E/Q, find a set of points which generate E(Q)/2E(Q), and finally find 

generators for E(Q). If the curve has a rational 2-torsion point, the method of 

2-descent via 2-isogeny is used. If there is no 2-torsion, the general 2-descent 

method is used. 

The program was run for the curves listed in table 7.2. The bound used in the 

search for points on the homogeneous quartics (3.17) or (3.18) can be changed 

using the -b flag. The default value is 10, but it was necessary to change the value 

for some of the curves. The maximum value is 15. 

For the elliptic curve E: y2= X3 + 2917x, the isogenous curve is E' : y2 = 

X3 _II 668x. For d= 2917, we use d, = 2917. The quartic H(2917,0) :v2= 

2917u 4+I has points everywhere locally, and a global solution is found. 

For d' =- 11668, we use di = -2917 and d, =-1. The quartics H(-2917,0) : 

V2= -2917u 
4+ 16 and H'(- 1,0) :v2= _U4 + 11668 both have points everywhere 
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locally, but the program fails to find global points. A second descent is then carried 

out. 

Ford, = -landd3 = 1, the quartic (2, -424,33720, -1191424,15792208) is 

searched for solutions. The quartic is everywhere locally soluble, but no rational 

point is found within the search range. The second descent is therefore inconclu- 

sive for d, = 1. 

For d, = 2917 and d3 = 1, the quartic (-27, -106,6,220,108) is searched for 

solutions. Again, the quartic is everywhere locally soluble. In this instance, the 

search for a global solution is successful, and the point 

(x :y: z) = (-12181 : 76394752761 : 92594) 

is found on D. This maps to the point 

z) = (15039899405 : 3606612172600350805831 : 76394752761) 

on H and from there to the point 

(50406880548679971099919829306393925 : 

158227076811966424971071841314928935: 

445851866538077329674477591687081) 
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on E'. Finally, we recover the point 

(x :y : z) = (29890786676597539586219844422082004164708997122448025737376084010: 

102966467947510587917022916455250697585791766932607435941027412559: 

121343179954334416719822454423209921503234585991909964131809121000) 

on 

Timings and results for the curves listed in table 7.2 are given in table 7.8. 
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Apecs 

Since p6sim has been implemented in Maple, it makes sense to compare the tim- 

ings with a Maple implementation of 2-descent. Apecs is a package of Maple 

routines written by Ian Connell [I I] for computing with plane elliptic curves. It 

contains implementations of various algorithms associated to elliptic curves de- 

fined over Z/pZ, Q and C amongst others. 

To calculate the rank unconditionally, the RkNC (arg s) ; command is used, where 

args is the search limit to be used while searching for rational points on the 

homogeneous spaces (3.17) or (3.18). By default, the value of args is 30. The 

generator(s) found after the rank has been calculated may be accessed using RR;. 

The elliptic curve E: y2 = X3 + 317x has the 2-isogenous curve E' : y2 = 

xl - 1268x. For E', the homogeneous spaces dju' + d2v 4= w2 are searched 

for solutions, where djd2 =- 1268 and d, is chosen from the set 1- 1,3 17 1. A 

second descent is performed on -T' + 1268 = Y2 (so that d, =- 1), and finds 

two associated quartics, both of which are locally soluble. The point 
ý63,48869) is ( 
64 4096 

found on the quartic -7T 
4+ 22T 3+ 42T 2 

-22T-7 = Y2. This maps to the point 
9110859798270041392441 873994228512638323467064295836011) 

on E. (X'Y) =( 51276692442358684900 1 367180835274953261650562993000 

Apecs has been run for all of the curves in table 7.2 with generators of height less 

than 70. If the search is unsuccessful, the value of args is increased to 50, and 

then in increments of 50 until the rank is found. The results are given in table 7.9. 

The timings are given only for the final (successful) value of args, even though 

many unsuccessful searches may have been carried out. 
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These times are shown in figure 7.7, along with the data for the p6sim method 

(including the descent). 

Using the method of least squares, the relationship between these times and the 

expected height h(P) is found to be T=e0.165h(P)-5.269 , while the descent and 

p6sim method has the relationship T=e0.024ý(P)+0.878 . This would mean that the 

p6sim method is faster than the apecs method for curves with h(P) > 43.595. 

Prime height arg s time (secs) 

317 50.6111 300 18.655 
461 41.7531 100 0.390 
509 23.2754 30 0.485 

1213 23.8043 30 0.330 
1637 65.8544 1350 1864.123 
3389 33.9196 50 1.532 
5701 55.0360 450 76.219 
6829 59.0004 400 34.656 
6869 51.0432 150 16.093 
7333 29.6294 30 0.736 
8269 38.6879 30 0.890 
8293 56.2115 500 85.532 

12517 48.0819 150 20.435 
17293 20.1044 30 0.563 
17509 34.3320 50 0.921 

Table 7.9: Run times (in seconds) for Apecs 
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7.4 Combinations of new and existing methods 

We can use combinations of the new and existing methods to deal with difficult 

cases. 

For example, the curve E: y2= X3 + 17477x has height 406.479655, while 

the 2-isogenous curve E' : y2 = X3 - 69908x has height 203.240. Since the 

expected height of the generator for the 2-isogenous curve is significantly smaller, 

we expect to find a point on E' faster than we could find a point on E. 

Using mwrank, we find the curve C: y2= 5x 4_ 8X3 + 6X2 _ 108x + 3538, which 

is a 2-cover of E, in 2.99 seconds. This can be lifted to the 4-cover of E' given 

by the simultaneous equations 

22 X2 + X2 -=: 0, x+ 2xjX3 -X- 2X2X4 -+ 2X3X4 
1234 

22 xý 
2 

x+ 8xX2+ 8xIX3 + 6x, x4 + 3x - 
8X2X3 +8X2X4+3 ,+ 

12X3X4 - 9X = 0- 
1234 

Using the composite method, we construct the modulus q= (29)(31)(37) = 

33263. We find 26 solutions modulo 29,32 solutions modulo 31, and 26 solu- 

tions modulo 37. Therefore, we have 21632 solutions x modulo q, including the 

solution x=[1,17068,10578,20112]. The solution w then lies on the lattice with 
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basis 
([1,1946434776,23606779284339,32994764660124]ý 

q[0,402349095,925194551, flý 

q2 [0,3924,1,0], 

q'[O, 1,0,0]ý. 

Using Maple's lattice command, we obtain the basis 

(bi, b2, b3, b4) : -- ([-2436965, -1331634, -222345,3285145], 

[-1619713,2678012,4438746,1216243], 

[4771457, -304500, -1003632,3646692], 

[1356616, -6205223,7577815, -1544223]). 

However, the basis returned from the lattice command in this instance fails 

to satisfy the properties of a LLL-reduced basis (see theorem 5.2.2). In par- 

ticular, it is easy to verify that f14 I Ijbill >23 A(f-). We cannot assume that j= 
r4 = 0, so we have w=r, b, + r2b2 + r3b3 + r4b4. A solution is found with 

r, = 43, r2 = 206, r3 =- 170, and r4 =- 189. This gives the solution w= 

[-1505998487,1718962357, -356768754,63727800]. 

Detennining the lattice basis and reducing the lattice took 52047.181 seconds 

(approximately 14.5 hours), although the coefficients in the linear combination 

were found by other means. 
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This solution maps to the point 

Y) 
2219550473166045936937 -2111790993891930928278077529855611609162233 ( 
250868991864889474945 ' 12587050215861196311995532972127556550605 

) 

-1 -! 
)on E' where on C, and from there to the point (x, y) = 

(S2, 

S3 

R =194853747063276011997739500260507110644230716190772669814688 

8256730770466481072211212321325, 

S =65794607206186944852826285634714515368428551I 

T =220125441873403357833217386324407559868669946844647347114789 

521716963237877770631271335007340918457008213835057013464965 

1123390932393255. 

2t 

We then use the 2-isogeny to recover the point (x, y) L, L) on E, where S2 S3 

=119284061169164623075564480842594996123764020167292972929929 

98466144089880111692999277111, 

=138944458944682729095492071510818262932987342600225784522930 

7036225434992944148281143830, 

=292203975419724482428599539551835041801177915980818301067406 

885580364308301180799437937007688519262155931753460726161052 

471043227400627987499297766938094594613089015507897139929. 
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7.5 Limitations and further work 

The current implementations are for pairs of simultaneous homogeneous quadratic 

equations in four variables, or for a single homogeneous quartic equation in three 

variables, but could be adapted for other forms of equations. 

We have already seen that there is no benefit in taking a complete set of solutions 

modulo a higher power of P (see section 6.2), and that we cannot take more than 

3 terms in the Taylor series expansions for equations of degree 2. 

For a pair of homogeneous equations of degree d, the Taylor series expansion of 

Qj(Ay' + P2t) is given by 

d+ I 

Qi(Ay + p2t) =E id-n+l p 2(n-1) 

n=l 

wheref[i, k] is a polynomial of degree k depending on Qj. 

Writing t as Au + P'm, we have 

d+ In 

Qi(Ay' + P't) 21 A d-n+lp2(n-1) (p2(j-1) 
y n-j f[i, j- I, n] 

(M)) 

n=l 

wheref[i, k, n] is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k depending on n and Qj. 

For a quadric intersection, we have d=2, so we may only use the first three tenns 

of the Taylor series expansion as the fourth and subsequent terrns will be zero. 
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Therefore, we have 

Qi(ÄY., + p2t) =Ä2f F (In) + p2 ÄYf[i, 0,2j(M) +, P4Äf[i, 1,2](M) 

p4, Y2f F ri, + p6yf 0,3](M) [i, 1,3](M) + p8 f[i, 2,3](M) 7-: 0- 

The p6sim method considers these equations modulo P', so that 

'llf [i, o,, ](M) + p2 IlYf[i, 0,2](M) + P411fii, 1,2](M) + p4Y2 f[i, 0,3](M) --": 0 (mod p6). 

The first ten-n is constructed to be zero modulo P' by the choice of arbitrary mod- 

ulus for the solution y', and vectors are adjusted to make the second term divisible 

by p6. Therefore we solve the simultaneous congruences 

r + p4)12f r p4Af 0 p6) i, 1,2] (M) Ei, 0,31(M) (mod 

+, y2f (mod p2). [i, 1,2](M) i, 0,3](M) 0 

Since we have two equations and the coefficients of, y2 are constant, we can elim- 

inate y. We then use the fact that PýA to leave a linear equation in m which can 

easily be solved. 

For equations of degree d>2, we might be tempted to use the first d+I terms of 

the Taylor series expansion in order to find m. This would mean that our lattice 

had a larger determinant, so that we could take a smaller prime P for the search 

bound N. However, this is not practical. 
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For example, when d=3, having found an arbitrary solution modulo P8, we 

would need to solve the simultaneous equations 

Q, (Ay, + p2t) -A3f [i, 0,1](M) + p2A2 p4A2f F Yf[i, 0,2](M) + ri'l 2](M) 

+ p6llyf P41IY2f[i, 0,31(M) [i, 1,3](M) + P8Af[i, 2,31(M) 

pIY3 y2fi f[i, 0,4](M) + P' ri, 1,4](M) + PIO'Yf[i, 2,4](M) 

p12f [i 3,4](M) 

Congruence modulo P8 gives 

Qi(A + p2t) =, 13f r Ei, o, p2A2yf r ýi, o p4A2fi y 1](M) + 2](M) + ri'l 2](M) 

p4,172 f[i, 0,3](M) + P'llYfEi, 1,3] (M) + p6Y3 f[i, 0,41(M) : -- 0 (mod P8). 

The first term is divisible by p8 and vectors would be adjusted to make the second 

term 0 modulo P'. Then we would be required to solve 

ri, + p4, ly2fii, o 
6+ p6Y3 p8) p4A2fi 1,2] (M) [ 3](m) +P AYf[i, 1,3](M) fii, 0,4](M) =- 0 (mod 

/12f y2f + p2Y3 [i, I ri, 0,3](M) + 
-ID2 

-": 0 
, 2](M) +Ar IlYf[i, 1,3](M) f[i, 0,4](M) -- (mod P4) 

It is not clear how these simultaneous congruence equations could be solved for 

m, as there is no simple method by which we could eliminate y. 

Therefore, for a pair of simultaneous equations in any degree d -2: 2, we can 

only take three terms in the Taylor series expansion, so that p6sim is the optimal 

method. 
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We can also adapt the methods for equations in m variables. This will clearly 

affect the size and determinant of the lattice basis, the size of prime needed, and 

the running time. 

We eliminate one variable to leave an equation in m-I variables, and then set 

the first component to 1. We now have one equation in m-2 variables. We loop 

around all possible values modulo P for m-3 of these, and solve for the remaining 

variable. So a complete set of solutions (x) modulo P with x, =I will be found 

in time O(Pm-'). 

To lift each solution x to a complete set of solutions y modulo P', we need to 

solve a pair of simultaneous equations in m-I variables. We therefore obtain 

a solution in m-3 of the variables, and run through all possibilities for these in 

time O(P'-'). Thus we determine a complete set of solutions modulo p2 in time 

O(p2(m-3)). 

We now consider the determinant of the resulting lattice for each method. 

For p6sim, we have 

A(L) = 

II Y2 I Y3 ... 
I- YM I 

1 YM 

0 p2 U2 p2 U3 ... 
p2Um_l p2 

0 p4 p4C, 
... 

P4Ck 0 

o P6 0 
= p6(m-2). 

00 0... P6 0 
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To ensure that Jr,, l < 1, we choose 

P> (N22 M-1 M) 
-12-? m---2) m 

The running time will then be 

M) 
m )2(m-3)) 

o(p2(m-3)) =o 
(((N22 M-1 -12(m--72ý 

m(m-3) 

=0 
((N22 M-1 m) 

6(m-2) 
)- 

These values will be the same for composite, with q approximately the size of 

P2. 

For p4quart, the detenninant of the lattice is given by 
i 

A(L) = 

We choose 

If Y2 
f 

Y3 ... 
f 

Ym-2 
f 

Ym- I 

0 P2U2 p2 U3 p2 Um-2 p2 

0 p4 0 0 0 

00 p4 0 0 

p4 

P> (N22 m-2 (m - 1)) 
4A 

= p2(2m-5) 
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and the running time will be 

o(p2(m-3) 0 
(((N22 

m-2 (m 1)) 4vý 
) 2(m-3) 

(m-1)(m-3) 

0((N22 m-2 (m 
- 

2(2m-5) 

Finally, for p4sim, we have 

A(L) = 

where 

Y2 Y3 Ym- I YM 

0 P2 U2 p2 U3 ... 
p2UM_l p2 

0 p4 0 0 0 

00 p4 0 0 

0 p4 0 

= p2(2m-3), 

m 

P> (N22 M-IM)4(2m-3) 

The running time will then be 

M) 
m )2(m-3)) 

owAm-3)) =o 
(((N22 

m-1 4(2m-3) 

) m(m-3) ) 

=0 
((N22 M-1 m 

2(2m-3) 

The composite method sometimes fails to find solutions for a modulus q, due 

to the possibility that none of the coordinates of the solution are coprime to the 

modulus chosen. In this instance, we would have to run the procedure again with 
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a different modulus. It is also not immediately obvious how to choose suitable 

primes in order to make the number of solutions small, other than by trial and er- 

ror. When the expected height of the generator is large, so that the primes chosen 

are large, this is clearly time consuming. We could use smaller primes and con- 

struct a modulus with more prime factors, but this would increase the probability 

that each component is divisible by one of the primes chosen. 

The timings given in this chapter are for the time at which a solution is found. 

In some cases, a solution is found late in the run, due to the solution x modulo P 

corresponding to the actual solution w being one of the last to be found. This could 

be avoided by considering Qi(a, b, c, d) for various permutations (a, b, c, d) of the 

vector x= [XI 9 X2ý X39 X41 simultaneously, as in Womack's method for searching 

for solutions to a ternary quartic [53]. 

Finally, the difference between the running times for similar methods written in 

C++ and Maple can be seen from the timings for mwrank and apecs. It is there- 

fore necessary to implement the methods in a faster programming language. 
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descent. mws 

Determine pairs of equations which are equivalent to the 
equation 

YA 2=X(XA 2+p) where p=5 (mod 8) is prime 

> restart: 
" with(GaussInt): 
" readlib(lattice): 
" interface(showassumed=G): 

Enter a value for 

p: =5: 

starttime: =timeo: 

Step 1. Find u and v such that p= u^2 + 4*vA2 with gcd(u, v)=l, u and v 
odd, and v=1 (mod 4) 

> n: =(p-5)/8: 
> j: =(-2)A(1+2*n) mod p: 
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" reducedvectors: =lattice([[j, ll, [p, 011, 'integer'): 

" if reducedvectors[l][1] mod 2=0 then 

" v: =reducedvectors[l][11/2: 
" u: =reducedvectors[l][2]: 
" else 
> u: =reducedvectors[l][1]: 
" v: =reducedvectors[l][2]/2: 
" fi: 

" if u<G then 
> U: =-U: 

> fi: 

> if v mod 4=3 then 
> V: =-V: 

> fi: 

Step 2. The original equation is equivalent to the following 

Q: =b 
A2+V*MA2 

-V*JA2-u*l*m: 

Step 3. Find an equivalent quadratic form: -LM + p*N^2 =0 

3.1 Find a small coprime solution (al, a2, a3) to Q(b, l, m) =0 
> al: =G: 
" a2: =G: 

" a3: =G: 

" bsoln: =solve(Q, b)[1]: 

" stopflag: =false: 
" for x2 from 0 to 15 while stopflag=false do 

" for x3 from -15 to 15 while stopflag=false do 

> if (x2<>G or x3<>G) then 

" btest: =simplify(subs([l=x2, m=x3l, bsoln)): 

" if type(btest, integer) then 

" al: =btest: 
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" a2: =x2: 
" a3: =x3: 
" stopflag: =true: 
" Common: =igcd(al, a2, a3); 
" al: =al/Common; 
" a2: =a2/Common; 
" a3: =a3/Common; 
" fi: 

" fi: 

" od: 

" od: 
" if (al=@ and a2=0 and a3=0) then 

" printf(' No solution to search 1'): 

" else 

3.2 Set up the matrix M with (al, a2, a3) as the first column, such that det(M) I 

> if igcd(a2, a3)=l then 

> C1: =1; 
> c2: =@; 
> c3: =@; 
> bl: =l: 
" igcdex(a2, a3, 'b3' , 'b2'): 

" b3: =-b3: 
" elif igcd(al, a2)= l then 

> cl: =@: 
> c2: =@: 
" c3: =l: 
" b3: =l: 
" igcdex(a1, a2, 'b2' , 'b1'): 

" b2: =-b2: 
" else 

> bl: =@: 
> b2: =l: 
> b3: =@: 
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c2: =l: 
> igcdex(al, a3, 'c3', 'cl'): 

> c3: =-c3: 
fi: 

3.3 Substitution (x I, x2, x3) = M(X I, X2, X3). Then Q(x I, x2, x3) = H(X I, X2, X3). 
Determine the coefficients in H. 

1. > eqb: =b=al*Xl+bl*X2+cl'X3; 
> eql: =l=a2*Xl+b2*X2+c2*X3; 
" eqm: =m=a3*Xl+b3*X2+c3*X3; 
" H: =simplify(subs([eqb, eql, eqm], Q)); 

" r2: =coeff(coeff(H, Xl), X2); 

" r3: =coeff(coeff(H, Xl), X3); 

3.4 Find s2, s3 such that r2*s3-r3*s2 =I 
" igcdex(r2, r3, 's3', 's2'): 

" s2: =-s2: 

3.5 Linear substitutions (Y1, Y2, Y3) = M2(XI, X2, X3) where M2 is matrix with 
rows ([1,0,0], [O, r2, r3], [O, s2, s3]). Then Q(xl, x2, x3) = H(XI, X2, X3) = YI*Y2 + 
HI (Y2, Y3) (H I is a quadratic in Y2, Y3) 

" Yl: =Xl; 

" Y2: =r2*X2+r3*X3; 

> Y3: =s2*X2+s3*X3; 
> eq: =expand(Yl*Y2+kl*Y2A2+k2*Y2*Y3+k3*Y3 A2); 

3.6 Equate coefficients in Q(xl, x2, x3) and H(XI, X2, X3) 

> eql: =coeff(eq, X2,2)=coeff(H, X2,2); 

> eq2: =coeff(coeff(eq, X2), X3)=coeff(coeff(H, X2), X3); 

> eq3: =coeff(eq, X3,2)=coeff(H, X3,2); 

> k: =solve(feql, eq2, eq3l, fkl, k2, k3l); 

> kl: =subs(k, kl): 

> k2: 
-=subs(k, 

k2): 

> k3: =subs(k, k3): 
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3.7 Final substitution 
> M: =-(Yl+kl*Y2+k2*Y3): 
" L: =Y2: 
" N: =Y3: 
" solns: =solve(feqb, eql, eqml, fXl, X2, X31): 
" M: =subs(solns, M); 

" L: =subs(solns, L); 

" N: =subs(solns, N); 

" if coeff(N, b)<G then 
> N: =-N: 
> fi: 

Step 4. Choose sign of b so that p does not divide M 

4.1 There are two possibilities for M, L, N 

> eqM: =Zl=M: 
> eqL: =Z2=L: 
> eqN: =Z3=N: 
> solns: =solve(feqM, eqL, eqNl, fb, l, ml): 

> solnsplus: =subs([Z2=k3*thetaA2, Zl=phiA2, Z3=theta*phi], solns); 
> so1nsminus: =subs([Z2=-k3*theta A2, Zl=-phiA2, Z3=-theta*phi], solns); 

4.2 One of these sets of solutions will be 2-adically incompatible with b=1, I= 3, 
m=O mod 4- decide which is correct by checking all possibilities mod 4 

> bp1us: =subs(so1nsp1us, b): 

> bminus: =subs(solnsminus, b): 

" lplus: =subs(solnsplus, l): 

" lminus: =subs(solnsminus, l): 

" mplus: =subs(solnsplus, m): 

mminus: =subs(solnsminus, m): 

" plusflag: =false: 
" minusflag: =false: 
" for tl from 0 to 3 do 
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" for pl from 0 to 3 do 

" bpluscheck: =subs([theta=tl, phi=pl], bplus) mod 4: 

" bminuscheck: =subs([theta=tl, phi=pl], bminus) mod 4: 

" lpluscheck: =subs([theta=tl, phi=pl], lplus) mod 4: 

" lminuscheck: =subs([theta=tl, phi=pl], lminus) mod 4: 

" mpluscheck: =subs([theta=tl, phi=pl], mplus) mod 4: 

" mminuscheck: =subs([theta=tl, phi=pl], mminus) mod 4: 

1. check plus 
> if (bpluscheck=l and lpluscheck=3 and mpluscheck=@) then 

> plusflag: =true: 
> twothetamod4: =2*tl mod 4: 

> twophimod4: =2*pl mod 4: 

> fi: 

2. check minus 
> if (bminuscheck=1 and lminuscheck=3 and mminuscheck=G) then 

> minusflag: =true: 
> twothetamod4: =2*tl mod 4: 

> twophimod4: =2*pl mod 4: 

> fi: 

> od: 
> od: 
> if (plusflag=false and minusflag=false) then 

> printf(' 2-adic check 1 failed'): 

> else 

4.3 Simplify these solutions if possible by making a substitution for phi 

> if plusflag=true then 

> btemp: =subs(solnsplus, b): 

> ltemp: =subs(solnsplus, l): 

> mtemp: =subs(solnsplus, m): 

> else 

> btemp: =subs(solnsminus, b): 
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" ltemp: =subs(solnsminus, l): 

" mtemp: =subs(solnsminus, m): 
" fi: 

" coeffphi: =coeff(ltemp, phi, 2): 

" coefftheta: =coeff(coeff(ltemp, theta), phi): 
1. " if type(coefftheta/(2'coeffphi), integer)=false then 

" coeffphi: =coeff(mtemp, phi, 2): 

" coefftheta: =coeff(coeff(mtemp, theta), phi): 
" fi: 

" if type(coefftheta/(2*coeffphi), integer)=false then 

" coeffphi: =coeff(btemp, phi, 2): 

" coefftheta: =coeff(coeff(btemp, theta), phi): 

" fi: 

" thetamultiple: =coefftheta/(2*coeffphi): 
" if type(thetamultiple, integer)=false then 

" thetamultiple: =round(thetamultiple): 
" fi: 

> if plusflag=true then 

" correctsoln: =simplify(subs(phi=psi-thetamultiple*theta, solnsplus)): 

" twopsimod4: =twophimod4-thetamultiple*twothetamod4 mod 4: 

" else 
" correctsoln: =simplify(subs(phi=psi-thetamultiple*theta, solnsminus)): 

> twopsimod4: =twophimod4+thetamultiple*twothetamod4 mod 4: 

> fi: 

Step 5. Write I+i*m = gamma^2 and determine the corresponding equation 

cQ in terms of gamma, psi and theta 

> cQ: =gammaA2-1-I*m: 
> cQ: =simplify(subs(correctsoln, cQ)): 

Step 6. Find an equivalent quadratic form: -RT + ck3*S^2 =0 (this time 

working in Gaussian integers) 
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6.1 Find a small coprime solution (cal, ca2, ca3) to cQ(gamma, psi, theta) =0 
> cQtemp: =subs(gamma=gam, cQ): #have to do this as Maple doesn't 
allow us to solve for gamma 
" gamsoln: =traperror(solve(cQtemp, gam)[1]): 
" cal: =G: 
" ca2: =G: 
" ca3: =G: 
" stopflag: =false: 
" searchlim: =10: 
" im2: =G: 
" im3: =G: 
" for re2 from 0 to searchlim while stopflag=false do 
" for im2 from -searchlim to searchlim while stopflag=false 
do 
> for re3 from -searchlim to searchlim while stopflag=false 
do 
> for im3 from -searchlim to searchlim while stopflag=false 
do 
" gamtest: =subs(Epsi=re2+I*im2, theta=re3+I*im3l, gamsoln): 

" gamtest: =simplify(gamtest): 

" coeffl: =traperror(coeff(gamtest, I, G)): 

" coeffI: =traperror(coeff(gamtest, I)): 

" if coeffl<>'unable to compute coeff' then 

" if coeffI<>'unable to compute coeff' then 

" if (type(coeffl, integer) and type(coeffI, integer)) then 

" cal: =gamtest: 

" ca2: =re2+I*im2: 

" ca3: =re3+I*im3: 

" if (cal<>G or ca2<>O or ca3<>G) then 

" cd: =GIgcd(cal, ca2, ca3): 

" cal: =cal/cd: 

" ca2: =ca2/cd: 

" ca3: =ca3/cd: 

" stopflag: =true: 

" fi: 

" fi: 

" fi: 
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" fi: 

" od: 
" od: 
" od: 
" od: 
" if (cal=G and ca2=0 and ca3=0) then 

" printf(' no solution to search 2'): 

" else 

6.2 Set up the matrix M with (cal, ca2, ca3) as the first column such that det(M) 
1 

> if GIgcd(ca2, ca3)=l then 

" ccl: =l; 
" cc2: =O; 
" cc3: =@; 
" cbl: =l: 
" GIgcdex(ca2, ca3, 'cb3', 'cb2'): 

" cb3: =-cb3: 
" elif GIgcd(cal, ca2)=l then 

> ccl: =@: 
" cc2: =@: 
" cc3: =l: 
" cb3: =l: 
" GIgcdex(cal, ca2, 'cb2', 'cbl'): 

" cb2: =-cb2: 
" else 

" cbl: =G: 
" cb2: =l: 
" cb3: =O: 
" cc2: =l: 
" GIgcdex(cal, ca3, 'cc3', 'ccl'): 

" cc3: =-cc3: 
" fi: 
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6.3 Substitution (gamma, psi, theta) = M(cX l, cX2, cX3). Then 
cQ(gamma, psi, theta) = cH(cXl, cX2, cX3). Determine the coelficlents in cl I 

" eqgamma: =gamma=cal*cXl+cbl*cX2+ccl*cX3; 
" eqpsi: =psi=ca2*cXl+cb2*cX2+cc2*cX3; 

" eqtheta: =theta=ca3*cXl+cb3*cX2+cc3*cX3; 
" cH: =simplify(subs([eqganuna, eqpsi, eqthetal, cQ)); 

" cr2: =coeff(coeff(cH, cXl), cX2); 

" cr3: =coeff(coeff(cH, cXl), cX3); 

" cCommon: =GIgcd(cr2, cr3); 

" cr2: =cr2/cCommon; 
cr3: =cr3/cCommon; 

6.4 Find cs2, cs3 such that cr2*cs3-cr3*cs2 =I 
> GIgcdex(cr2, cr3, 'cs3', 'cs2'): 

> cs2: =-cs2: 

6.5 Linearsubstitutions (cYl, cY2, cY3) = M2(cXl, cX2, cX3) where M2 is a 
matrix with rows ([1,0,0], [O, cr2, cr3], [O, cs2, cs3]). Then cQ(gamma, psi, theta) 
cH(cX l, cX2, cX3) = cY I *cY2 + cH I (cY2, cY3) (cli I is a qUadratic in cY2, cY3) 

" cyl: =Cxl; 
" cY2: =cr2*cX2+cr3*cX3; 
" cY3: =cs2*cX2+cs3*cX3; 
" ceq: =expand(cYl*cY2+ckl*cY2 A 2+ck2*cY2*cY3+ck3, -"cY3A2); 

6.6 Equate coefficients in cQ(gamma, psi, theta) and cl-](cX l, cX2, cX3) 
> eqcl: =coeff(ceq, cX2,2)=coeff(cH, cX2,2); 
" eqc2: =coeff(coeff(ceq, cX2), cX3)=coeff(coeff(cH, cX2), cX3); 
" eqc3: =coeff(ceq, cX3,2)=coeff(cH, cX3,2); 
* ck: =solve(feqcl, eqc2, eqc3l, fckl, ck2, ck3l); 
* ckl: =subs(ck, ckl): 

-1 ck2: =subs(ck, ck2): 
> ck3: =subs(ck, ck3): 

6.7 Final substitution 
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" T: =simplify(-(cCommon*cYl+ckl*cY2+ck2*cY3)): 
" R: =simplify(cY2): 
" S: =simplify(cY3): 
" csolns: =solve(feqgamma, eqpsi, eqthetal, IcXl, cX2, cX31): 
" T: =simplify(subs(csolns, T)); 

" R: =simplify(subs(csolns, R)); 

" S: =simplify(subs(csolns, S)); 

Step 7. Choose sign of gamma so that ck3 does not divide R 

7.1 There are four possible solutions 
> eqR: =Rl=R: 
> eqT: =Tl=T: 
> eqS: =S 1=S: 

> eqR: =subs([gamma=gammal, Psi=Psil, theta=thetal], eqR): 

" eqT: =subs([gamma=gammal, psi=psil, theta=thetal], eqT): 

" eqS: =subs([gamma=gammal, psi=psil, theta=thetal], eqS): 

" csolns2: =solve(feqR, eqT, eqSl, {gammal, psil, thetall): 

" twogamma: =expand(subs(csolns2,2*gammal)): 

" twopsi: =expand(subs(csolns2,2*psil)): 

" twotheta: =expand(subs(csolns2,2*thetal)): 

" eqRcasel: =Rl=lambda A 2: 

" eqTcasel: =Tl=ck3 
*MUA 2: 

" eqScasel: =Sl=lambda*mu: 

" eqRcase2: =Rl=(l+I)*lambdaA2: 

" eqTcase2: =Tl=ck3*(J+I)*MUA2: 

" eqScase2: =Sl=(l+I)*lambda*mu: 

" eqRcase3: =Rl=I*lambda A2: 

" eqTcase3: =Tl=ck3 
*I*MUA2: 

" eqScase3: =Sl=I*lambda*mu: 

" eqRcase4: =Rl=I*(l+I)*lambda 
A 2: 

" eqTcase4: =Tl=ck3*I* 
(J+I)*MUA2: 

" eqScase4: =sl=i*(J+I)*lambda*mu: 
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" csolnscasel: =expand(subs([eqRcasel, eqScasel, eqTcasel], csolns2)); 

" csolnscase2: =expand(subs([eqRcase2, eqScase2, eqTcase2], csolns2)); 

" csolnscase3: =expand(subs([eqRcase3, eqScase3, eqTcase3], csolns2)); 

" csolnscase4: =expand(subs([eqRcase4, eqScase4, eqTcase4], csolns2)); 

" eqlambda: =lambda=x+I*y: 
" eqmu: =mu=w+I*z: 
" csolnscasel: =expand(subs(Eeqlambda, eqmu], csolnscasel)); 

" csolnscase2: =expand(subs(Eeqlambda, eqmu], csolnscase2)); 

" csolnscase3: =expand(subs([eqlambda, eqmul, csolnscase3)); 

" csolnscase4: =expand(subs([eqlambda, eqmu], csolnscase4)); 

7.2 To remove fractional coefficients, work with 2*psi and 2*theta 

> twopsicasel: =subs(csolnscasel, 2*psil); 

> twothetacasel: =subs(csolnscasel, 2*thetal); 

> twopsicase2: =subs(csolnscase2,2*psil); 
> twothetacase2: =subs(csolnscase2,2*thetal); 
> twopsicase3: =subs(csolnscase3,2*psil); 
> twothetacase3: =subs(csolnscase3,2*thetal); 
> twopsicase4: =subs(csolnscase4,2*psil); 
> twothetacase4: =subs(csolnscase4,2*thetal); 

7.3 psi and theta are (rational) integers, so have imaginary parts equal to zero 

> assume(x, real): 

> assume(y, real): 

> assume(w, real): 

> assume(z, real): 

> Flcasel: =Re(twothetacasel); 

> F1case2: =Re(twothetacase2); 

> F1case3: =Re(twothetacase3); 
> F1case4: =Re(twothetacase4); 
> Hcasel: =Im(twothetacasel); 
> F2case2: =Im(twothetacase2); 
> F2case3: =Im(twothetacase3); 
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> F2case4: =Im(twothetacase4); 
" Glcasel: =Re(twopsicasel); 
" G1case2: =Re(twopsicase2); 
" G1case3: =Re(twopsicase3); 
" G1case4: =Re(twopsicase4); 
" G2casel: =Im(twopsicasel); 
" G2case2: =Im(twopsicase2); 
" G2case3: =Im(twopsicase3); 
" G2case4: =Im(twopsicase4); 
" caselflag: =false: 
" case2 flag: =false: 
" case3flag: =false: 
" case4flag: =false: 
" for x1 from 0 to 3 do 

" for yl from 0 to 3 do 

" for wl from 0 to 3 do 

" for z1 from 0 to 3 do 

" xa: =xl mod 2: 

" ya: =yl mod 2: 

" wa: =wl mod 2: 

" za: =zl mod 2: 

" if (xa<>O or ya<>G or wa<>G or za<>G) then 

" Flclmod: =subs([x=xl, y=Yl, w=wl, z=zl], Flcasel) mod 4: 

" F2cimod: =subs([x=xl, y=Yl, w=wl, z=zl], F2casel) mod 4: 

" Glclmod: =subs([x=xl, Y=Yl, w=wl, z=zl], Glcasel) mod 4: 

" G2cimod: =subs([x=xl, Y=Yl, w=wl, z=zl], G2casel) mod 4: 

" Flc2mod: =subs([x=xl, Y=Yl, w=wl, z=zl], Flcase2) mod 4: 

" F2c2mod: =subs([x=xl, Y=Yl, w=wl, z=zl], F2case2) mod 4: 

" Glc2mod: =subs([x=xl, Y=Yl, w=wl, z=zl], Glcase2) mod 4: 

" G2c2mod: =subs([x=xl, Y=Yl, w=wl, z=zl], G2case2) mod 4: 

" Flc3mod: =subs([x=xl, Y=Yl, w=wl, z=zl], Flcase3) mod 4: 

" F2c3mod: =subs([x=xl, Y=Yl, w=wl, z=zl], F2case3) mod 4: 

" Glc3mod: =subs([x=xl, Y=Yl, w=wl, z=zl], Glcase3) mod 4: 

" G2c3mod: =subs([x=xl, Y=Yl, w=wl, z=zl], G2case3) mod 4: 
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" Flc4mod: =subs([x=xl, y=yl, w=wl, z=zl], Flcase4) mod 4: 

" F2c4mod: =subs([x=xl, y=yl, w=wl, z=zl], F2case4) mod 4: 

" Glc4mod: =subs([x=xl, y=yl, w=wl, z=zl], Glcase4) mod 4: 

" G2c4mod: =subs([x=xl, y=yl, w=wl, z=zl], G2case4) mod 4: 

Check case I 
> if (F2clmod=G and G2clmod=G and twothetamod4=Flclmod 
and twopsimod4=Glclmod) then 
> caselflag: =true: 

fi: 

Check case2 
> if (F2c2mod=G and G2c2mod=G and twothetamod4=Flc2mod 
and twopsimod4=Glc2mod) then 

> case2flag: =true: 
fi: 

Check case3 
> if (F2c3mod=O and G2c3mod=G and twothetamod4=Flc3mod 
and twopsimod4=Glc3mod) then 

> case3flag: =true: 
> fi: 

Check case4 
> if (F2c4mod=@ and G2c4mod=G and twothetamod4=Flc4mod 
and twopsimod4=Glc4mod) then 

> case4flag: =true: 
" fi: 
" fi: 

" od: 
" od: 
" od: 
" od; 
> if (caselflag=false and case2flag=false and case3flag=false 
and case4flag=false) then 

> printf(' 2-adic check 2 failed'): 
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else 

Step 8. Having found the equations, save everything to disk. 

8.1 Save equations to use in improved searches 
> read('heights. txt'): 

> box: =ceil(exp(ht/16)); 

" filenamel: =cat('equations', p, '. txt'): 

" if caselflag=true then 

" F2: =F2casel: 
" G2: =G2casel: 
" elif case2flag=true then 

" F2: =F2case2: 
" G2: =G2case2: 
" elif case3flag=true then 

" F2: =F2case3: 
" G2: =G2case3: 
" else 
" F2: =F2case4: 
" G2: =G2case4: 
" fi: 

" endtime: =timeo: 
" Ql: =subs([x='x[ll', y='x[2]', w='x[3]', z='x[4]'], F2): 

> Q2: =subs([x='x[ll', y='x[2]', w='x[3]', z='x[4]'], G2): 

> save Ql, Q2, box, filenamel: 

8.2 Save intermediate equations to use in backwards substitutions 

> filename2: =cat('intermediate', p, '. txt'): 

> R: ='R': 
> T: ='T': 
> S: ='S': 
> theta: ='theta': 
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> psi: ='psi': 
> phi: ='phi': 
> b: ='b' 

> M: =Im9: 

> lambda: ='x'+I*'Y': 
I-, Z' > mu: ='w'+I' 

" if caselflag=true then 

" R: =subs(lambda='x'+I*'y', rhs(eqRcasel)): 

" T: =subs(mu='w'+I*'z', rhs(eqTcasel)): 

" S: =subs([lambda='x'+I*'y', mu='w'+I*'z'], rhs(eqScasel)): 

" elif case2flag=true then 

" R: =subs(lambda='x'+I"y', rhs(eqRcase2)): 

" T: =subs(mu='w'+I*'z', rhs(eqTcase2)): 

" S: =subs([lambda='x'+I* 9 Y', mu='w'+I*'z'], rhs(eqScase2)): 

" elif case3flag=true then 

" R: =subs(lambda='x'+I*'y', rhs(eqRcase3)): 

" T: =subs(mu='w'+I*'z', rhs(eqTcase3)): 

" S: =subs([lambda='x'+I*'Y', mu='w'+I*'z'], rhs(eqScase3)): 

" else 
" R: =subs(lambda='x'+I*'y', rhs(eqRcase4)): 

" T: =subs(mu='w'+I*'z', rhs(eqTcase4)): 

" S: =subs(Elambda=9x'+I"y', mu='w'+I* z'], rhs(eqScase4)): 

" fi: 

" theta: =subs(csolns2, thetal): 

" theta: =subs([Rl='R', Sl='S', Tl='T'l, theta): 

" psi: =subs(csolns2, psil): 

" psi: =subs([Rl='R9, Sl='S', Tl='T'], psi): 

" phi: ='psi'-thetamultiple*'theta': 
" if plusflag=true then 

" b: =subs(solnsplus, 'b'): 

" 1: =subs(solnsplus, 911): 

" m: =subs(solnsplus, 'm'): 

" else 
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" b: =subs(solnsminus, 'b'): 

" 1: =subs(solnsminus, 'l'): 

" m: =subs(solnsminus, 'm'): 

" fi: 

" timetaken: =endtime-starttime: 
" save lambda, mu, p, u, v, b, l, m, timetaken, filename2: 

" fi: 

" fi: 

" fi: 

" fi: 
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We wish to search for solutions of QlW=Q2W=O with 
ýc=(x[1j, x[2J, x[3j, x[4j), x[ij integers in the region abs(x[i]) <= N. 

restart: 
> with(linalg): 
> readlib(lattice): 

Which Bremner and Cassels equation is this run for? 
P: =16421; 

Read in equations and search range for the prime entered above. 

> eqnfile: =cat('equations', P, '. txt'): 

> read (eqnfile); 

Start the clock. 
starttime: =timeo: 
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Pre-compute gradient vectors. 
> gradQl: =unapply(convert(grad(Ql, 
list), x): 
> gradQ2: =unapply(convert(grad(Q2, 
list), x): 

[x[l], x[21, x[31, x[411), 

ExEll, x[21, x[31, x[411), 

> Gl: =hessian(Ql, [x[ll, x[21, x[31, x[411): 
> G2: =hessian(Q2, [x[ll, x[21, x[31, x[4]]): 

Pre-compute Taylor series expansions. 
Qlfunc: =unapply(Ql, [x[ll, x[21, x[31, x[411): 

> Q2func: =unapply(Q2, [x[l], x[2], x[3], x[411): 
> tayQll: =unapply(mtaylor(Qlfunc(a[l], a[2], 
a[2]=b[21, a[3]=b[3], a[41=b[4]], 1), a, b): 
> tayQl2: =unapply(mtaylor(Qlfunc(a[l], a[2], 
a[2]=b[2], a[3]=b[3], a[4]=b[4]], 2), a, b): 
> tayQl3: =unapply(mtaylor(Qlfunc(a[ll, a[2], 
a[2]=b[21, a[31=b[3], a[4]=b[4]], 3), a, b): 
> tayQ21: =unapply(mtaylor(Q2func(a[l], a[2], 
a[2]=b[21, a[31=b[3], a[41=b[4]], 1), a, b): 
> tayQ22: =unapply(mtaylor(Q2func(a[l], a[2], 
a[2]=b[21, a[31=b[3], a[41=b[4]], 2), a, b): 
> tayQ23: =unapply(mtaylor(Q2func(a[l]g a[2], 
a[2]=b[21, a[31=b[31, a[4]=b[4]], 3), a, b): 

Declare vectors to be used in calculations. 
zvect: =[@, z[2], z[3], z[4]]: 

zdvect: =[@, zd[2], zd[3], zd[4]]: 

" zddvect: =[@, zdd[2], zdd[3], zdd[4]]: 

" tvect: =[@, t[2], t[3], t[4]]: 

" mdvect: =[@, md[21, md[31, md[411: 

Choose a prime p of good reduction of correct size. 

> startpoint: =evalf(2 A (5/6)*NA(1/3)): 

a[3] , a[4]), [a[l]=b[l] , 

a[3], a[4]), [a[ll=b[l], 

a[31, a[4]), [a[l]=b[ll, 

a[3], a[4]), [a[ll=b[l] , 

a[3], a[4]), [a[ll =b[l] , 

a[3], a[4]), [a[ll =b[l] , 

> pfound: =false: 
> for i from ceil(startpoint) while not pfound do 

> if isprime(i) then 

> p: =i: 
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> pfound: =true: 
> fi: 

od: 
p: =p; #to display 

Step I. Find all solutions of QIW=Q2(x)=O (modp) with x[11=1. There will 
be O(p) solutions. 

1.1 Eliminate x[4] so that we have to solve F(x[ I ], x[2], x[3])=O (mod p) for some 
quartic F. 

> elim: =eliminate(JQ1, Q21, x[4]): 
> x4soln: =elim[1][1]: 

F: =elim[2] [1]: 

1.2 Substitute x[ I]= I in F and reduce modulo 
> Fp: =subs(x[1]=1, F) mod p: 

1.3 Find all solutions x, and determine the corresponding x[4]. 

> xcount: =-l: 
" for xi from 0 to p-1 do 

" x3s[xi]: =Roots(subs(x[2]=xi, Fp)) mod p; 

" if x3s[xi]<>[] then 

" for counter from 1 to nops(x3s[xi]) do 

> xj: =x3sExil[counter1[11: 
" xk: =subs(fx[11=1, x[21=xi, x[31=xjl, rhs(x4soln)) mod p: 

" Qlsubs: =subs(fx[11=1, x[21=xi, x[31=xj, x[4]=xkl, Ql) mod p: 

" Q2subs: =subs(fx[11=1, x[21=xi, x[31=xj, x[41=xkl, Q2) mod p: 

" if Qlsubs=G and Q2subs=G then 

> xcount: =xcount+l: 
> xsoln[xcountl: =[l, xi, xj, xkl: 

Step 2. Now lift each solution x to a set of p solutions y=x+pz (mod p^ 2) with 
Y111=1. 
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2.1 Set up Taylor series expansions. 
> eql: =tayQl2(xsoln[xcount]+p*zvect, xsoln[xcount])/p: 
> eq2: =tayQ22(xsoln[xcount]+p*zvect, xsoln[xcount])/p: 

2.2 Solve the equations to find z in terms of one of the variables. 
> solnsl: =traperror(solve(feql, eq2l) mod p): 

" if solnsl<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

" varyl: ='varyl': 
" for i from 1 to nops(solnsl) do 

" if lhs(solnsl[il)=rhs(solnsl[il) then 

" varyl: =rhs(solnsl[i]): 

" fi: 

" od: 
" ztemp: =subs(solnsl, zvect): 

2.3 Search for all solutions z, and detennine the corresponding y. 
> for ycount from 0 to p-1 do 

" zsoln[xcount, ycount]: =subs(varyl=ycount, ztemp): 
" ysoln[xcount, ycount]: =xsoln[xcount]+p*zsoln[xcount, ycount] 
mod pA2: 

Step 3. Lift y to an arbitrary solution y'=y+p ^ 2z' (mod p^ 4) with y'[ 11 = 1. 

3.1 Set up the Taylor series expansions. 
> eql: =tayQl2(ysoln[xcount, ycountl+pA2*zdvect, ysoln[xcount, 
ycount])/pA2: 
> eq2: =tayQ22(ysoln[xcount, ycount]+pA2*zdvect, ysoln[xcount, 
ycount])/pA2: 

3.2 Solve the equations to find a solution z -in tenns of one of the variables. Let 
this variable be I in order to find an arbitrary solution. 
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solns2: =traperror(solve(feql, eq2l) mod pA2): 

if solns2<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

" vary2: ='vary2': 
" for i from 1 to nops(solns2) do 

" if lhs(solns2[il)=rhs(solns2[il) then 

" vary2: =rhs(solns2[i]): 
" fi: 

" od: 
" zdtemp: =subs(solns2, zdvect): 
" zdsoln[xcount, ycountl: =subs(vary2=1, zdtemp) mod pA2: 
" ydsoln[xcount, ycountl: =ysoln[xcount, ycountl+pA2*zdsoln[xcount, 
ycountl mod pA4: 

Step 4. Lifty'to an arbitrary solution y. 9Jf=yI+pA4z--9(modpA8) withy'[11=1. 

4.1 Set up the Taylor series expansions. 
> eql: =tayQl2(ydsoln[xcount, ycount]+pA4*zddvect, ydsoln[xcount, 
ycount])/pA4: 
> eq2: =tayQ22(ydsoln[xcount, ycountl+pA4*zddvect, ydsoln[xcount, 
ycount])/pA4: 

4.2 Solve the equations to find a solution z" in tenns of one of the variables. Let 
this variable be I in order to find an arbitrary solution. 

> solns3: =traperror(solve(leql, eq2l) mod pA4): 

if solns3<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

> vary3: ='vary3': 
> for i from 1 to nops(solns3) do 

> if lhs(solns3[i])=rhs(solns3[il) then 

> vary3: =rhs(solns3[i]): 
fi: 

> od: 
> zddtemp: =subs(solns3, zddvect): 

zddsoln[xcount, ycountl: =subs(vary3=1, zddtemp): 
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> yddsoln[xcount, ycountl: =ydsoln[xcount, ycount] + pA4*zddsoln[xcount, 
ycount] mod pA8: 

Step 5. Reduce y" to a solution y "' (mod p^ 6). 

ydddsoln[xcount, ycount]: =yddsoln[xcount, ycountI mod pA6: 

Step 6. Let w= lambda y"' + p^2t. Find a lattice basis for t. 

6.1 Set up the Taylor series expansions. 
> w: =evalm(evalm(lambda*ydddsoln[xcount, ycount]) + eva1m(pA2*tvect)): 

> templ-l: =tayQll(w, ydddsoln[xcount, ycountl): 

> templ-2: =tayQl2(w, ydddsoln[xcount, ycountl): 

> eql: =simplify(templ-2-templ-l)/pA2: 
> temp2-l: =tayQ21(w, ydddsoln[xcount, ycountl): 

> temp2-2: =tayQ22(w, ydddsoln[xcount, ycountl): 

> eq2: =simplify(temp2-2-temp2-l)/pA2: 

6.2 Solve the equations to find a basis vector u for the solution space modulo p112. 

> solns4: =traperror(solve(feql, eq2l) mod pA4): 

if solns4<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

> vary4: ='vary4': 
> for i from 1 to nops(solns4) do 

" if lhs(solns4[il)=rhs(solns4[il) then 

" if lhs(solns4[i])<>lambda then 

" vary4: =rhs(solns4[i]): 
" fi: 

" fi: 

" od: 
" ttemp: =subs(solns4, tvect): 

" usoln: =subs(vary4=1, ttemp) mod pA4: 
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> use-rl: =false: use-r2: =false: use-r3: =false: 
" if vary4=t[2] then 

" use-rl: =true: 
" elif vary4=t[3] then 
" use-r2: =true: 
" elif vary4=t[4] then 
" use-r3: =true: 
> fi: 

Step 7. Now find the other vector in the lattice basis, m 1. 

7.1 Set up the equation. 
" rl: =evalm(usoln&*Gl&*usoln): 
" r2: =evalm(usoln&*G2&*usoln): 
" eq: =r2*dotprod(mdvect, gradQl(ydddsoln[xcount, ycountl)) 
>- rl*dotprod(mdvect, gradQ2(ydddsoln[xcount, ycount])): 

" if use-rl=true then 

" eq: =subs(md[2]=G, eq): 
" elif use-r2=true then 

" eq: =subs(md[3]=G, eq): 
" elif use-r3=true then 

" eq: =subs(md[4]=G, eq): 

" fi: 

7.2 Solve the equation to find m'. 
> so1ns5: =traperror(so1ve(eq) mod pA2): 

if solns5<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

vary5: ='vary5': 
for i from 1 to nops(solns5) do 

if lhs(solns5[il)=rhs(solns5[il) then 

vary5: =rhs(solns5[i]): 
else 
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> cl: =coeffs(rhs(solnsS[i])): 
> fi: 

od: 

Step 8. Find an LLL-reduced lattice basis for w. 

8.1 Set up the lattice basis. 

> if use-rl=true then 
" if vary5=md[4] then 
" latticebasis: =[ydddsoln[xcount, ycount], 
[0, G, pA6, Ol I: 

" elif vary5=md[3] then 
" latticebasis: =[ydddsoln[xcount, ycount], 
[O'G, G, pA6]1: 

> fi: 

elif use-r2=true then 

" if vary5=md[41 then 
" latticebasis: =[ydddsoln[xcount, ycount], 
[G, pA6,0,011: 
" elif vary5=md[21 then 
" latticebasis: =[ydddsoln[xcount, ycount], 
[O'G, G, pA6]1: 

> fi: 

elif use-r3=true then 

" if vary5=md[21 then 
" latticebasis: =[ydddsoln[xcount, ycount], 
[0, G, pA6, @I I: 

> elif vary5=md[31 then 
> latticebasis: =[ydddsoln[xcount, ycount], 
[@, pA6,0,011: 

> fi: 
fi: 

8.2 LLL-reduce the basis. 

pA2*usoln, [0, @, pA4*cl, pA4], 

pA2*usoln, [0,0, pA4, pA4*cl], 

pA2*usoln, [O, pA4*cl, @, pA4], 

pA2*usoln, [G, pA4, @, pA4*cl], 

pA2*usoln, [G, pA4, pA4*cl, O], 

pA2*usoln, [G, pA4*cl, pA4, G], 
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" redvect: =traperror(lattice(latticebasis, 'integer')): 

" if redvect<>"the ivectors are linearly dependant" then 
" rvl: =redvect[ll: rv2: =redvect[2]: rv3: =redvect[3]: 

Step 9. Express w in terms of the lattice basis vectors. 

" S: =Ix[ll=v[ll*rvl[ll+v[21*rv2[l]+v[31*rv3[l], 
" x[21=v[ll*rvl[21+v[21*rv2[21+v[31*rv3[21, 
" x[31=v[ll*rvl[31+v[21*rv2[3]+v[31*rv3[31, 
" x[4]=v[l]*rvl[4]+v[2]*rv2[4]+v[3]*rv3[4]1: 
" Qlw: =subs(s, Ql): 

" Q2w: =subs(s, Q2): 
" Qlw: =simplify(Qlw): 
" Q2w: =simplify(Q2w): 

Step 10. Solve these equations to find v[11, v[21 and v[31. 

> isolns: =isolve(fQlw, Q2wl): 

> if isolns<>NULL then 

> w: =v[l]*rvl+v[21*rv2+v[3]*rv3: 
" w: =subs(isolns, w): 
" w: =subs(-Zl=l, w): 
" w: =w/igcd(w[ll, w[21, w[3l, w[41): 

> if norm(w)<=N then 

> print('SOLUTION FOUND', w, timeo-starttime): 

> fi: 

> fi: #if isolns<>NULL then 

" fi: #if redvect<>"the ivectors are linearly dependant" then 

" fi: #if solns5<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

" fi: #if solns4<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

" fi: #if solns3<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

" fi: #if solns2<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

" od: #for ycount from 0 to p-1 do 

" fi: #if solnsl<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 
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" fi: #if Qlsubs=@ and Q2subs=G then 
" od: #for counter from 1 to nops(x3s[xil) do 

" fi: #if x3s[xil<>[] then 
" od: #for xi from 0 to p-1 do 

Stop the clock 
> stoptime: =timeo: 
> totaltime: =stoptime-starttime; 
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We wish to search for solutions of Ql(x)=Q2(x)=O with 
x=(x[1j, x[2j, x[3j, x[4j), x[ij integers in the region Jx[i] I <= N. We first 
eliminate one variable and work with FW=O with x=(x[1jx[2jx[3j). The 
corresponding x[41 is then found. 

restart: 
with(linalg): 
readlib(lattice): 

Which Bremner and Cassels equation is this run for? 

P: =16421; 

Read in equations and search range for the prime entered above. 

eqnfile: =cat('equations', P, '. txt'): 

read (eqnfile); 

Start the clock. 
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starttime: =timeo: 

Pre-compute gradient vectors. 
> gradF: =unapply(convert(grad(F, [x[ll, x[2], x[311), list), x): 

> Gl: =hessian(F, [x[l], x[2], x[3]]): 

Pre-compute Taylor series expansions. 
> Ffunc: =unapply(F, Ex[ll, x[2], x[3]]): 
> tayFl: =unapply(mtaylor(Ffunc(a[l], 
a[2]=b[2], a[3]=b[3]], 1), a, b): 
> tayF2: =unapply(mtaylor(Ffunc(a[l], 
a[2]=b[21, a[31=b[3]], 2), a, b): 

Declare vectors to be used in calculations. 

> zvect: =[@, z[2], z[3]]: 
> zdvect: =[G, zd[21, zd[311: 

> zddvect: =[G, zdd[2], zdd[31]: 

> tvect: =[G, t[21, t[3]]: 

> mdvect: =[O, md[21, md[311: 

a[2], a[3]), [a[l]=b[l] , 

a[2], a[3]), [a[ll=b[l] , 

Choose a prime p of correct size. 

> startpoint: =evalf(12A(1/4)*bOXA(1/2)): 
> pfound: =false: 
> for i from ceil(startpoint) while not pfound do 

if isprime(i) then 
> p: =i: 
> pfound: =true: 

fi: 

od: 
P: 

Eliminate x[41 so that we have to solve F(x[llx[21, x[31)=O (mod p) for some 

quartic F. 
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" elim: =eliminate(jQl, Q2j, x[4]): 
" x4soln: =rhs(elim[l][1]): 
" F: =elim[2][1]: 

Step 1. Find all solutions of F(ý)=O (modp) with x[11=1. There will be O(p) 
solutions. 

1.1 Substitute x[1]=1 in F and reduce modulo 
Ftemp: =subs(x[l]=l, F) mod p: 

1.2 Search for all solutions x. 
> xcount: =-l: 
" for xi from 0 to p-1 do 

" x3s[xi]: =Roots(subs(x[2]=xi, Ftemp)) mod p: 
" if x3s<>[] then 

for counter from 1 to nops(x3s[xi]) do 

> xcount: =xcount+l; 
> xsoln[xcountl: =[l, xi, x3s[xil[counter][111: 

Step 2. Now lift each solution x to a set of p solutions y=x+pz (mod pA2) with 
Y111=1. 

2.1 Set up the Taylor series expansion. 

> eql: =tayF2(xsoln[xcountl+p*zvect, xsoln[xcountl)/p: 

2.2 Solve the equation to find z in tenns of one variable. 
> so1ns1: =traperror(so1ve(eq1) mod p): 

if solnsl<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

> varyl: ='varyl': 
> for i from 1 to nops(solnsl) do 

if lhs(solnsl[il)=rhs(solnsl[il) then 
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> varyl: =rhs(solnsl[il): 
> fi: 

> od: 
> ztemp: =subs(solnsl, zvect): 

2.3 Search for all solutions z, and determine the corresponding y. 
> for ycount from () to p-1 do 
" zsoln[xcount, ycount]: =subs(varyl=ycount, ztemp): 
" ysoln[xcount, ycountl: =xsoln[xcountl+p*zsoln[xcount, ycountl 
mod pA2: 

Step 3. Lift y to an arbitrary solution y'=y+pA2z'(modpA4) withy'[11=1. 

3.1 Set up the Taylor series expansion. 
> eql: =tayF2(ysoln[xcount, ycount]+pA2*zdvect, ysoln[xcount, 
ycount])/pA2: 

3.2 Solve the equation to find a solution z' in terms of one of the variables. Let 
this variable be I in order to find an arbitrary solution. 

> so1ns2: =traperror(so1ve(eq1) mod pA2): 

if solns2<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

> vary2: ='vary2': 
> for i from 1 to nops(solns2) do 

" if lhs(solns2[i])=rhs(solns2[i]) then 

" vary2: =rhs(solns2[il): 
" fi: 

" od: 
" zdtemp: =subs(solns2, zdvect): 

> zdsoln[xcount, ycountl: =subs(vary2=1, zdtemp): 
> ydsoln[xcount, ycountl: =ysoln[xcount, ycount]+pA2*zdsoln[xcount, 
ycount] mod pA4; 

Step 4. Let w= lambda y' + pA2 t. Find a lattice basis for t. 
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4.1 Set up the Taylor series expansion. 

> w: =evalm(evalm(lambda*ydsoln[xcount, ycount])+evalm(pA2*tvect)): 
> templ: =tayFl(w, ydsoln[xcount, ycount]): 
> temp2: =tayF2(w, ydsoln[xcount, ycount]): 
> eq1: =simp1ify(temp2-temp1)/pA2 mod pA2; 

4.2 There is no need to solve this equation as the solution is already "known". 

" cofa: =coeff(eql, t[2]): 
" cofb: =coeff(eql, t[3]): 
" vectcontflag: =false: 
" if cofa<>G then 
" if cofb=G then 
> vect: =[0,0,1]: 
> else 
> vect: =[G, cofb, -cofa]: 
> fi: 

> vectcontflag: =true: 
> elif cofb<>@ then 

> vectcontflag: =true: 
> fi: 

if vectcontflag=true then 

" use-rl: =false: use-r2: =false: 

" if vect[2] mod p <> 0 then 

" use-rl: =true: 
" vect: =vect/vect[2] mod pA2: 

" elif vect[3] mod p <> 0 then 

" use-r2: =true: 

" vect: =vect/vect[3] mod pA2: 

" fi: 

ý Step 5. Find an LLL-reduced lattice basis for w. 
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5.1 Set up the lattice basis. 

> if use-r2=true then 
> latticebasis: =[ydsoln[xcount, ycountl, pA2*vect, [G, pA4,0]]: 

elif use-rl=true then 
> latticebasis: =[ydsoln[xcount, ycount], pA2*vect, [G, G, pA4]1: 
> fi: 

5.2 LLL-reduce the basis. 
> redvect: =traperror(lattice(latticebasis, 'integer')): 

> if redvect<>"the vectors are linearly dependent" then 
rvl: =redvect[l]: rv2: =redvect[2]: 

Step 6. Express w in terms of the lattice basis vectors. 

" s: =Ix[l]=v[l]*rvl[l]+v[2]*rv2[l], x[2]=v[l]*rvl[2]+v[2]*rv2[2], 
" x[31=v[ll*rvl[31+v[21*rv2[311: 

" Fw: =simplify(subs(s, F)); 

Step 7. Solve this equation to find v[11 and v[21. 

> isoln: =isolve(Fw): 

" if isoln<>NULL then 

" w: =v[l]*rvl+v[2]*rv2: 

" w: =subs(isoln, w): 

" w: =subs (-Zl=l, w): 

" w: =w/igcd(w[ll, w[2l, w[3]): 

" w4soln: =subs(fx[ll=w[ll, x[21=w[2], x[31=w[3]1, x4soln): 

" if type(w4soln, integer)=true then 

" if max(norm(w), w4soln)<=N then 

" wsoln: =[w[l], w[2l, w[3l, w4soln]: 

" print('SOLUTION FOUND', wsoln, timeo-starttime): 

> fi: 

> fi: #if type (w4soln, integer) then 
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> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

fi: #if isoln<>NULL then 
fi: #if redvect<>"the vectors are linearly dependent" then 
fi: #if vectcontflag=true then 
fi: #if solns2<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 
od: #for ycount from 0 to p-1 do 
fi: #if solnsl<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 
od: #for counter from 1 to nops(x3s[xi]) do 
fi: #if x3s<>[] then 
od: #for xi from 0 to p-1 do 

> stoptime: =timeo: 
> totaltime: =stoptime-starttime; 
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We wish to search for solutions of Ql(x)=Q2(x)=O with x=(x[1jx[2jx[3j, 
x[41), x[ij integers in the region Jx[i] I <= N. 

> restart: 
> with(linalg): 
> readlib(lattice): 

Which Bremner and Cassels equation is this run for? 

P: =16421; 

Read in equations and search range for the prime entered above. 
> eqnfile: =cat('equations', P, '. txt'); 

read (eqnfile); 

Start the clock. 

starttime: =timeo: 
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Pre-compute gradient vectors. 
> gradQl: =unapply(convert(grad(Ql, [x[ll, x[21, x[31, x[4]]), list), 
X) : 
> gradQ2: =unapply(convert(grad(Q2, [x[l], x[2], x[31, x[4]]), list), 
X) : 
" Gl: =hessian(Ql, [x[l], x[2], x[3], x[4]]): 
" G2: =hessian(Q2, [x[ll, x[21, x[31, x[411): 

Pre-compute Taylor series expansions. 
> Qlfunc: = unapply(Ql, [x[l], x[2], x[3], x[ 4]]): 

> Q2func: =unapply(Q2, [x[l], x[2], x[3], x[ 4]]): 
> tayQll: =unapply(mtaylor(Qlfunc(a[l], a[2], 
a[2]=b[2], a[3]=b[3], a[41=b[4]], 1), a, b): 
> tayQl2: =unapply(mtaylor(Qlfunc(a[l], a[2], 
a[2]=b[2], a[3]=b[3], a[4]=b[4]], 2), a, b): 
> tayQ21: =unapply(mtaylor(Q2func(a[l], a[2], 
a[2]=b[2], a[31=b[3], a[4]=b[4]], 1), a, b): 
> tayQ22: =unapply(mtaylor(Q2func(a[ll, a[2], 
a[2]=b[2], a[3]=b[3], a[4]=b[4]], 2), a, b): 

Declare vectors to be used in calculations 

> zvect: =[G, z[2], z[3], z[4]]: 

> zdvect: =[G, zd[2], zd[3], zd[4]]: 

> zddvect: =[G, zdd[2], zdd[3], zdd[4]]: 

> tvect: =[G, t[21, t[31, t[4]]: 

> mdvect: =[@, md[21, md[3], md[411: 

Choose a prime p of correct size. 

> startpoint: =evalf(2*NA(2/5)): 

> pfound: =false: 

> for i from ceil(startpoint) while 
if isprime(i) then 

> p: =i: 
" pfound: =true: 

" fi: 

" od: 

a[3], a[4]), [a[ll=bEll , 

a[3], a[4]), [a[ll=b[l] , 

a[31, a[4]), [a[ll=b[l] , 

a[3], a[4]), [a[ll=b[l] , 

not pfound do 
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P: =P; 

Step 1. Find all solutions of Ql(x)=Q2(x)=O (modp) with x[11=1. There will 
be O(p) solutions. 

1.1 Eliminate x[4] so that we have to solve F(x[ I ], x[2], x[3])=O (mod p) for some 
quartic F 

" elim: =eliminate({Ql, Q2j, x[4]): 
" x4soln: =elim[l][1]: 
" F: =elim[2] [1]: 

1.2 Substitute x[ I]= I in F and reduce modulo p. 
> Fp: =subs(x[11=1, F) mod p: 

1.3 Find all solutions x, and determine the corresponding x[4]. 

> xcount: =-l: 
" for xi from 0 to p-1 do 

" x3s[xi]: =Roots(subs(x[2]=xi, Fp)) mod p; 

" if x3s[xi]<>[] then 

" for counter from 1 to nops(x3s[xil) do 

> xj: =x3s[xil[counter][1]: 
" xk: =subs(lx[11=1, x[21=xi, x[31=xjl, rhs(x4soln)) mod p: 

" Qlsubs: =subs(fx[11=1, x[21=xi, x[31=xj, x[4]=xkl, Ql) mod p: 

" Q2subs: =subs(fx[11=1, x[21=xi, x[31=xj, x[41=xkl, Q2) mod p: 

" if Qlsubs=G and Q2subs=G then 

" xcount: =xcount+l: 
" xsoln[xcount]: =El, xi, xj, xkl: 

Step 2. Now lift each solution x to a set of p solutions y=x+pz (mod p^ 2) with 

Y[11=1. 

2.1 Set up the Taylor series expansions. 
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> eql: =tayQl2(xsoln[xcount]+p*zvect, xsoln[xcount])/p: 
> eq2: =tayQ22(xsoln[xcount]+p*zvect, xsoln[xcount])/p: 

2.2 Solve the equations to find z in terins of one of the variables. 
> solnsl: =traperror(solve(feql, eq2l) mod p): 

" if solnsl<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

" varyl: ='varyl': 

" for i from 1 to nops(solnsl) do 

" if lhs(solnsl[il)=rhs(solnsl[il) then 

" varyl: =rhs(solnsl[i]): 

" fi: 

" od: 
" if varyl<>'varyl' then 

" ztemp: =subs(solnsl, zvect); 

2.3 Search for all solutions z, and determine the corresponding y. 

> for ycount from 0 to p-1 do 

> zsoln[xcount, yqount]: =subs(varyl=ycount, ztemp): 
> ysoln[xcount, ycount]: =xsoln[xcount]+p*zsoln[xcount, ycount] 
mod pA2: 

Step 3. Lifty to an arbitrary solution y'=y+p^2z' (mod pA4) withy'[11=1. 

3.1 Set up the Taylor series expansions. 
> eql: =tayQl2(ysoln[xcount, ycount]+pA2*zdvect, ysoln[xcount, 
ycount])/pA2: 
> eq2: =tayQ22(ysoln[xcount, ycountl+pA2*zdvect, ysoln[xcount, 
ycount])/pA2: 

3.2 Solve the equations to find z' in tenns of one of the variables. Let this 

variable be I in order to find an arbitrary solution. 
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solns2: =traperror(solve(feql, eq2l) mod pA2): 

if solns2<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 
> vary2: ='vary2': 
> for i from 1 to nops(solns2) do 

" if lhs(solns2[il)=rhs(solns2[i]) then 
" vary2: =rhs(solns2[i]): 
" fi: 

od: 
zdtemp: =subs(solns2, zdvect): 

> zdsoln[xcount, ycount]: =subs(vary2=1, zdtemp) mod pA2: 
> ydsoln[xcount, ycount]: =ysoln[xcount, ycount]+pA2*zdsoln[xcount, 
ycountl mod pA4: 

Step 4. Let w= lambda y' + p^2 t. Find a lattice basis for t. 

4.1 Set up the Taylor series expansions. 
> w: =evalm(evalm(lambda*ydsoln[xcount, ycountl)+evalm(pA2*tvect)): 

> templ-l: =tayQll(w, ydsoln[xcount, ycount]): 

> templ-2: =tayQl2(w, ydsoln[xcount, ycountl): 

> eql: =simplify(templ-2-templ-l)/pA2 mod pA2: 

> temp2-l: =tayQ21(w, ydsoln[xcount, ycountl): 

> temp2-2: =tayQ22(w, ydsoln[xcount, ycount]): 

> eq2: =simplify(temp2-2-temp2-l)/pA2 mod pA2: 

4.2 Solve the equations to find a basis vector u for the solution space modulo pA2. 

> solns3: =traperror(solve(feql, eq2l) mod pA2): 

if solns3<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

> vary3: =Pvary 1: 

> for i from 1 to nops(solns3) do 

> if lhs(solns3[il)=rhs(solns3[i]) then 

> vary3: =rhs(solns3[i]): 
> fi: 
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> od: 
> ttemp: =subs(solns3, tvect): 
> usoln: =subs(vary3=1, ttemp) mod pA2: 

> use-rl: =false: use-r2: =false: use-r3: =false: 
" if vary3=t[2] then 
" use-rl: =true: 
" elif vary3=t[3] then 
" use-r2: =true: 
" elif vary3=t[4] then 
" use-r3: =true: 
" fi: 

Step 5. Find an LLL-reduced lattice basis for w. 

5.1 Set up the lattice basis. 

> if use-r3=true then 
> latticebasis: =[ydsoln[xcount, ycount], pA2*usoln, [0,0, pA4,011; 

> elif use-r2=true then 
> latticebasis: =[ydsoln[xcount, ycount], pA2*usoln, 
[0,0,0, pA411; 

> elif use-rl=true then 
> latticebasis: =[ydsoln[xcount, ycount], pA2*usoln, 
[0, @, O, pA4]1; 

> fi: 

[G, pA4,0,0]y 

[G, pA4,0,019 

[0,0, pA4,01, 

5.2 LLL-reduce the basis. 

> redvect: =traperror(lattice(latticebasis, 'integer')): 

> if redvect<>"the vectors are linearly dependent" then 

> rvl: =redvect[ll: rv2: =redvect[2]: rv3: =redvect[3]: 

Step 6. Express w in terms of the lattice basis vectors. 
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" s: =fx[ll=v[ll*rvl[ll+v[21*rv2[l]+v[31*rv3[l], 
" x[2]=v[ll*rvl[21+v[2]*rv2[2]+v[31*rv3[21, 
" x[31=v[ll*rvl[31+v[2]*rv2[31+v[31*rv3E3], 
" x[41=v[ll*rvl[41+v[21*rv2[41+v[31*rv3[411: 
" Qlw: =subs(s, Ql): 

" Q2w: =subs(s, Q2): 

" Q1w: =simplify (Qlw): 
" Q2w: =simplify(Q2w): 

Step 7. Solve these equ4tions to find v[11, v[21 and v[31. 

" isolns: =isolve({Qlw, Q2wl): 
" if isolns<>NULL then 

" 'w: =v[ll*rvl+v[2]*rv2+v[3]*rv3: 
" w: =subs(isolns, w): 
" w: =subs(-Zl=l, w): 
" w: =w/igcd(w[1], w[21, w[31, w[41): 
" if norm(w)<=N then 
" print('SOLUTION FOUND ', w, timeo-starttime): 

" fi: 

" fi: #if isolns<>NULL then 

" fi: #if redvect<>"the vectors are linearly dependent" then 

" fi: #if solns3<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

" fi: #if solns2<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

" od: #for ycount from 0 to p-1 do 

" fi: #if varyl<>'varyl' then 

" fi: #if solnsl<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

> fi: #if Qlsubs=@ and Q2subs=G then 

> od: #for counter from 1 to nops(x3s[xil) do 

> fi: #if x3s[xil<>[] then 

> od: #for xi from 0 to p-1 do 

Stop the clock 

> stoptime: =timeo: 

> totaltime: =stoptime-starttime; 
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We wish to search for solutions of Ql(x)=Q2(, I)=O with x=(x[1jx[2jx[3j, 
x[41), x[ij integers in the region Jx[i] I <= N. 

> restart: 
> with(linalg): 
> readlib(lattice): 

Which Bremner and Cassels equation is this run for? 

P: =16421; 

Read in equations and search range for the prime entered above. 

> eqnfile: =cat('equations & P, '. txt'): 

read (eqnfile); 

Start the clock. 

starttime: =timeo: 
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Choose a composite modulus. 

" pl: =29; 
" p2: =37; 
" q: =pl*p2; 

Pre-compute gradient vectors. 
" gradQl: =unapply(convert(grad(Ql, [x[l], x[2], x[3], x[4]]), list), x): 
" gradQ2: =unapply(convert(grad(Q2, [x[l], x[2], x[3], x[4]]), list), x): 
" Gl: =hessian(Ql, [x[l], x[2], x[3], x[4]]): 
" G2: =hessian(Q2, [x[l], x[2], x[3], x[4]]): 

Pre-compute Taylor series expansions. 
Qlfunc: =unapply(Ql, [x[l], x[2], x[3], x[4]1): 

" Q2func: =unapply(Q2, [x[l], x[2], x[3], x[4]]): 
" tayQll: =unapply(mtaylor(Qlfunc(a[ll, a[2], 
a[2]=b[2], a[3]=b[3], a[4]=b[411,1), a, b): 
> tayQl2: =unapply(mtaylor(Qlfunc(a[l], a[2], 
a[2]=b[2], a[3]=b[31, a[41=b[411,2), a, b): 
> tayQl3: =unapply(mtaylor(Qlfunc(a[ll, a[2], 
aE2]=b[2], a[3]=b[3], a[4]=b[4]], 3), a, b): 
> tayQ21: =unapply(mtaylor(Q2func(a[l], a[2], 
a[2]=b[2], a[3]=b[3], a[41=b[4]], 1), a, b): 

> tayQ22: =unapply(mtaylor(Q2func(a[l], a[2], 
a[2]=b[2], a[3]=b[3], a[4]=b[4]], 2), a, b): 

> tayQ23: =unapply(mtaylor(Q2func(a[l], a[21, 
a[2]=b[2], a[3]=b[31, a[4]=b[4]], 3), a, b): 

Declare vectors to be used in calculations. 

zvect: = [@, z [21 ,z [31 ,z [4] ]: 

> zdvect: =[@, zd[2], zd[31, zd[4]]: 

> zddvect: =[@, zdd[2], zdd[31, zdd[411: 

> tvect: =[@, t[21, t[31, t[4]]: 

mdvect: =[O, md[2], md[3], md[4]]: 

a[31, a[4]), [a[ll=b[l] , 

a[31 , a[4]), [a[ll=b[l] , 

a[3], a[4]), [a[l]=b[l] , 

a[31, a[4]), [a[ll=b[l] , 

a[3], a[4]), [a[ll=b[l] , 

a[31, a[4]), [a[ll=b[l] , 

Eliminate x[41 so that we have to solve F(x[ll,. x[21, x[31)=O (mod q) for some 

quartic F. 
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" elim: =eliminate({Ql, Q2j, x[4]): 
" x4soln: =elim[l][1]: 
" F: =elim[2][1]: 

" Fl: =subs (x [1]=1, F): 

" FG1: =subs({x[l]=G, x[2]=1J, F): 

" F001: =subs(fx[11=0, x[2]=G, x[3]=11, F): 
I 

Step 1. Find all solutions of Ql(x)=Q2W=O (mod q) with first non-zero 
entry equal to 1. 

1.1 Search for all solutions x mod p 1, and determine the corresponding x[4]. 
xcountpl: =-l: 

Is [I, x2, x3, x4] a solution? 
> for xi from 0 to pl-1 do 

> x3s[xi]: =Roots(subs(x[21=xi, Fl)) mod pl: 
" if x3s[xi]<>[] then 

" for counter from 1 to nops(x3s[xil) do 

" xj: =x3s[xi1[counter1E11: 
" xk: =subs(fx[11=1, x[21=xi, x[31=xjl, rhs(x4soln)) mod pl: 

" Qlsubs: =subs(fx[11=1, x[21=xi, x[31=xj, x[41=xkl, Ql) mod pl: 

" Q2subs: =subs(fx[11=1, x[21=xi, x[31=xj, x[41=xkl, Q2) mod pl: 

" if Qlsubs=G and Q2subs=G then 

> xcountpl: =xcountpl+l: 
" xsolnpl[xcountpll: =El, xi, xj, xkl: 

" fi: 

" od: 
" fi: 

" od: 

Is [0,1, x3, x4] a solution? 
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" x3s[xil: =Roots(FOl) mod pl: 
" if x3s[xi]<>[] then 

" for counter from 1 to nops(x3s[xi]) do 

" xj: =x3s[xil[counter][1]: 
" xk: =subs(fx[l]=O, x[2]=l, x[3]=xjl, rhs(x4soln)) mod pl: 
" Qlsubs: =subs(lx[l]=G, x[2]=l, x[3]=xj, x[4]=xkl, Ql) mod pl: 
" Q2subs: =subs(fx[11=0, x[2]=l, x[3]=xj, x[4]=xkl, Q2) mod pl: 
" if Qlsubs=G and Q2subs=G then 
" xcountpl: =xcountpl+l: 
" xsolnpl[xcountpl]: =[0,1, xj, xk]: 
" fi: 

" od: 
" fi: 

Is [0,0, I, x4] a solution? 
> if F001 mod pl =0 then 

> xk: =subs(fx[l]=O, x[2]=G, x[3]=11, rhs(x4soln)) mod pl: 
> Qlsubs: =subs(fx[11=0, x[21=0, x[31=1, x[4]=xkl, Ql) mod pl: 
> Q2subs: =subs(fx[11=0, x[21=0, x[31=1, x[41=xkl, Q2) mod pl: 

> if Qlsubs=G and Q2subs=O then 

> xcountpl: =xcountpl+l: 
> xsolnpl[xcountpl]: =[0,0,1, xkl: 
> fi: 

fi: 

Is [0,0,0,1 ]a solution? 
" Qlsubs: =subs(lx[11=0, x[21=0, x[31=0, x[4]=11, Ql) mod pl: 

" Q2subs: =subs(fx[11=0, x[21=0, x[31=0, x[41=11, Q2) mod pi: 

> if Qlsubs=@ and Q2subs=G then 

xcountpl: =xcountpl+l: 
xsolnpl[xcountpll: =[G, G, G, 11: 

fi: 

1.2 Search for all solutions x mod p2, and determine the corresponding x[4]. 
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xcountp2: =-l: 

Is [I, x2, x3, x4] a solution? 
> for xi from 0 to p2-1 do 

> x3s[xil: =Roots(subs(x[21=xi, Fl)) mod p2: 
> if x3s[xi]<>[] then 

> for counter from 1 to nops(x3s[xi]) do 

> xj: =x3s[xi1[counter1[11: 
> xk: =subs(fx[l]=l, x[2]=xi, x[3]=xjl, rhs(x4soln)) mod p2: 

> Qlsubs: =subs(fx[11=1, x[2]=xi, x[3]=xj, x[4]=xkl, Ql) mod p2: 

> Q2subs: =subs({x[11=1, x[2]=xi, x[3]=xj, x[4]=xkl, Q2) mod p2: 

> if Qlsubs=O and Q2subs=O then 

" xcountp2: =xcountp2+1: 
" xsolnp2[xcountp2l: =[l, xi, xj, xk]: 

" fi: 

" od: 
" fi: 

" od: 

Is [0, I, x3, x4] a solution? 
> x3s[xi]: =Roots(FG1) mod p2: 

> if x3s[xil<>[] then 

> for counter from 1 to nops(x3s[xil) do 

> xj: =x3s[xil[counter][1]: 
> xk: =subs(fx[11=0, x[2]=l, x[3]=xjl, rhs(x4soln)) mod p2: 

> Qlsubs: =subs(fx[11=0, x[2]=l, x[31=xj, x[4]=xkl, Ql) mod p2: 

" Q2subs: =subs(fx[11=0, x[21=1, x[31=xj, x[4]=xkl, Q2) mod p2: 

" if Qlsubs=@ and Q2subs=G then 

" xcountp2: =xcountp2+1: 

" xsolnp2[xcountp2l: =[0,1, xj, xk]: 

> fi: 

> od: 

> fi: 
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Is [0,0,1, x4] a solution? 
> if FG@1 mod p2 =0 then 

> xk: =subs(fx[l]=G, x[2]=G, x[31=11, rhs(x4soln)) mod p2: 
> Qlsubs: =subs(lx[11=0, x[2]=G, x[3]=l, x[4]=xkl, Ql) mod p2: 
> Q2subs: =subs(fx[11=0, x[2]=G, xE3]=l, x[4]=xkl, Q2) mod p2: 
> if Qlsubs=G and Q2subs=G then 
> xcountp2: =xcountp2+1: 
> xsolnp2[xcountp2]: =[0,0,1, xk]: 
> fi: 

fi: 

Is [0,0,0,1] a solution? 
> Qlsubs: =subs(fx[l]=O, x[2]=O, x[31=0, x[4]=11, Ql) mod p2: 
> Q2subs: =subs(fx[11=0, x[2]=G, x[31=0, x[4]=11, Q2) mod p2: 
> if Qlsubs=G and Q2subs=@ then 

> xcountp2: =xcountp2+1: 
> xso1np2[xcountp2]: =[G, 0, G, 1]: 
> fi: 

1.3 Find constants for Chinese remainder theorem. 
> Ml: =q/pl: M2: =q/p2: 
> nl: =l/Ml mod pl: 

n2: =l/M2 mod p2: 

1.4 Combine each solution modulo pI with each solution modulo p2 using 
Chinese Remainder Theorem. 

Chinese remainder theorem states that x= xp2 *k*p 1+ xp I *t*p2 is a solution 
modulo pI *p2 =q 

xcount: =-l: 
for p1count from 0 to xcountpl do 

for p2count from 0 to xcountp2 do 

xcount: =xcount+l: 
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> xsoln[xcountl: =nl*Ml*xsolnpl[plcountI + n2*M2*xsolnp2[p2count] 
mod q: 

Step 2. Lift each x to an arbitrary solution y=x+qz (mod q^2) with y[11=1. 

2.1 Set up the Taylor series expansions. 
> eql: =tayQl2(xsoln[xcount]+q*zvect, xsoln[xcount])/q: 
> eq2: =tayQ22(xsoln[xcount]+q*zvect, xsoln[xcount])/q: 

2.2 Solve the equations to find a solution z in terms of one of the variables. Let 
this variable be I in order to find an arbitrary solution. 

> solnsl: =traperror(solve(feql, eq2l) mod q): 

" if solnsl<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

" varyl: ='varyl': 
" for i from 1 to nops(solnsl) do 

" if lhs(solnsl[il)=rhs(solnsl[il) then 

" varyl: =rhs(solnsl[i]): 
" fi: 

" od: 
ztemp: =subs(solnsl, zvect): 
zsoln[xcountl: =subs(varyl=l, ztemp): 

ysoln[xcount]: =xsoln[xcount]+q*zsoln[xcountI mod qA2: 

Step 3. Lift each y to an arbitrary solution y'=y+q^2*z' (mod q^4) with 
Y, 111=1. 

3.1 Set up the Taylor series expansions. 

> eq1: =tayQ12(yso1n[xcount]+q A 2*zdvect, ysoln[xcount])/qA2: 

> eq2: =tayQ22(yso1n[xcount]+q A 2*zdvect, ysoln[xcount])/qA2: 

3.2 Solve the equations to find a solution z' in tenns of one of the variables. Let 

this variable be I in order to find an arbitrary solution. 
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solns2: =traperror(solve(feql, eq2l) mod qA2): 

if solns2<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

" vary2: = 
9 

vary 9: 

" for i from 1 to nops(solns2) do 

" if lhs(solns2[i])=rhs(solns2[i]) then 

" vary2: =rhs(solns2[i]): 
" fi: 

" od: 
" zdtemp: =subs(solns2, zdvect): 
" zdsoln[xcount]: =subs(vary2=1, zdtemp): 
" ydsoln[xcountl: =ysoln[xcount]+qA2*zdsoln[xcount] mod qA4: 

Step 4. Reduce y' to a solution y" mod q ̂ 3. 

> yddso1n[xcount]: =ydso1n[xcount] mod qA3: 

Step 5. Let w= lambda y"+ qt. Find a lattice basis for t. 

5.1 Set up the Taylor series expansions. 

> w: =evalm(evalm(lambda*yddsoln[xcountl)+evalm(q*tvect)): 
> templ-l: =tayQll(w, yddsoln[xcount]): 

> templ-2: =taYQ12(w, yddsoln[xcount]): 

> eql: =simplify(templ-2-templ-l)/q: 
> temp2-l: =tayQ21(w, yddsoln[xcount]): 

> temp2-2: =tayQ22(w, yddsoln[xcount]): 

> eq2: =simplify(temp2-2-temp2-l)/q: 

5.2 Solve the equations to find a basis vector u for the solution space modulo q. 

> solns3: =traperror(solve(feql, eq2l) mod qA2): 

if solns3<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 

" vary3: =Yvary I: 

" for i from 1 to nops(solns3) do 
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" if lhs(solns3[il)=rhs(solns3[il) then 
" if lhs(solns3[il)<>lambda then 

" vary3: =rhs(solns3[i]): 
" fi: 

" fi: 

" od: 
" ttemp: =subs(solns3, tvect): 

" usoln: =subs(vary3=1, ttemp) mod qA2: 

> use-rl: =false: use-r2: =false: use-r3: =false: 
" if vary3=t[2] then 

" use-rl: =true: 
" elif vary3=t[3] then 

" use-r2: =true: 
" elif vary3=t[41 then 

" use-r3: =true: 
" fi: 

Step 6. Now find the other vector in the lattice basis, m'. 

6.1 Set up the equation. 
> rl: =evalm(usoln&*Gl&*usoln): 
" r2: =evalm(usoln&*G2&*usoln): 
" eq: = r2*dotprod(mdvect, gradQl(yddsoln[xcountl)) - rl*dotprod(mdvect, 
gradQ2(yddsoln[xcount])): 

> if use-rl=true then 

" eq: =subs(md[21=0, eq): 

" elif use-r2=true then 

" eq: =subs(md[31=@, eq): 

" elif use-r3=true then 

" eq: =subs(md[4]=O, eq): 

> fi: 
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6.2 Solve the equation to find m -. 
" solns4: =traperror(solve(eq) mod q): 
" if solns4<>"the modular inverse does not exist" then 
> vary4: ='vary4': 
> for i from 1 to nops(solns4) do 

> if lhs(solns4[i])=rhs(solns4[i]) then 
> vary4: =rhs(solns4Ei]): 
> else 
> cl: =coeffs(rhs(solns4[i])): 

fi: 

od: 

Step 7. Find an LLL-reduced lattice basis for w. 

7.1 Set up the lattice basis. 

" if use-rl=true then 
" if vary4=md[41 then 
" 1atticebasis: =[yddso1n[xcount1, 
[0,0, qA3,011: 
" elif vary4=md[3] then 
" Iatticebasis: =[yddso1n[xcount1, 
[G, @, 0, qA3]]: 
" fi: 

" elif use-r2=true then 
" if vary4=md[41 then 
" latticebasis: =Eyddsoln[xcount], 
[O, q A3,0,011: 

> elif vary4=md[2] then 
> latticebasis: =Eyddsoln[xcount], 
[0,0,0, qA 311: 

> fi: 

elif use-r3=true then 

q*usoln, [0,0, q A 2*cl, q A 2], 

q*usoln, [0,0, qA2, qA2*cl], 

q*usoln, [G, q A 2*cl, @, q A 2], 

q*usoln, [G, qA2,0, qA2*cl], 

> if vary4=md[2] then 
> latticebasis: =[yddsoln[xcOunt], q*usoln, [G, qA2, qA 2*cl, G], 
[0,0, qA3, G] ]: 

> elif vary4=md[31 then 
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1ý > latticebasis: =[yddsoln[xcount], q*usoln, [G, q A 2'cl, qA2, G], 
[O, qA 3,0,011: 

> fi: 
fi: 

7.2 LLL-reduce the basis. 

" redvect: =traperror(lattice(latticebasis, 'integer')): 

" if redvect<>"the vectors are linearly dependent" then 
" rvl: =redvect[ll: rv2: =redvect[2]: rv3: =redvect[3]: 

Step 8. Express w in terms of the lattice basis vectors. 

S: = 
fx[l]=v[l]*rvl[l]+v[2]*rv2[1]+v[3]"rv3[l] x[2]=v[l]*rvl[2]+v[2]*rv2[2 

" ]+v[3]*rv3[21, x[31=v[ll*rvl[31+v[21*rv2[3]+v[3]*rv3[3], x[4]=v[l]*rvl[4 
" I+v[21*rv2[41+v[31*rv3[411: 

" Qlw: =subs (s, Ql) : 
" Q2w: =subs(s, Q2): 

" Qlw: =simplify(Qlw): 
" Q2w: =simplify(Q2w): 

Step 9. Solve these equations to find v[11, v[21 and v[31. 

" isolns: =isolve(fQlw, Q2wl): 

" if isolns<>NULL then 

" w: =v[l]*rvl+v[21*rv2+v[31*rv3: 
" w: =subs(isolns, w): 

" w: =subs(-Zl=l, w): 

" w: =w/igcd(w[ll, w[2l, w[3l, w[41): 
if norm(w)<=N then 

" print('SOLUTION FOUND ', w, timeo-starttime): 

" fi: 

" fi: #if isolns<>NULL then 

" fi: #if redvect<>"the vectors are linearly dependent" then 
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" fi: #if solns4<>" the modular inverse does not exist" then 

" fi: #if solns3<>" the modular inverse does not exist" then 

" fi: #if solns2<>" the modular inverse does not exist" then 

" fi: #if solnsl<>" the modular inverse does not exist" then 

" od: #for p2count from 0 to xcountp2 do 

" od: #for p1count from 0 to xcountpl do 

" totaltime : =timeo- starttime; 
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